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I Take Measurem 
With Absolute 
When it comes to your measurements, don't 
guess ... know. Look for detailed absolute accuracy 
specifications before you buy. 
Choose National Instruments products to get up to 
0.0127%' absolute accuracy backed by: 
V NIST-traceable calibration certificates 
V Hands-free user calibration with 
autocallbratlon software 
V Global calibration services through: 
• National Instruments 
• ANSIjNCSL Z540-1 and ISO Guide 25 
Certified Metrology Labs 
Calibration removes measurement uncertainties introduced 
by temperature drift and time, and is required to deliver 
the specified accuracy. 
National Instruments data acquisition meets your 
needs for accuracy and calibration so you can 
Take Measurements, Not Estimates 
NATIONAL 
INSTRUMENTS™ 
ni.comlinfo/calibration (800) 327·9894 
Tel : (512) 794-0100 • Fax: (512) 683-9300 • info@ni.com 
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Where do I find 
Data Acquisition Products Online? 
Order 01'/' tIline! 
... of course 
r to Orr' Process Control lier Products Online! 
For Product Literature 
Visit our Website or ® No. 506 e-mail:das@omega.com 
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More recorder and data acquisition products from Astro-Med 
D II Dub 411 Dull • M115K2 
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TEST & MEASUREMENT DIVISION 
Astro-Med is System Certified to ISO-9001 
Astro-Med Industrial Park, West Warwick, Rhode Island 02893 
Phone: (401) 828-4000 · Toll Free: 1-877-867-9783 · Fax: (401) 822-2430 
In Canada Telephone 1-800-565-2216 
E-mail: MTGroup@astro-med.com · Web Site: www.astro-med.comlds17 
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SGI is the world leader in 
graphics technology for full-scale 
360-degree virtual reality 
air traffic control towers 
SGI and NASA Ames Research Center 
have created the air traffic control tower 
of the future-today. 
NASA FutureFlight Central provides the ability to 
virtually test and prevent potential air and runway 
traffic problems. The possibilities of this technology are 
limitless. It could enable control towers to collaborate in 
real time with international airports, visually predict and 
therefore prevent commercial flight delays or accidents, 
and even manage interplanetary traffic control some day. 
By using the Silicon Graphics" Onyx2"' visual 
workstation to process complex 3D graphics, imaging, 
video, and satellite data in real time, the system can 
portray any airport in the world in realistic 360-degree 
high-resolution images. 
Win a SHicon Graphics 1600SW flat panel display. 
Visit our Web site to find out more how SGI Federal can help you see the future. While you're 
there, enter to win one of our award-winning flat panel displays. Complete contest rules are 
located at www.6ql/ederal.com. 
www.sgtfederal.com 
ffc .arc.nasa.gov 
C21XXl SilICon Gr.JphlCS. Inc. All riihl.,...."..j SilICon Gr.Jph1c.s. Onyx. and 0nyx2 are ,OC',1ered Ir>domam. and SCI. lhe SGlIoto. SCI Fed.raland the SCI Federalloto.r< tradomarics of Sthcon Gr.Jph1t •• Inc AlIDIher tradtmarb mentIOned hem" ".the property 
of their respfCttve owners 
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Introducing 
All vou need to do FEA within CAD 
$915 
: Autodesk. 
Regis t ered Developer 
..... ,t.. r" " c..amIa: .1 (714 564-0844 WRen tR_ Gng.n..,.,ng Eurape (UK) +44 1784 442 24 
Ha. to be Right E-maI: ...... _ 
_ Jllgar.com 
Voyager 
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PARAMETRIC 
TECHNOLOGY 
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
The webDAQ/100 from Capital 
Equipment Corp., Billerica, MA, 
combines AID and D/A hard-
ware with a buil t-in web 
server fo r data acquisition 
and download. 
ON THE COVER 
The IP340 IndustryPack® is an analog 
input module from Acromag, Wixom, MI 
(www.acromag.com). that features two 
eight-channel banks and eight AID convert-
ers with simultaneous sampling capability. 
ActiveX controls link I/O data to desktop 
appl ications used to display and record 
data. The IndustryPack is one of six new 
products descri bed on page 36 as part of 
this month's Special Coverage on Data 
Acquisit ion, which begins on page 28. 
(Photo courtesy of Acromag) 
Penni ions: Authorization to photocopy items for internal or personal usc, or the internal or 
personal use of specific cJienlSJ is granted by Associated Business Publications, pr0\1ded thal 
the Oat fee of $3.00 per copy be paid di rectly to the Copyright Cleat ... nce Comer (222 Rose 
Wood Dr .• Danyen;. MA 01923) . For those organizations that have been granted a photocopy 
license by CCC. a separate sYS Lem of payment has been arranged. The fee code for users of t.he 
Transactional Reponing Service i : 1 N 0145-319XI94 $3.00+.00 
Introducing the World's First Miniature HIST-traceable Lamp for Optical Fibers 
8 
The LS-I-CAL NlST-traceable Fiber Optic Light Source provides 
the user with absolute spectral intensity values vs . wavelengths --
at the fiber entrance port. Imagine ... a calibrated source for 
aptiea/fibers! Here are some other benefits: 
• Low cost. At $549, the LS-J-CAL is thousands of dollars less 
than conventional radiometric standards. 
• NIST -traceable calibration. Included is calibration data for the 
lamp's spectral output from 300-1050 DID. 
• Small size. "Portable" best describes the LS-J-CAL. It will 
operate from any weB-regulated l2VDC power source, and 
it's small enough to fit into a shirt pocket. 
• Integrating sphere option. Lamp couples to fiber optic 
integrating sphere and spectrometer to measure LEDs. 
Fax: (727) 733-3962 
E-mail: Info@OceanOptlcs.com 
Web: www.OceanOptlcs.com 
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CompuScope 82G 
2 GS/s Sampling 
on one Channel 
1 GS/s Sampling 
on 2 Channels 
PCI Bus Card 
SDK for LabVIEW 
SDK for MATLAB 
2 Gigabyte On-Board 
Acquisition Memory 
8 bit, 500 MS/s AID Sampling 
12 bit, 100 MS/s AID Sampling 
16 bit, 2.5 MS/s AID Sampling 
32 bit, 100 MHz Digital Input 
Supports PCI Bus Transfers 
GageScope Software 
(Windows 95, 98 and NT) 
World 's Most Powerful Scope Software 
Plug-Ins lor FFT. 
Waveform Parameters. AveragIng, 
AutoSave and Extended Math 
CompuScope 1602 
16 Bit, 2.5 MS/s 
75 dB SNR 
1 Billion Samples On-Board 
Acquisition Memory 
PCI Bus Card 
Windows SDK for C++ 
Linux SDK coming soon 
CompuScope 3200 
32 Bit, 100 MHz 
Digital Input Card 
GageBit Digital VO 
Software for Ease-Of-Use 
2 Billion Samples On-board 
AcqUisition Memory 
PCI Bus Card 
A Tektronix Technology Company 
From outsIde the United Stales contact: Gage Applied. Inc., Tel: + 1-514-633-7447 Fax: + 1-514-633-0770. e-mall : prodinfo@gage-applied.com 
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COMBINE 
MULTIPLE 
COMPUTER 
& VIDEO 
SIGNALS ON 
A SINGLE 
SCREEN 
SUPERVIEW 
DISPLAY UP TD 10 INPUTS 
IN REAL·TIME & FULL COLOR 
Multiple live video & computer 
Images on a single screen 
Overall system resolution 
up to 1600 x 1200 
NTSC, PAL, S·Video & computer 
inputs up to 1280 x 1024 
Independent scale, position 
& zoom for each input 
Front panel and RS·232 control 
Computer on video overlays 
Models with up to 10 computer 
and/or video inputs 
Control software for Windows 95/98/NT 
VIsit our web site hHp://www.rgb.com 
Display multiple live video images 
and even multiple computer inputs 
on a single monitor or projector. 
Designed for maximum flexibility. the 
SuperView system is an excellent solution 
for applications in command·and·control. 
simulation. teleconferencing and multlme· 
d la display. 
RGB SPECTRUM-
a visual communications company-
950 Marina Village Parkway 
Alameda, California 94501 
Tel : (510) 81 4·7000 
Fax: (510) 8 14·7026 
E.mail :sales@rgb.com 
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Surely people buying super computers can figure this out. 
LEHDIKS LINUX fU 
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NASA 
Commercial 
Technology 
Team 
NASA's R&D efforts produce a robust supply of promising technologies with applications in many 
industries. A key mechanism in identifying commercial applications for this technology is NASA 's 
national network of commercial technology organizations. The network includes ten NASA field cen-
ters, six Regional Technology Transfer Centers (RITCs), the National Technology Transfer Center 
(NTTC), business support organizations, and a full tie-in with the Federal Laboratory Consortium 
(FLC) for Technology Transfer. Call (609) 667-7737 for the FLC coordinator in your area. 
NASA's Technology Sources 
If you need further information about new technologies presented in NASA Tech Briefs, 
request the Technical Support Package (TSP) indicated at the end of the brief. If a TSP is 
not available, the Commercial Technology Office at the NASA field center that sponsored 
the research can provide you with additional information and, if applicable, refer you to the 
innovator(s). These centers are the source of all NASA-developed technology. 
Ames Research Goddard Space Johnson Space Langley Research Marshall Space 
Center Flight Center Center Center Flight Center 
Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno-
logICal strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: 
Fluid Dynamics; Earth and Artificial Intelli- Aerodynamics; Materials; 
Ufe Sciences; Planetary Science genceand Flight Systems; Manufacturing; 
Earth and Missions; UDAR; Human Computer Materials; Nondestructive 
Atmospheric Cryogenic Interface; Structures; Evaluation; 
Sciences; Systems; ute Sciences; Sensors; Biotechnology; 
Information, Tracking; Human Space Measurements; Space Propulsion; 
Communications, Telemetry; Flight Operations; Information Controls and 
and Intelligent Remote Sensing; Avionics; Sciences. Dynamics; 
Systems; Command. Sensors; Sam Morello Structures; 
Human Factors. George A/com Communications. (757) 864-6005 Microgravity 
Carolina Blake (301) 286-5810 Hank Oavis s.a.morel/o@ Processing. 
(650) 604-1 754 galcom@gsfc. (281) 483-0474 larc.nasagov Sally Utile 
cblake@mail. nasa.gov hemy.l.ciavisl@jsc. (256) 544-4266 
arc.nasa.gov nasa.gov John H. Glenn sally.little@msfc. 
Jet Propulsion Research Center nasa.gov 
Dryden Flight Laboratory Kennedy Space at Lewis Field 
Research Center Selected techno- Center Selected techno- Stennis Space 
Selected techno- logical strengths: Selected techno- logical strengths: Center 
logical strengths: NearlDeep-Space logical strengths: Aeropropulsion; Selected techno-
Aerodynamics; Mission Fluids and Fluid Communications; logical strengths: 
Aeronautics Flight Engineering; Systems; Mate- Energy Propulsion 
Testing; Microspacecraft; rials Evaluation; Technology; Systems; 
Aeropropulsion; Space Process Engi- High Temperature TestIMonitoring; 
Flight Systems; Communications; neering; Com- Materials Remote Sensing; 
Thermal Testing; Information mand, Control Research. Nonintrusive 
Integrated Systems; and Monitor LanyVitema Instrumentation. 
Systems Test and Remote Sensing; Systems; Range (216) 433-3484 Kirk Sharp 
Validation. Robotics. Systems; Environ- cto@grc. (228) 688-1929 
LeeOUke Merle McKenzie mental Engi- nasa.gov kirk.sharp@ 
(805) 258-3802 (818) 354-2577 nearing and ssc.nasa.gov 
lee.duke@dfrc. merle.mckenzie@ Management. 
nasagov jpl.nasa.gov Jim Aliberti 
(321) 867-6224 
Jim.Aliberti-l@ 
ksc.nasa.gov 
NASA-Sponsored Commercial Technology Organizations 
These organizations were established to provide rapid access to NASA and other federal 
R&D and foster collaboration between public and private sector organizations. They also 
can direct you to the appropriate point of contact within the Federal Laboratory Consortium. 
To reach the Regional Technology Transfer Center nearest you, call (800) 472-6785. 
Joseph Allen 
National Technology 
Transfer Center 
(BOO) 678-6882 
Ken DOZier 
Far-West Technology 
Transfer Center 
UnIVersity of Southem 
Cal~omia 
(213) 743-2353 
Dr. William Gasko 
Center for Technology 
Commercialization 
Massachusetts 
Technology Park 
(508) 870-0042 
J. Ronald Thomton 
Southern Technology 
Applications Center 
University of Florida 
(352) 294-7822 
Gary Sera 
Mid-Continent Technology 
Transfer Center 
Texas A&M University 
(409) 845-8762 
Lani S. Hummel 
Mid-Atlantic Technology 
Applications Center 
University of Pittsburgh 
(412) 383-2500 
Chris Cobum 
Great Lakes Industrial 
Technology Transfer 
Center 
Battelle Memorial 
Institute 
(440) 734-0094 
NASA ON-LINE: Go to NASA's CommerCial Technology Network (CTN) on the World Wide Web at 
http://nctn.hq.nasa.gov to search NASA technology resources, find commercialization opportunit ies, 
and leam about NASA's national network of programs, organizations, and services dedicated to tech-
nology transfer and commercialization. 
NASA Program Offices 
At NASA Headquarters there are seven major 
program offices that develop and oversee 
technology projects of potential interest to 
industry. The street address for these strategic 
business units is: NASA Headquarters, 300 E 
St. SW, Washington, DC 20546. 
Carl Ray 
Small Business Innovation 
Research Program (S8IR) 
& Small Business 
Technology Transfer 
Program (SITR) 
(202) 358-4652 
cray@mail.hq.nasa.gov 
Dr. Robert NOIwood 
Office of Commercial 
Technology (Code RW) 
(202) 358-2320 
morwood@mail.hq. 
nasa.gov 
John Mankins 
Office of Space Flight 
(Code MP) 
(202) 358-4659 
jmankins@mail. 
hq.nasa.gov 
Terry Hertz 
Office of Aero-Space 
Technotogy (Code RS) 
(202) 358-4636 
thertz@mail.hq.nasa.gov 
Glen Mucklow 
Office of Space Sciences 
(Code SM) 
(202) 358-2235 
gmuckJoW@mail. 
hq.nasa.gov 
Roger Crouch 
Office of Microgravily 
Science Applications 
(Code U) 
(202) 358-0689 
rcrouch@hq.nasa.gov 
Granville Paules 
Office of Mission to Planet 
Earth (Code V) 
(202) 358-0706 
gpaules@mtpe.hq.nasa.gcN 
NASAls Business Facilitators 
NASA has established several organizations 
whose objectives are to establish joint spon-
sored research agreements and incubate 
small start-up companies with significant 
business promise. 
Wayne P. Zeman 
Lewis Incubator for 
Technology 
Cleveland, OH 
(216) 586-3888 
B. Greg Hinkebein 
Mississippi Enterprise for 
Technology 
Stennis Space 
Center. MS 
(800) 746-4699 
Julie Holland 
NASA Commercialization 
Center 
Pomona, CA 
(909) 869-44 77 
Bridgette Smalley 
UH-NASA Technology 
Commercialization 
Incubator 
Houston, TX 
(713) 743-9 155 
John Rni 
Goddard Space Flight 
Center Incubator 
Baltimore, MD 
(410) 327-9150xl034 
Thomas G. Rainey 
NASA KSC Business 
Incubation Center 
Titusville, FL 
(407) 383-5200 
Joanne W. Randolph 
BizTech 
Huntsville, AL 
(256) 704-6000 
Joe Boeddeker 
Ames Technotogy 
Commercialization Center 
San Jose, CA 
(408) 557-6700 
Marty Kaszubowski 
Hampton Roads 
Technology Incubator 
(Langley Research Center) 
Hampton, VA 
(757) 865-2140 
If you are interested in information, applications, and services relating to satellite and aerial data for Earth resources, contact: Dr. Stan Morain, Earth Analysis 
Center, (505) 277-3622. 
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I;' PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
NASA Partners With 
Veterans Agency 
N A and the Department of eteran Affair (V ) igned an 
agreement on Ma 30 to initiate a 
ASA-operated voluntary patient afety 
protection 
tern. By 
forging the 
alliance 
with ASA, 
the VA will 
tap into 
AS ' 
experti e on afety issue to implement 
and operate a y tern for recording and 
analyzing medical error and "clo e 
calls." The VA operate 172 medical 
centers that last year treated more than 
3.3 rnilHon patients. 
Capital Equipment orp., Billerica, MA, has introduced webDAQ/IOO, a web-ba ed data acqui ition device that combine A/ D and D/ A hardware with web technology. With a built-in web server, the ystem contains its own user interface. 
The u er plugs the system into a network connection, tarts up their web 
browser, and configures acquisition parameter, tart and top opera-
tion , and data reports. When data is required, it can be downloaded 
directly into Excel. The sy tern can be used with any computer that has 
an Ethernet port, connected locally, or multiple ystem can be used at 
remote ites for unattended data logging. The unit feature up to 32 MB 
of internal RAM, 500 KHz throughput at 12-bit accuracy on 32 input 
chann I , eight D/ A output channel, and the ability to sample at 
multiple data rate simultaneou Iy. 
ASA will operate the VA Patient 
Safety Reporting ystem that i 
modeled after the N A-admini tered 
Aviation Safety Reporting ystem 
(ASRS) , which i funded by the Federal 
For More Information Circle No. 753 
The Need for Speed 
Computers used to work in milliseconds (I,OOOth ), then went to micro econd (millionth) , and now are 
approaching nano econds (billionth) for logic operation, 
and pico econd (trillionth) for the witches and gate in 
chip. MThat' great in theon," aid Dr. Donald Frazier of 
A's ~1ar hall pace Flight en ter in Huntsville, AL. 
But. electronic . ignals, even with Very Large calc 
Integration (VLSI) and maximum miniaturization, "are 
bogged dm\ n b\ man~ aspeet~ of the solid material the}' 
tr.:l\el through . . 0 we\e had to find a faster medium for 
th ignal - and the amwer seem to be light itself." 
Light travel at I 6,000 mile per econd, In a billionth 
of a second. or one nano econd. photon of light travel 
j u t a bit Ie , than a foot. That would be perfect for doing 
thing~ very quiekh in microminiaturized complller chip. 
. eweI achances. ,aid Frazier. have produ((:d a variety of 
viation Admini tration (FAA). The 
ASRS collects, analyze , and responds 
to voluntarily ubmitted aviation afety 
incident reports in order to Ie en the 
likelihood of aviation accidents. 
For more infannation, contact J<\SA 
Ames' Public Affairs Office at 650-604-
2162; the VA Office of Public Affairs at 
202-273-6000, or visit www.arc.nasa.gov. 
thin fLllJl5 and optical fibers that make optical interconnec-
tion and device practical. "We are focu ing on thin film 
made of organic molecule, which are more light en itive 
than inorganics. What we are accompli hing in the lab 
today will re ult in the development of up r-fast, 
uper-miniaturized, uper-lightweight, and lower cost 
optical computing and optical communication devices 
and y tern ," Frazier explained. 
The rapid growth of the Internet demands [aster speed 
and larger band\vidth than eleeu'onic circuit.s can provide. 
Frazier and Dr. Ho sin Abdeldayem of. ' A ~laI>hall ha\'e 
de igned and built all-optical logic gate eir uits for data 
proce. ing at gigabit and terabit rate , and the~ are 
working on a S) tern for pattern recognition . 
For marl' information, I 'illl .\-[anhalt's XA.s~-\ Srzen(1' XPUiI web 
.\it~ at http://lrimCl'.llosa,gov. 
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Nowyoucan 
acquire data directly 
into MATLAB. 
h e new MATLAB® Data Acquisition Toolbox makes it easy to acquire data directly into 
The new MKI1.IIB Data Acquisition Toolbox 
lets ro'l rend data directly from acquisition 
hardware into MAru.B for analysis. 
MATLAB. This new toolbox allows you to communicate 
with a variety of data acquisition devices, including 
plug-in boards from National Instruments, Hewlett Packard 
VXI hardware, and PC sound cards. Acquire, analyze, 
visualize, and model from within the familiar, industry-
standard MATLAB technical computing environment. 
- --- Act now. Get a free technical example, as well as complete product specifications. 
To get your free technical example call us now at 508-647-7000, or visit our 
Web site at www.mathworks.com/ntba. 
Call 508-647-7000 
or visit www.mathworks.com/ ntba 
MATUB and its 
add-on toolboxes 
provIde support for 
data acquisition, 
signal analysis, and 
V{e ha\"e a ~dt netWOrk. of lDternational rept"eKIltatiVei. 
VISit our Web lite .11 \\"W'W.mathworks.aunleur fur mo~ mfonnanon. 
For More Informat/on CIrcle No. 516 
MATLAB~ 
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The NASA Tech Briefs web to complement the magazine and its market-focus supplements by 
offering a wide range of interactive features, including the ability to download free NASA technical reports, and access 
daily industry news. To help you derive optimum benefit from our sites, we invite you to log on to www.nasatech.com 
and take this guided tour. 
O n the left-hand ide of the I\SA Tech Briefs home page are links to 
the week' news headlines, the current 
"Who' Who at ASA" interview, and 
NTB' Product of the Month. To go 
directly to one of these featmes, click on 
the headline. Clicking on the word News 
at the top of the column will take you to 
the ews Center page, where brief urn-
maries accompany links to each current 
news story or feature. The ews 
Center is also a gateway to an 
online library of articles. The 
Previous Headlines link at the bot-
tom of the column brings up a Ii t 
of stories for the CUlTent and pre-
vious month . Articles on Fue, at 
the top of the page, provides 
access to every article that has 
been posted on the ews Center 
since it began in April 1998. If you 
are intere ted in having an OEM 
tech brief published in one of om 
market-focus supplements, click 
on Submit a Tech Brief. 
ow click back to the TB 
home page and look under 
Features, ju t to the right of the 
news column. At the top, you will 
find Tech Briefs and download-
able Technical Support Packages, 
which are exclusive to the NTB 
site. Every tech brief that has 
appeared in NTB ince January 
1998 i now available online, Ii t-
ed by category. The NA A 
Technical upport Packages 
(T P ) provide detailed informa-
tion about the technologie 
reported each month in NTB. At 
the end of each tech brief, you'll 
find the category under which 
the T P can be found on the web 
site. These documents are available free 
to U .. citizens and residents, and can be 
downloaded as PDF file. If you are a 
new u er, you will need to regi ter online 
(at the top of the T P page) before 
using thi feature. 
If you are not yet an TB ub criber, 
you can pau e here to Subscribe 
online. If you are intrigued by a hot 
new product adverti ed in TB and 
16 
would like to find out more, click on 
Get More Information ... FAST. The 
Reader Forum invites you to share 
que tion and ideas with colleague . 
Tho e intere ted in TB' range of 
print and electronic marketing tools 
can review our online media kit by 
clicking on Advertise. 
To become an In ider, click on the 
Free Newsletter button to the right of 
} M.\IIAB . 
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Feature. Here, you can sub cribe to the 
NTB Insider, an e-mail newsletter that 
deliver exclusive previews of upcoming 
NTB article , advance notice of online 
and trade-show opportunities, and late-
breaking ASA and industry new. We 
al 0 offer pecial-focu ne\\ letters cover-
ing photonics, CAD/CAE, and test and 
measurement Om new Egyi!k feature 
provides a earchable, interactive data-
www.nasatech.com 
bas of upplier , products, conference, 
and ervices. For a relatively mall fee, 
companie can add their own Ii ting to 
the database. 
For acce to other NTB- pon ored web 
ite, croll down the page to the Conne t 
heading, where you will find links to other 
ite , including: 
Photonics Tech Briefs Olliine provides 
industry news and tech briefs on optics, 
lasers, electro-optics, fiber-optics, 
imaging, and te t and measure-
ment from the Photonics Tech Briefs 
market-focus supplement. 
Rapid Product Development 
Online is an all-digital publica-
tion covering tool and tech-
nologie for reducing the prod-
uct design cycle, including 
rapid prototyping and tooling, 
mold-making, and advanced 
CAD/CAE solution. 
Electronics Tech Briefs Olliine 
features highlights from the 
Electronics Tech Briefs market-
focu supplement, including 
information on components, 
y tern, oftware, and board-
level e lectronic . 
AFRL Technology Horizons is 
the online complement to AFRL 
Technology Horizons magazine, 
from the publi her of I\SA 
Tech Briefs, which feature cut-
ting-edge technological innova-
tions from the Air Force 
Re earch Laboratory (AFRL). If 
you are not yet receiving this 
new publication, you can sub-
scribe online. 
Acros the bOllom of the 
home page, you will find 
another eries of link, includ-
ing: About NTB, which will tell you 
more about our magazine'S history 
and what we do; Links, which offer 
connections to ite uch as the ASA 
Commercial Technology etwork and 
the A5A field centers; and Feedback, 
which invite your comments and ug-
gestions. You can also send comments 
to TB's Internet editor at suzanne@ 
abptuf.org. 
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• -"'U'rOPESK I Nv'£m-OR "" Sf./DDENLY YOU 'RE FR.EE FROM THE pARAMETRIC WORLD. 
Go ahead. Break the bonds of parametric design systems. Let the 
Autodesk InventorTM adaptive technology set you free. Autodesk 
Inventor software adapts to your style of work. Large assemblies 
are handled with ease. Web-based communications empower team 
collaboration . And new users are productive on day one. Want the 
freedom to invent? See what Aulodesk Inventor and the power of 
iDesign™ can do for you: www.autodesk.comlinventor. 
autodeske 
For More Information Circle No. 524 
Reader Forum is dedicated to the thoughts, concerns, questions, and comments of our readers. If you have a comment, a question 
regarding a technical problem, or an answer to a previously published question, post your letter to Reader Forum on-line 
at www.nasatech.com, or send to: Editor, NASA Tech Briefs, 317 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017; Fax: 212-986-7864. 
Please include your name, company (if applicable), address, and e-mail address or phone number. 
I am inve tigating existing ancillary u e of pace huttle tile material. I was re-
ferred to the ugust 1996 is ue of 11:A 
Tech Briefs (Mi ion Accomplish d, page 
20) for information on the subject. In 
particular I am intere ted in finding bio-
logical application for thi material. 
Thank you. 
Walter Mybeck 
wrmybeck@hotmail.com 
(Editor's Note: Walter, the article you refer 
to from 1996 concerned the application of 
Space huttle Thermal Protection ystem 
(T~ ) blanket material as insulation against 
heat build-up in a f1SCAR Winston Cup 
race car. Bruce Lockley, TPS Facility Manager 
at Kennedy SPace Center, directed that project. 
You can contact him faT information on other 
applications faT TPS at bruce.lockley-l @ 
kmail.ksc.nasa.gov, or visit the KSC web site 
at www.ksc.nasa.gov.) 
Technologies Wanted 
Thi month, we feature mor ab Lracts 
of Demand Pull Technology Tran fer 
projects. The e projects identify technol-
ogy needs within an industry egment-
uch as i tive Technology - and find 
technology solution to meet tho e 
need. The Rehabilitation Engineering 
Re earch Center on Technology Trans-
fer. in partner hip with the Rehabilita-
tion Engineering Re earch Center on 
Wheeled Mobility. has developed the 
Wheeled Mobility Project to identify 
market needs like those described below 
that represent ignificant busine op-
portunities. For more detail on the pro-
ject- or to submit technology olutions 
- visit the project web site at www.rti. 
org/ technology / wheeJchairs. 
Improved Tires for Manual 
& Power Wheelchairs 
Common tire materials include rub-
ber, polyurethane, compo ite nylon, and 
Kevlar-reinforced materials. An ideal tire 
hould have low rolling and turning re-
i tance, while offering high traction on 
all urface. It hould be non-marking, 
maintenance-free, and hould allow at 
least 1,000 mile between ervice or a 
one- ear life under typical to heavy u e. 
The tire mu t be electricall non-con-
ductive to eliminate static buildup. 
Battery Charger Technologies 
Deep discharge wet and gel elec-
trolyte, lead-acid batterie are the tan-
dard power ource for power wheel-
chairs. An ideal charger must be about 
6 x 4 x 2" in ize, and must charge both 
types of batteries. It must meet or exceed 
the ANSI/RES A standard (Part 14) of 
charging to 80% capacity in 8 hour, 
while protecting the user from shock. It 
should alert the user when charge level 
decreases to 60% of full charge. The 
charger hould co tie s than . 50 - 70 to 
manufacture. 
,..t Series 4100 (up to 20 L/min.) to measure air, 02 and N20 
18 
Series 4000 (up to 300 L/min.) to measure air, and 02 
... ideal for a wide range of applications 
HI(,1i A<-<-lIn \C\ 
F\\I Rl\I'O:\\1 
lo\\ PIU \\l'IU UnoI' 
Low Cost Measurement Solutions in 
Laboratory and Installed OEM Versions for 
• Research and Development • Laboratory Reference 
• Manufacturing Testing • Quality assurance 
. .. from TS1, a worldwide leader 
in air and gas flow measurement technology 
For More Information Circle No. 412 
TSI Incorporated 
Flowmeter Division 
St. Paul, Minnesota, USA 
Tel.: 651 490 3849 
Fax.: 6514904053 
Email: f/owmeters@tsi.com 
Web: http.//f/owmeters.tsi.com 
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May 15, 2000 - A John Deere model 9600 combine cuts the last crop of 
barley from Spectrum Astro's new 80 acre site in Gilbert, Arizona. 
Today's industry leader in ground breaking satellite design and technologies, Spectrum Astro, is altering 
the competitive landscape with the construction of a new headquarters and state-of-the-art satellite 
manufacturing facility. Over 274,000 square feet of space in the first phase, dedicated to building the next 
generation of satellites to the highest standards of quality, faster and more reliable than ever. Designed 
to be the most efficient satellite manufacturing, integration and test facility in the world. Specifically 
designed to get programs like SBIRS Low, Wideband Gapfiller, GPS III and Discoverer II ready on schedule 
and to avoid the costly delays historically experienced in traditional satellite factories. Setting new 
standards for producibility and production rate with the capacity to build and test up to 27 satellites 
simultaneously. As well as providing the same low cost benefits to our lower quantity and demonstration 
satellite customers. Located on 80 acres of land in Gilbert, Arizona, Spectrum Astro's Factory of the Future 
is the first greenfield development of a totally new aerospace manufacturing facility in this country since 
1958. In fact, we're building on some of the lowest-cost industrial ground in America. Which means greater 
cost savings that are passed directly to our customers. And more affordable space flight programs. So 
watch these pages for updates as our newtacility comes out of the ground over the next year, and come 
by and see us as we build the future of your satellite system from the ground up. 
AFFOROABILITY THROUGH INNOVATION 
SPECTRUMASTRO 
Contact Dan Toomey in the Program Development Office 
1440 N. Fiesta Blvd. • Gilbert, AZ 85233 • Phone 480.892.8200 • FAX 480.892.2949 ~~www·.spectrumastro.com .;. 
c- ' l,. ;.. - J ~ 
For More Information Circle No. 578 or Visit www.nasatech.com/578 
pxr -your rugged, 
flexible solution for 
building high-perlonnance 
PC-based measurement 
and automation systems 
with CompactPCI. 
Measure with PXI 
• Automated test 
• Computer-Based 
Instrumentation 
• Data acquisition 
• Real-time control 
• Process monitoring 
• Machine vision/ inspection 
• Motion control 
Connect with PXI 
• OPC - industry standard 
for connectivity 
• Ethernet 
• DevlceNet 
• CAN 
• FOUNDATION Fieldbus* 
• Serial 
• GPIB 
*PCMCIA carrier module required 
Call today for your 
FREE PXI Brochure 
info@ni.oom 
Oc-..lOOO ...... ___ ~M ... -
~ ... c--.-..,-----..... -., 
___ 0......-0 ............ ... . " ... 
JIO....,..~~ .... 
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Who's Who at NASA 
Carl G. Ray, Executive Director 
for SBIRISTIR Programs 
Carl G. Ray i the Executive 
Director [or the mall 
Bu ine Innovation 
Research and mall 
Bu ine Technology 
Transfer ( BIR/ TIR) 
program, and i the 
Somce election Offi-
cial ( 0) re pon ible for their agency-
level oversight. Mr. Ray is also the ASA 
Publications Director for \1.SA Tech Briefs 
magazine. 
NASA Tech Briefs: What are the goals of 
the SBIR/ STTR programs? 
Carl Ray: As legislated federal research 
and development (R&D) set-asides estab-
lished in 1982 (SBIR) and 1994 (STIR) , 
these programs enable d1e federal gov-
ernment to tap into the innovation and 
efficiency of small, high-technology firms. 
A m;,yor goal i to provide opportunities 
for mall busine es to participate in gov-
ernment R&D. Both programs also seek 
to promote U.S. economic development 
through private-sector commercial appli-
cation of government-funded R&D. A spe-
cific goal of the STIR program is to en-
courage small busine es to find and 
partner with research institutions to de-
velop and tran fer irmovative technolo-
gies. Both programs also promote partici-
pation in technological innovation by 
women-owned small busine se , and by 
ocially and/ or economically disadvan-
taged busine es. 
NTB: How do these programs help 
small businesses grow? 
Ray: They provide an entrepreneurial 
opportunity and support in the form of 
funding that can reduce the initial risk 
and expense of serious R&D efforts that 
are often beyond the means of mall busi-
nesses, enabling them to compete on the 
same level as larger businesse . 
NTB: How do the programs benefit 
NASA and the American taxpayer, and 
what is NASA's l'Y2000 funding for the 
programs? 
Ray: They furnish an effective resource 
for the nation's R&D arena, and the 
retains the entrepreneurial pool that is 
critical to meeting its R&D needs. ASA., 
www.nasatech.com 
which has participated in the BlR pro-
gram ince 19 2, continue to report on 
the expanding contribution of both the 
BlR and STIR program in direct and 
spin-off technologie including tho e that 
enhance A' aeronautics and space 
program, improve om environment, ad-
vance medical treatment, and increase 
our ability to manage the "information 
age." 
ASA BIR funding for FY2000 i 92.1 
million; for STIR it is 5.5 million. 
NTB: What are some of the major 
technology areas covered in NASA's so-
licitations? 
Ray: A' SBIR olicitation technol-
ogy areas (research topics) are aligned 
with ASA's four Strategic Enterprises: 
Aero-Space Technology, Human Explo-
ration and Development of pace, Earth 
Science, and Space Science. The Enter-
prises are "corporate-like" trategic busi-
ness units that identify, at the mo t funda-
mental levels, unique sets of goals, 
objectives, mission , and progran1S repre-
enting what ASA does and for whom. 
Re earch topic and subtopics are devel-
oped and plac d in each olicitation, or-
ganized according to the Enterprises. 
NTB: What is the key to a winning 
proposal? 
Ray: In general, it is the degree to which 
the idea submitted is innovative, pre-
ented with convincing scientific or tech-
nical medt, soundness of proposed plans, 
and potential for commercialization. 
NTB: How can newcomers find out 
more? 
Ray: The best way to gain informa-
tion about the ASA program in gen-
eral is through the ASA SBIR/ TTR 
web ite at: http://sbir.nasa.gov. The 
mall Bu iness Admini tration ( BA) 
also organizes everal national and re-
gional SBIR confere nce every ear. 
The A centers each have BIR pro-
gram office and Commercial Technol-
ogy Offices, and information can also 
be found online at http: //nctn .hq. 
nasa.gov/ directory/ index.htmJ. 
A full transcript of this interview is availahle 
at urww.nasatech.wm. Mr: Ray can be reached 
at cray@mail.hq. nasa.gov. 
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CAN YOU SEE 
THE DIFFERENCE? 
/'\.' ' 
.J ~ A "'-~..I. J ~ ~ J 
> •• 
If you haven 't already figured it out, 
look closely at the display on each InfoStation"'. The only 
difference is the company name. OnJune 1,2000, StorCase" 
Technolo~ Inc. was launched as a sister company of 
Kingston Technology; the world's largest 3rd party memory 
manufacturer. The name may be different, but you can expect 
to receive the same great quality products, service and suppon 
that you have relied on from Kingston's Storage Products 
Division for the past 12 years. 
StorCase will continue to provide customers with flexible 
enclosures that meet long-term storage requirements. It was 
with the customers' future storage needs in mind that 
CE A 
--
StorCase developed the InfoStauon, a modular, self-mOnitOring, 
9-bay RAID chassis. With upgrade slots for adding upcoming 
optional RAID, NAS, SES and SAF-TE controller modules, 
InfoStalion is ready for the future when you are! 
For more infonnation about InfoStation or furore StorCase 
plans, including the addition of 24/7 service, call one of our 
representatives today at (800) 337-842l. 
Stor~ase~ 
TECHNOLO GY 
A Kingston ftCh110/0gy Company 
02000 5,orUse T.cllnology. Inc A KlOg"on Ttchnology Comp"ny 17000 _bop< Su .... f_ ''aile); CA 927081JSA (7 HI 438·1850 Fu (7 14) ~38-1847 AU nglm r< .. ,,·.d AU regos .. ",d 
Ifsdt"ndr1cs and trademarks art lnt proptny or IbtlT rtspeCt1\.'l' ownt'TS. 
For More Inrorm.atlon Circle No. 526 
Maple 6: The Analytical Engine 
Steven S. Ross 
Over the ear, lapl has become 
omewhat of a tandard for equation 
proce ing. Like Mathcad, TKSolver, 
and Mathematica - among many other 
package - it allow u er to enter for-
mulas in common math notation, and 
it allows output in numeric or graphi-
cal forms. But its poli hed interface 
and range of math function will be 
compelling for many u ers, e pecially 
when data must be calculat d uper-
carefully. 
Maple (from Waterloo Maple, On-
tario, Canada) tarts with more than 
3,000 function built in . There's plenty 
of flexibility for olving everything from 
linear algebra (including vector math) , 
to calculus and differential equations. It-
erative and recursive programming is 
also fairly ea y, u ing Maple' FOR-
TRAN-like programming language. 
er familiar with common language 
such as C, BASIC or Pascal hould have 
little difficulty navigating in Maple. 
Maple 6 offers big improvements over 
earlier ver ion in interoperability -
you can even run it inside Excel 2000. 
Figure 1. The entry screen within Excel. Note the 
mandatory defining of plot limits. 
You also can link external librarie of 
legacy code to programming done in 
Maple' own language. And, you can ex-
port Maple work in RTF (rich text for-
mat) to Micro oft Word and other word 
proce ing program . Maple 6 al 0 u e 
the umerical Algorithm Group 
( AG) olvers - more than 100 func-
tion were added to bple' linear alge-
bra package to use them. 
Maple has long allowed u ers to pec-
ify the number of decimal place needed 
in answers. A dirty little ecret was that 
the computational methods were not en-
tirely tandard. ow all floating point 
computation are IEEE 754 compliant. 
22 
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Figure 2. The same function as in Figure I, done 
directly inside Maple 6. 
In operation, you can use Maple as a 
fancy calculator - entering actual val-
ues into the function you pecify. But as 
with preadsheeting and programming, 
it u ually i preferable to enter symbols 
and then assign value to the ymbol. A 
little bit of extra typing provides 
reu able function and re ults that are 
easier to audit. If you specify floating 
point computation for even one vari-
able, the IEEE tandard require that all 
variables calculate to the ame preci ion. 
Thi can slow thing down. But Maple's 
calculation engine are quite fast any-
way. Vnle you are running big matrix 
problems, or find that peed has become 
an is ue, don't worry about fine-tuning. 
Once you have Maple, you keep think-
ing up things for it to do. During the re-
view period, I tarted using it to convert 
among decimal, hex, and binary nota-
tion (BASIC wants base 10, while HTML 
wants hexadecimal notation). The func-
tion is "convert (base-10 number, base, 
n)." There also are about 30 Gaussian in-
teger function , a whole tatisti package, 
and a et of financial function . 
The Excel link is not perfect, unfortu-
nately. It works well if you are careful to 
get your input right in the fir t place 
(Figure 1). If you make a mi take, how-
ever, you get a cryptic error me age-
it i dumped into a cell in the spread-
heet. In Excel, you can't go back and 
touch up a bad entry creen, either. You 
can try to fix the me s in Excel' formula 
bar, but only the mo t obvious typo will 
be trackable. You probably will have to 
enter the whole function again. For 
graphical-output problems, that' a par-
ticular chore because there' 0 much to 
\WJw.nasalech.com 
fill in. You hould be able to recall of-
fending data entry creen . 
The moral: Do your prototyping in 
Maple itself (where there' Ie to fill in, 
ou Cal1 touch up your work, and you 
benefit from good error-handling) and 
leave the Excel link for feeding data ta-
ble into Maple-developed function. 
Why Maple over other competent 
products in the arne or overlapping cat-
egories? I've often thought of Maple as 
the tool for techies who are really rious 
about under tanding the math they u e. 
There' even a" implify" command that 
clean up redundancie in loppy ex-
pre ion , and a "factor" command that 
factors polynomials. They're great for 
getting to the bottom of expre ion and 
really under tanding what' going on. It 
is no wonder the package is used to 
, 
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Figu re 3. The same function, with a minor 
typo - ·plot3D" instead of ·plot3d." Users get 
used to the non-action in these cases and hunt 
for errors. But there's no message to guide 
them. Note that the system, by default, gener-
ates a "standard notation" version (blue) from 
the "Maple notation" that was entered. You 
could also enter in standard notation. 
teach calculu and differential equations 
at many college. AI 0, Maple graphic 
are first-rate . That's one reason to use it 
in ide Excel in the fir t place. You can 
upplement, or supplant, the ugly, bug-
ridden Excel standards. 
Maple i available on many platform , 
including Windows (DEC Alpha chip as 
well a Intel) , Macintosh , and many 
IX variants. We reviewed in Window 
9 and NT on machine as slow as 200 
MHz with 64 MB of RAM running fairly 
large problem. The program is re pon-
ive even on the e older boxe . The 
ingle-user retail price i 1,695; multi-
user and upgrade pricing is available at 
www.mapleoft.com. 
Steve Ross is an associate 
professor of professional prac-
tice at Columbia University's 
Graduate School of Journalism. 
where he runs the sCience writ-
Ing program and teaches analyt-
Ical Journalism. 
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If it's vibration, pressure or shock, we can measure it. 
We've been taklllg abuse like this for over 50 years. And loving every 
nunute of It. There' nothing we won't do to help you get the answers 
you need. Our accelerometers and pressure transducers are not only 
used In crash tests, sled tests and airbag rudies, they're used throughout 
the world - III aerospace, automotive. avianon, defense, industrial. marine, 
medical, electronics and laboratories. And we are constantly adding 
new sensors and features to meet your evolving needs. All of which boils 
down to this: If you've got a challenge, caLI the derucated people of 
Endevco. We're ready to work for you. 
~MEGGITT FranklApplicauoltl Ellgillttr 
RJ.1th Anoe/Comnlimilat'OIu .Wtllltlgtr 
7264C Pi.lor.sistiv. Acc.lerom.tir. 
This rugged sen or has the exceptional 
resolution to detect both long and short 
duraoon shocks accurately with 2000 g 
full scale range. Weighs only one gran!. 
WHAT CAN WE DO 
FOR YOU TODRY? 
ENDEVCO~ 
www.endevco.com/rd2 
applications@endevco.com 
800/982-6732 · 949/661-7231fax 
For More Information Circle No. 575 
~., Commercialization Opportunities 
Portable ECG /EGG Data 
Recorder 
A portable electronic unit monitor 
and store 48 hour of myoelectric activ-
ity of the tomach and heart. The unit 
can be readily worn on a belt or fastened 
to clothing in other way so as not to in-
terfere with normal activities. 
(See page 30.) 
System Locates Lightning 
Strikes to Within Meters 
This system, using at least three re-
ceiver to record electric-field and 
acoustic measurements, can locate light-
ning trikes with ignificantly greater ac-
curacy than earlier system that could 
produce errors of more than 0.5 km. 
( ee page 38.) 
FEMLAB 
I 
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Are you into modeling? 
24 
Then FEMLAB is the tool for you! 
0.4 
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• SOLVES SYSTEMS of coupled nonlinear 
partial differential equations-True Mu/tiphysics. 
------ - --
IWm 
1 
s."" 
.1 
• USER FRIENDLY 
graphical user interface 
and command line 
interaction. Save your GUI 
built model as a MATLAB 
program-Physics-to-code. 
all da a/ - V. (eVil +1Iu. - y)+ ~VII +all = f 
• L ARGE MODEL L I BRARY 
contains over 50 examples 
that give you a shortcut to 
solving your problem and 
accelerate your understanding of how 
FEMLAB works. 
COHSOl 
COMSOL Inc. 
Phone: 781-273-3322 
Fax: 781-273-6603 
e-mail: info@comsol.com 
www.comsol.com 
I 
lbsa<plon 
odehng Mult,phy,ic, nOW. 
Get ",to m f "copy of 
Call 781_273-3322 for a re 
EMLAB Model Ubrory. the F 
FEMLAB ;s a product 
from COMSOl Inc_ 
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FJip-Chip W-Band Amplifier: a 
Prototype of Q-MMICs 
Bump bonding a high-speed, I ow-
noise HEMT onto the pa ive portion of 
the amplifier circuit on a GaAs sub trate 
re ults in an economical alternative to 
MMIC. Saving are realized via better 
u e of cheaper substrate areas, easier 
mixing and matching, reduced com-
plexity, and hybridizing the be t-avail-
able active devices with passive circuits. 
(See page 40.) 
Automated Apparatus for 
Testing Gyroscopes 
A computer-controlled apparatus 
called Gyroscope Automated Testbed is 
designed primarily for testing vibratory 
gyro copes; however, by changing the in-
terface circuitry, one can test nonvibra-
tory gyroscopes and other devices that 
can be subjected to noise analysis. 
(See page 48.) 
Enhanced Shield ~ainst 
Meteoroids and Orbital Debris 
A "stuffed Whipple" shield is a light-
weight, inexpensive alternative to sim-
ple aluminum meteoroid/ orbital-debris 
shields. The new shield increase pro-
tection against hypervelocity impacts, 
without significantly affecting spacecraft 
design. This design could be of interest 
to developers of armored structures and 
vehicles. 
(See page 54.) 
High-Performance Zn Anodes 
for Ag/ Zn and Ni/ Zn Cells 
This invention will increase the use-
fulness and decrease cycle-life costs of 
Ag/Zn and Ni/Zn cell in NASA Space-
Station-support applications. Batteries 
with increased energy density and 
longer cycle lives are always of major in-
terest to manufacturers of electronic 
consumer products and portable med-
ical and military equipment, among 
others. 
(See page 56.) 
Mechanism for Planar Manipu1a-
tion With Simplified Kinematics 
The improved robot mechanism re-
sults in simplification of kinematics, 
which in turn, results in reduced com-
putational burden in controlling the 
manipulator. 
(See page 58.) 
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Not only is our ultraviolet DualChip Nanolaser the 
simplest on the market, it's far superior at answering 
the need for short pulses at a high repetition rate. 
The design of the JDS Uniphase DualChip Nanolaser is truly 
inspired. With its new generation microchip and ability to 
produce output from infrared to deep UV, this incredibly 
simple nanolaser far surpasses the performance of other lasers. 
And in case you need more proof, consider these benefits: 
• Solid state hermetically sealed design 
• Reliable diode pumped operation 
• lo-fold increase in peak power compared to original products 
• Cost efficiency 
• Stability 
• Unparalleled compactness 
• Passively o-switched. 
When you're at the leading edge of technology, you not only 
need the most advanced products, but you also need a 
supplier who's the leader in the field. 
At JDS Uniphase, you'll find both. 
Contact us. And in tum, be inspired by our simplicity of design. 
1: 1-800-254-2607 
E: clbu@us.jdsunph.com 
W: www.jdsunph.com 
I,.,.' JDS Uniphase 
For More Information Circle No . 474 or Visit www.nasatech.com/474 
BEYOND IMAGING 
Be quick. 
Can your ICCD handle this? 
1. Trigger from a pulsed source at 1 kHz. 
2. Generate a sequence of gate pulses with different 
delays and widths for each pulse. 
3. Capture the resulting emission from every pulse. 
No misses! 
The Princeton Instruments PI·MAXTM ICCD camera 
from Roper Scientific can. 
Our new integrated Programmable Timing Generator 
(PTG™) gives you (omplete timing (antral for any gated 
experiment, no matter how difficult ... all with a simple-to-
use software interface. What's more, no external timing 
box is required. It's just another way we make it easier 
for you to get the results you need. 
2a 
Take a look! Introducing the next 
generation of compact, industrial black 
and white analog video cameras from 
Sony. The feature-rich XC-ST70/50/30 
cameras are the right choice for 
a wide variety of industrial, 
microscopy and machine 
vision applications. 
• High Sensitivity using 
2/3", 1/2" or 1 /3" CCD 
with Hyper HAD® technology 
• Small, lightweight design 
• High shock and vibration resistance 
• S imple and flexible trigger shutter 
function 
• All controls outside the camera 
• C mount 
And that's not all. 
Each Sony XC-ST70/50/30 camera 
includes a limited 3-year warranty,'" 
so you can deliver the quality your 
customers are looking for. 
SONY; 
www.sony.com/videocameras 
1·800·472·S0NY ext.753 
Q 2000 SOfty ElectronICS Inc. All nghts reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without wntten pennission is prohibited. 
Sony and Hyper HAD are trademarks of Sony. All spectficatlOn. are subject to change without notice . 
• For details, contact www.sony.comIprofesslonaJ 
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PHOTONICS 
-Tech BrieFs 
Supplement to NASA Tech Briefs' 
July 2000 Issue Published by 
Associated Business Publications 
Features 
6a Lasers in On-Line Process Control 
12a IEEE 1394 Invades the Industrial 
Realm 
16a Arizona's Clusters as a Model 
Tech Briefs 
18a Ultrasonics with Laser In-Coupling 
and Air Out-Coupling 
20a Sulfur Lamp with CaBr2 Additive 
for Enhanced Plant Growth 
21 a Nonsaturating Electronic Image 
Sensors 
22a Readout for Fast IR Imaging with 
Large Detector Capacitance 
23a Maskless Gray-Scale X-Ray 
Lithography 
Departments 
4a The Power of Light-from SPIE, 
the International Society of 
Optical Engineering 
24a New Products 
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Bob Breault, President, Breault Research 
Organization 
Dr. Geoffrey Burnham, President, 
Semiconductor Laser International 
Dr. Jack D. Gaskill, Professor of Optics, 
Optical Sciences Center, University of 
Arizona 
Dr. Arthur Guenther, Professor of Electrical 
Engineering and Physics & Astronomy, 
Center for High Technology Materials, 
University of New Mexico 
R. Brian Hooker, Associate Research 
Professor, Dept. of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering, University of 
Colorado at Boulder 
Heather Tooker, General Manager, 
Meadowlark Optics 
On the c:tJWr: DalJa Corp .• 
Eclipse CamLra, which the 
wmpany calls the UXlrId's most 
rtSJxmSive lin~aln camera. 
The Eclipse is 100 times 
~ rtSJxmSive than today. 
standard li=can cameras, 
according to the company. 
PhoW courtesy Dalsa Corp. 
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Announcing A New 
Benchmark In Red Diode 
Laser Pertormance 
0.2 Watts to 5.0 Watts CW 
Coherent offers the widest range of 
power levels to meet your most 
demanding large volume production 
needs. 
OEM Components To 
Microprocessor Systems 
71Je broadest range of products for 
your applications. WhelIJer you're a 
systems integrator requiring OEM com-
p(ments or a medical device manufac-
turer seeking engines for your dPSigJ1s. 
Coherent, the world leader in high power red diode laser 
technology, has a proven installed base spanning a wide range 
of applicatiOns from Cr:LiSAF pumps 
to medical therapeutic devices to 
entertainment lasers. 
We support your integration needs 
with off the shelf solutions ranging 
from single emitter OEM components 
to full feature microprocessor systems. 
All Coherent red diode products are 
extenSively field proven for seamless performance and superior 
lifetime and reliability. 
650 nm. 675 nm and 690 om 
We offer a broad range of visible 
wat'elengths for your scientific, thera-
peutic and entertainment applications. 
Strategic Integrated 
Partnerships 
We hare the strongest after sales 
and support organization in the world. 
WJen you buy our bigb-quality laser 
diodes you also buy Coherent's integrity, 
quality anti customer support. 
With unprecedented world-class vertically integrated manu-
facturing capabilities, Coherent IS positioned for rapid turn-
around on volumes both large and small. What's more, you'll 
find our applicatiOns lab and customer support staff responsive 
to your needs-throughout the sales process and beyond. 
Contact your nearest representative for details on how 
Coherent high power red diodes can help you achieve your per-
formance benchmarks today. 
C COI-lEREni: semiconOUCTOR GROUP 
5100 Patrick Henr}, Dr: Santa Clara, CA 95054 Ph: (8 ) 34-633 Fax: (408) 764-4329 Email: cs&-.saIes@cohr:com Web: IWw.diodes.cohr.com 
International Offices 
Japan: +81 (3 ) 5635 8700, Benelux: +31 (30) 280 6060, France: +33 (1) 6985 51<15. Germany: +49 (6071 ) 9680, Italy: +39-02-34-53Q.214 UK: +44 (1353) 658 BOO. 
China: +86 (10) 649 39675. For latin America and Australia: 408-764-4221 All other Pacific Rim countries: 408-764-4460. All other Europea.n countries: +496071 968220 
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ity file 
• Focusable 
• ESD·protected 
• Unbeatable lifetime 
• Rugged shock resistant design 
• Many patterns available 
LC 
SERIES 
• OEM ready fixed focus design 
• Uniform intensity profile 
• ESD protected 
• Rugged shock resistant design 
• Many patterns available 
DL 
SERIES 
rlnlr 
",)11 I",) 
A STOCKER & YALE COMPANY 
www.lasiris.com 
E·mail: sales~lasiris.cDm 
Pointer belm 
Rugged industrial· grade design 
• Focusable 
• Unbeatable lifetime 
E R I E S 
Hi h power line genefltOJ for 
power hungry applications 
• Uniform intensity profile 
• Visible red up to 750 mW @ 670 nm 
• Infrared up to 4 W 
For U.S. customers, 
FOB West Chazy, NY 
1·800·814·9552 
3549 Ashby Street 
St·laurent. Ouebec. Canada H4R 2K3 
Tel.: (51 4) 335·1005 F81: (514) 335·4576 
The Power of Lioht 
SPIE Scholarships 
and Grants 
The mis ion of PIE' cholar hip and 
grants program, e tabli hed in 197 , is 
to recognize a ist, and encourage, 
through the award of cholarships and 
grants, tudents with outstanding poten-
tial for long-range contribution to the 
field of optic. PIE' cholarship Com-
mittee evaluate application and makes 
final award recommendation to SPIE's 
Board of Director . 
Eighty- even cholarships and grants 
totaling 220,000 were approved for 
award by PIE' Board of Directors at 
the 1999 Annual Meeting in Denver, 
and the proce will be repeated again 
this month at the 2000 Annual Meeting 
in San Diego. Last year' amount was 
augmented by 30,000 in student travel 
contingency grants, awarded through-
out 1999 for tudents in need of travel 
as istance to pre ent paper at SPIE 
conference . 
Application forms are now available 
via the SPIE web at www.spie.org/ web/ 
courses/ schoLhtml, or by writing to the 
SPIE Scholar hip Committee, PO Box 
10, Bellingham, WA 9 227-0010, U A, 
or by ending your request to educa-
tion@spie.org. The annual deadline for 
application submis ion is March 31 , 
2001-
Information and application forms 
for the Student Travel Contingency 
Grant are available via the SPIE web at 
ww\v. pie.org/ web/ cour es/ choLhtrnl# 
grants, or by ending your request to tu-
denttravel@ pie.org. All information 
and an application form detailing your 
need for funds must be submitted no 
later than 10 weeks prior to the first day 
of the SPIE ymposium to which you 
wish to traveL 
For more information, contact SPIE, 
www.spie.org; spie@spie.org; 
1-360-676-3290; fax 1-360-647-1445. 
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ZEMAX® Version 9.0, now with scattering and ray splitting 
Optical Design Software 
ZEMAX is the perfect tool to layout, design, optimize, analyze, and tolerance refractive, reflective, diffractive, 
sequential, or non-sequential optical systems. ZEMAX is simple to use, powerful, and affordable, See our web 
site, www.zemax.com. for a demo version and detailed discussion of ZEMAX features! 
ZEMAX·SE: $1,000 
Surfaces: 3D placement of spheres, aspheres, toroids. holograms, gratings, Fresnels, more. Analysis: spot diagrams, 
layouts, MTF, PSF, field curvature, distortion, ray fans, vignetting, diffraction ghost focus. encircled energy, RI, footprint, 
Gaussian beams. Zemikes more. Tools: optimization, tolerancing, CAD export, zooms, glass/lens catalogs, much more! 
~.XE features plus: Non-sequential ray tracing through 3D solid objects. Prism library. Real Fresnel lenses • CAD 
defiM.d objects . Faceted reflectors. Beam splitters, diffusers. Arbitrary 3D sources. Multiple ray splitting/scattering • 
8SI!)fillptteri'ng on surfaces and obJects. Polarization ray tracing. Multilayer thin films. Bulk and surface transmission. 
Birefringent dispersive materials • Nonlinear thermal analYSIS and optimization with automatic set-up. User defined sur-
faces operands, tolerance statistics, apertures • Compiled analYSIS extensions. Tolerance scripting macros. More ... 
=u s 
SC>F~ARE, INC_ 
Focus Software, Incorporated 
P. O. Box 18228, Tucson, Arizona 85731 USA 
Tel: (520) 733-0130 Fax: (520) 733-0135 
WWW.ZEMAX.COM 
ZEMAX IS a registered trademark of Focus Software. Inc. 
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Quality-assurance applications increasingly call upon 
lasers from Spectra-Physics and others. 
P roces control and on-line QC/QA 
applications place tringent demands on 
laser performance, especially on its out-
put stability, reliability, and short mean 
time to repair (MTIR). The latter factor 
is especially important because produc-
tion-line down time often represents a far 
greater portion of the total cost of owner-
Laser Beam 
ship for proce s-control machinery than 
the equipment' original purchase price. 
To this end, laser manufacturers have 
continued to enhance and optimize es-
tablished laser technologies, as well as de-
velop entirely new design concepts. This 
article examine two representative on-
line QC applications and briefly reviews 
Optics 
Wafer under test 
Side View 
Variable 
plane of 
incidence 
Wafer under test 
Top View 
Figure 1. Schematic of the opllcal system used for dorkfleld wafer Inspection. 
6a www.nasatech.com 
some of the significant laser advances 
that have contributed to their uccess. 
Darkfleld Wafer Inspection 
Darkfield wafer inspection is used for 
detecting submicron-sized defects and 
particulate contaminants at several points 
in tbe fabrication of semiconductor 
wafers. The technique is particularly use-
fuJ as an adjunct to chemical mechanical 
planarization (CMP), which involves 
using a polishing pad and abrasive slurry 
to planarize the wafer. CMP delivers bet-
ter planarization than prior technology, 
enabling the production of circuits with a 
larger number of layers. Unfortunately, 
CMP can scratch the wafer. as well as leave 
behind residue from the polishing slurry. 
In a darkfield inspection system pro-
duced by Inspex of Billerica, MA. a laser 
illuminates a small area of the wafer 
under te t from an oblique angle. Col-
lection optics and a CCD camera, placed 
perpendicular to the surface of the 
wafer, are used to detect any scattered 
Iigh t (Figure 1). In the absence of any 
defects. all the light is specularly re-
flected. and nothing reaches the cam-
era. A defect-free wafer therefore ap-
pears completely dark to the camera. 
An}' cratches or contaminants "ill cat-
ter some of the laser light into the de-
tection optic ,causing them to appear as 
bright features. By automated transla-
tion of the wafer, the entire surface can 
be rapidly inspected. 
Once the wafer has been patterned, pe-
riodic circuit rructures will diffract the 
laser Iigh t, and can also hO\,' up as bright 
features. There are everal techniques for 
distinguishing this diffracted light from 
the light scattered b} defects. The most 
flexible and effective of these is to adju t 
the illumination geometry 0 as to direct 
the brighte t diffracted orders awar from 
the colIection optics. In the Inspex in-
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Our Zeonex® polynler 1S so transparent 
\\e shot thi.s ad through i.t. 
The photographer wasn't happy when we placed a sheet of 
Zeonex- over his camera lens. But we knew that a polymer as 
pure as this would be more than transparent. We were right, 
ZeoneX- and Zeono~ are the purest cyclo-olefin 
polymers currently available. Combine their 
purity with their unparalleled strength, water resistance and 
stability across a broad range of temperatures and demanding 
environments and you have ideal polymers for both optical and 
medical applications. See for yourself how Zeon 
beats the competition flat. IWN ~~~~ (UMICAtS 
Image 
for Digital Came 
Acquire large, hlgtHesolutlon 
Images from dlgltal area 
and line scan cameras with 
National Instruments 
IMAQ~ 1424 hardware and 
IMAQ Vision software. 
• 50 MHz pixel clock rate with 
up to 200 Mbytes/s acquisition 
• Up to 32-bit resolution 
(color or gray-scale) 
• Up to 80 MB on board SDRAM 
for buffering large images 
• Advanced timing and triggering 
• Multiple IMAQ board 
synchronization 
• Easily integrate and synchronize 
data acquisition boards 
• Driver software included 
• Digital camera control 
• Fast prototyping and 
development with IMAQ Vision 
Builder and LabVIEW' 
Call today for your FREE 
VIsIon Product Guide 
Fax: (512) 683-9300 • iIlfo@nl.com 
.'-"":a»,...,. ........ o...- ......... ,..._ 
....... - .... _. __ .... ----
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strument, thi i accomplished b vaI'}ing 
the I er' angle of incidence (altitude). 
a "ell as b\ rotating the plane of inci-
dence (azimuth). 
The ource for thi application was de-
\doped b\" peclra-Ph ic Lasers. in co-
operation \\; th Inspe . pecifically to 
meet the needs of darkfield wafer in-
pection. The re ult was a frequency-<tou-
bled (532-nm) diode-pumped solid-state 
, 'd:\YO~ laser, which delivers 200 mWof 
con tinuous-wave output power in a 
TE~loo beam (. f<l.l ) . 
All cavity optic in thi laser are 
mounted on a monolithic l-bar truc-
ture: this approach delivers excellent 
mechanical rigidity and make optical 
alignment in en itive to temperature 
changes. The entire cavity itself i com-
pletely ealed to prevent outside conta-
minan ts from entering. The total elimi-
nation of epoxy adhe ive or rubber 
eals within the laser prevents internal 
contamination from outgassing. The re-
sult is a laser that never needs cleaning 
or adjustment of its ca\;ty optics. 
MTTR is minimized in this design by lo-
cating the pump lasers in the power up-
pi 'and coupling them into the laser head 
via fiber optic . This enables diode re-
placement to be performed without dis-
turbing the optical alignment of the laser 
head. This i very important in the Inspex 
system, which requires accurate alignment 
of the laser beam with the in trument's op-
tics. Extended lifetime and reliability are 
insured by running the laser diode at de-
rated levels. Testing has proven that after 
18,000 hours of operation Ie than 8 per-
cent of laser diode current headroom has 
been consumed (Figure 2). 
Food Sorting 
orting i used throughout the food in-
dustry to eliminate spoiled products, un-
wanted plant or animal parts, and foreign 
objects. 1YJ>ical examples include separa&-
ing hrimp meat from peel. Iegs, eyes. and 
heads. and sorting nut meat from sheDs. 
Barco Machine VISion of Aarschot, Bel-
gium. is a leading producer of automated 
sorters for the food. recycling. tobacco, 
and textile industries. Their equipment 
utilizes a wide variety of illumination and 
vision technologies, such as C<D cameras. 
x-rays. LEOs, and lasers. 
Figure 3 shows a simplified schematic 
for a typical laser-based sorter from 
Barco. The product to be examined &lls 
in a wide. thin sheet from a vibrating plat-
form or conveyor bell A rotating polygon 
scanner sweeps one or more IaIer beams 
perpendicular to the direction of prod-
uct motion. The combination of rapid 
beam raster scanning and product mo-
tion enables all of the product to be aam-
pled. A second identical optical system is 
used to view simultaneously the other 
side of the product stream, 
Beamsplitters and other optics sepa-
rate off light returned from the product, 
which i then plit into three separate 
beams and sent to detectors. The first 
detector looks at the center of the re-
turned beam. the second blocks the cen-
ter and looks at the periphery of the re-
turned light. and the third detects all the 
returned Iighl By combining and com-
paring the output from these detectors. 
the system can differentiate specular re-
flection from scattered light. 
The intensity of the specular reflec-
tion provides information on the color 
of the product. This enables the system. 
for example, to differentiate a French 
fry with a dark spot on it from an un-
blemished one. The intensity of the scat-
tered light enables the system to sense 
differences in texture, even in the a~ 
ence of a color difference. This, then, 
might be used to separate a white rock 
from a white bean. Once an unwanted 
Pump Diode Current VS. Operating Hours 
40.---------------------------------------~ 
_ Diode End of life = 35 Amps 
r--(J) 30 Cl. 
E 
0 
'-'" 
c: 
~ 20 
:::J 
c.:> 
CD 
'8 
i5 10 
o~--------------~----------------~----~ 
o 10,000 20,000 
System Hours 
Agure 2. Test doto tor J20-MG-532C losers show that after 18,000 to 23,000 hours at openrtlon the pump diode 
lasers are sHIl tar from their end-at-life current at 35 A. 
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Meet the most 
sensitive 
member of 
our family. 
If you're looking for the strong, sensitive type, 
you've come to the right place. Because 
our radiometry option is really hot. 
when it comes to mid-wave 
infrared performance, no other 
320x256 InSb based camera comes 
close to our MERLIN-MID®. Now 
that's saying a lot, but there's 
more. 
Need speed? The camera 
provides both analog and 12-bit 
digital images at 60 frames/second 
in the 3.0-5.0 micron range, with a 
temperature resolution of better than 
25 milliKelvin (1/40 th of a degree). You can 
freeze high-speed events using snapshot mode 
integration times as short as 10 microseconds. 
And if you want to measure temperature, 
MERLIN-NIR 
320x256 InGaAs 
(O.9I1m - 1.7I1m) 
MERLIN-LONG 
32Ox256 QWIP 
(8.0Ilm - 9.0IJm) 
MER LIN featu res i ntercha ngea ble lenses, 
a removable camera control button 
panel. and remote control via 
RS-232. And the electronics, 
software and user interface are 
fully compatible with all of our 
MERLIN cameras. 
Fi nd out about the 
MERLIN-MID and our 
entire family of full 
spectrum IR cameras 
by visiting our web 
site today. 
The MERLIN-MID Infrared 
who like 
SEE US AT SPIE SAN DIEGO. BOOTH #747 
AND UNMANNED SYSTEMS 
MERLIN-BOLO 
320x240 IJbolometer 
(7.5jJm - 13.5IJm) 
MERLIN-LAB 
320x256 InSb 
(Pour Filled Dewar) 
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Direction of 
product motion 
~ 
Loser 
DeteclorsL 
Figure 3. Schematic 01 the optical system used lor lood sorting. 
object i identified by the ystem, it i 
blown out of the product stream with an 
array of air nozzle . 
Multiple laser at variou wavelength 
can be used to allow the detection of ev-
eral different color. Multiple beam 
mu t be rendered colin ear through the 
use of dichroic filter before entering 
the can optic; colinearity i nece ary 
to in ure that each las r i examining ex-
actly the ame point. 
The first step in electing a laser 
ource for food sorting is to determine 
the wavelength required to make the 
nece ary color differentiation. After 
wavelength, the mo t important parame-
ter are output tabiLity, beam quality, 
and reliability. Output stability in ure 
con i tent mea urement, and beam 
quality is required to maintain the 
proper focused spot ize. 
The air-cooled argon ion laser has 
proved to be an advantageous our e for 
Barco, for many reasons. It can simulta-
neously upply two wavelengths (48 and 
514 nm) that cannot be obtained from 
any other ource, and that are perfectly 
colinear, thus eliminating the need for 
beam-combining optics. Argon ion lasers 
also provide the requi ite amplitude sta-
bility, noise characteri ti ,beam profile, 
and polarization characteri tics. 
The air-cooled ion laser currently 
being upplied by pectra-Ph ic for 
this application has al 0 been specifically 
engineered for long lifetime, typical I 
performing within pecification for an 
average of 10,000 hour . The e lifetimes 
www.nasatech.com 
have been achieved through the u e of 
high-efficiency mirror coating, which 
allow efficient operation with a low tube 
current. 
pectra-Phy ics has also designed tl1 i 
laser to minimize MITR. The most in-
volved repair task involves putting a new 
plasma tube into the laser head . The e 
rube are prealigned at the factol) and 
preci ely po itioned in the head in the 
field u ing locating pins. Thu only min-
imal y tern realignment i required 
after tube replacement. 
Maturing la er technology ha re-
sulted in products with the reliabili ty 
and performance characteri tics nece -
ary to meet the rigorou demand of 
many on-line proce s control and in-
spection application . Continued devel-
opment of more rugged and long-lived 
lasers, e pecially based on all- olid-state 
technology, promi e to push the laser 
into ever more diverse use . 
The authors of thi article are Michael 
Watts, product manager, OEM business unit, 
and Donna Berns, marketing manager, com-
merciallasers division, :pectra-Physics Lasers 
Inc.; Joe Danko, vice president of R&D and 
engineering, and Rob impson, director of 
ales and marketing, Inspex; and Johan Cal-
wen , R&D optics manager, and Marc van 
Gerven, marketing manager, Barco Machine 
Vision. For more infannation contact natls 
at :pectra-PhJsics Lasers, 1305 Terra Bella 
Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043; (650) 
966-5761; mwatts@splasers.com; or Berns at 
(650) 966-5808; dherns@splasers.com. 
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www.exfo.com 
IQ-12004B 
Dense WDM Passive Component Test System 
from EXFO, the Fiber-Optic Testing Specialists. 
Complete automated DWDM component analysis is finally available with our 
new 1Q-120048 DWDM Passive Component Test System. It is fast, accurate, 
and flexible, yet uncomplicated and totally autonomous. We built it from 
the ground up, drawing on our expertise as fiber-optic testing specialists 
and system integrators and on your input to create a system that will get 
your next-generation products qualified, tested, and out the door. 
And that, in the final analysis, is the bottom line. 
CORPORAll: HEAlIQUAR'll:RS Tel: (418) 683-0211 Ftt (418) 683·2170 oro AIIERICA Tel.; 1 800 663-3936 Fax: (972) 907·2297 
EXfO EUROPE Tel.; +33'34 63 0020Fo:.33134 65 90 93 EXFOAStA Tot; ~'.J.594Q.50'O Fax: ~'·3-5940-5415 
we deSIgn the future. TM 
02000 EXFO_e.or-. 0.: AI __ 
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IEEE 1394 
Invades the 
Industrial Realm 
The high-performance serial bus lifts 
bandwidth and simplifies connectivity. 
I ts official name is IEEE 1394. It is al 0 called FireWire· by Apple and i.liNK-
by Sony, which has licensed thi name to 
several other companies. It was created 
in the late 1980s as a digital technology 
designed to satisfy the ever-increasing 
demand for communication bandwidth 
for video. It was al 0 de igned to simplify 
and reduce the number of cables and 
connectors between devices. Simple 
one-cable connectivity has become a ne-
ce sity brought about by miniaturization 
and increasing device functionality a 
ports have been reduced in size and 
number. 
The IEEE 1394 high-performance ser-
ial bus has already found its way into 
consumer products and one day proba-
bly will link every digital appliance in the 
house: 1V, DVR, camcorder, high-fi-
delity stereo, computers, and peripher-
als. Now it i poi ed to make the same 
impact on the industrial/ scientific imag-
ingworld. 
Guaranteed Bandwidth, 
Guaranteed Delivery 
IEEE 1394 offers high-speed, bidirec-
tional transfer of high-volume digital 
data. It moves up to 400 Megabits/ sec-
ond of data, for applications requiring 
guaranteed bandwidth (isochronous 
mode), such as the delivery of video 
streaming image in real time, or guar-
anteed delivery (asynchronous mode) 
for the tran fer of content-critical com-
mands and file transfer that are not 
time-sensitive. Data tran fer peed are 
expected to double this year, with a top 
rate of up to 00 Megabitslsecond. 
Rate of up to 1200 Megabits/ econd 
are anticipated for next year. 
IEEE 1394 i flexible and can be used 
with "tree" or "star" network topologies, 
connecting multiple device together in 
a dynamic unsupervi ed network. De-
vices can be linked by low-co t erial 
cable with inexpen ive four- or six-pin 
connectors. IEEE 1394 allow for cable 
lengths up to 14.8 feet and up to 236.1 
feet between devices. p to 16 hops are 
12a 
allowed between any two device, and up 
to 63 device can hare the ame bus. A 
ingle network can accommodate up to 
1024 bu es and 64,512 devices. 
IEEE 1394 enable dynamic unsuper-
vised bus management by facilitating au-
tomatic non manual bus configuration 
and reconfiguration. Thi includes auto-
matic addre selection and hot con-
nect/ di connect of device without los 
of data. If a device i added or removed 
Speed plus Bandwidth 
IEEE 1394 upports bidirectional 
data tran mis ion at speeds of 100, 200, 
or 400 Mb/ s (megabits/ second) , or ap-
proximately 10, 20, and 40 MB/ 
(Megabytes/ second). Future planned 
transmis ion rates are 800 Mb/ s (80 
MB/ sec) and 1.6 Cb/ s (160 MB/ ). By 
contrast, the common USB (universal 
serial bus) 1.0 interface only upports 
about 1.2 Mb/ . The SCSI ( mall com-
Sony has adopted the IEEE 1394 serial bus for several of its industrial cameras, including the 
OFW family shown above: from left, the OFW VL500, the OFW V500, and the OFW V300. 
from the network, there is no need for 
the s tern to reboot, and there is no 
need for ID vitches. Communication 
,vithin the network are peer to peer; 
there is no need for a computer, ju t a 
bus manager on the network. The net-
work can handle multiple CP and 
such device as cameras, printer , CD-
ROM drive , hard drive , and other stor-
age device , greatly enhancing flexibility 
and ease of maintenance. 
www.nasatech.com 
puter y tern in truction) interface up-
ports a small number of device on the 
network while providing data transfer 
at 5 to 30 MB/ with large, expensive 
cable and connector. Traditional 
video interfaces uch as SDTI and RS-
422 up port rate of approximately 25 
MB/ s and 1 to 16 MB/ s respectively. 
DTI and RS-422 also have the disad-
vantage of utilizing large, expen ive 
connector , and have limited network-
Photonics Tech Briefs,july 2000 
spots CO NT RO LL ED 
Imagine all the uses of an infrared heat source that can be 
precisely controlled and directed with submillimeter accuracy. 
Semiconductor lasers deliver this power in a compact, rugged, 
electrically efficient package. 
Opro Power is the leading supplier of high power 
semiconductor laser products, supporting a wide range of industrial 
applications. Our product line includes single eminers, arrays and 
multi-bar modules, with output from a few watts to multi-kilowatts. 
THERMAL 
We specialize in developing customized solutions - designing products 
PROCESSING 
that are robust enough for the production environment and easy to integrate into existing 
process equipment. These efforts routinely include tailoring package configurations, fiber 
characteristics and termination, heatsink options and output specifications to provide exactly 
the right combination of performance and price for each customer. 
Don't just imagine it, make it happen by calling toU free, (877) 2BUY-OPC (228-9672). 
OPTOPOWER 
CORPORATION 
a Spectm-Phyna Ctnnpany 
3321 East Global Loop, Tucson, Arizona 85706 WWW.OptoPower.com 
For More Information Circle No. 480 or Visit www.nasatech.com/480 
Sapphire windows withstand sand, 
water, most chemicals, and other 
particles moving at high speeds. 
Call BOO-B21-01BO or fax 
specifications to 401-331-0519 
ISO 9002 Registered 
• High visible clarity 
• High strength and hardness 
• Impervious to chemical attack 
• Precision ground in variety of sizes 
• Available with N R coatings 
Superjor quality products 
and flawless seroice since 1921. 
MeDer Optics, Inc. 
P.O. Box 6001, Providence, RI 02940 
401-331-3717 e-mail: sales@melieroptics.com 
www. melieroptics.com 
For More Information Circle No. 468 or Visit www.nasatech.coml468 
Electro Optical 
Indu5triesl Inc. 
859 Ward Drive· Santa Barbara, CA 93111-2960 • 805-964-6701 • Fax 805-967-8590 
www.electro-optical.com 
DEFINING INFRARED 
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ing capability. On the horizon are in-
terface uch a B 2.x and Channel 
Link"'. B 2.x has limited networking 
capability and i computer-concentric, 
upporting peed of approximately 30 
MB/ . Channel Link, the fa te t of 
the e interface , supports 100 MB/ s, 
but has no networking capability-it i 
trictly a point-ta-point connection-
and it require four or five pair of ca-
ble and connector to link devices. 
Channel Link is a very specialized 
connection, one usually used in video 
applications. 
The bottom line is that the IEEE 
1394 interface supports more band-
width, flexibility, reduced cabling, and 
lower costs than anything on the mar-
ket today. 
In 1995, 1394 was officially adopted 
by the In titute of Electrical and Elec-
tronics Engineers (IEEE) as a high-
peed digital interface among audio/ 
video products, personal computers, 
and peripheral devices. It has also been 
adopted as a standard by the Digital 
Audio Video Council (DAYlC) for 
home networks. The Digital Video 
Broadcasters (DVB) and the Electron-
ics Industry Association (EIA) have also 
adopted 1394 for d igital broadcast re-
ceiver . In addition, IEEE 1394 is gain-
ing rapid acceptance in the industrial 
and scientific arenas. 
Sony and IEEE 1394 
Because Sony saw IEEE 1394's poten-
tial immediately, the company joined 
the IEEE 1394 Trade Association in 
1994. There are many working groups 
within the trade association that are de-
veloping standards for digital cameras 
for industrial markets. For example, 
DCAM· Version 1.2 defines specifica-
tions on how 1394 cameras should 
work. It has evolved to support new 
triggering, partial scan interfaces, a 
wider range of operating systems, and 
connectors. 
IEEE 1394 is graduating from theory 
into practice in the world of imaging. 
IEEE 1394 cameras are now used in 
videoconferencing, photo kiosks, mul-
timedia, and ill badging and machine 
vision/ scientific application such as 
laboratory analysis and inspection sys-
tems. Among consumer products, it is 
nearly a standard for most digital cam-
corders and personal computers. IEEE 
1394 has spawned the consumer accep-
tance of PC-based DV home editing. 
This year Sony introduced two digi-
tal eight-bit monochrome 256-gray-
scale cameras specifically de igned for 
high-resolution machine vision and sci-
entific applications. The Sony XCD-
SX900 camera delivers uncompressed 
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video image output of 1.45 million 
pixels (1280 x 960) at 7.5 frames per 
second, for use with microscopes in 
applications such as emiconductor 
inspection. The XCD-X700 delivers 0.8 
million pixels (1024 x 768) at 15 
frames per second and is suitable for 
digital inspection of high-end machine 
vision applications such as the manu-
facture of auto parts. 
Both cameras employ half-inch pro-
gressive scan CCD sensors with square 
pixels. These cameras also have a par-
tial-scan function that allows output se-
lection of a smaller rectangular portion 
of the full image to increase the frame 
rate or reduce processing time. This is 
particularly valuable in scientific appli-
cations, where only part of the image 
needs to be captured before moving to 
the next image. 
The "one cable" 1394 connection 
links the camera to a computer for all 
image transfer, camera control and sta-
tus. and power. In fact, multiple cam-
eras and compatible devices can all be 
connected via the IEEE 1394 bus to fur-
ther extend the camera's suitability for 
machine vision and other industrial 
applications. 
Into the Future 
IEEE 1394 technology has brought 
digital bandwidth, capability. and ca-
bling/ cost savings to the high-resolu-
tion imaging market. Like Sony. other 
companies have brought increasingly 
powerful. feature-rich cameras to the 
technology. Now very high-resolution 
IEEE 1394 cameras, such as the new 
Sony XCD series. have the capacity to 
capture an entire detailed image (or a 
reduced field image) and send it to any 
other device on the network-PC, 
printer, storage device-in one pass, 
thereby eliminating the need for 
framegrabbers, add-in boards, or multi-
ple passes to assemble a complete 
image from several smaller fields. 
These cameras can be externally con-
trolled and linked to other devices or 
to each other. 
The "glue" that brings PCS and 1394 
digital cameras together is oftware. 
Matrox and National Instruments are 
two pioneers of application-Oriented 
oftware de igned to enable users to 
take advantage of the remote control 
capabilities needed to set up machine 
vision or laboratory analysi ystems. 
Windows· 2000 software is de igned to 
offer complete 1394 support (Windows 
98 software offers partial support, pri-
marily for videoconferencing func-
tions). Other vendors are sure to follow 
Microsoft's, Matrox's, and ational In-
struments' lead. As 1394 gains wider ac-
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ceptance in nonconsumer applica-
tions, more off-the- helf application-
oriented software is expected. 
As of this writing, IEEE application-
specific software development has not 
yet caught up to high-end industrial/ 
scientific hardware, such as the Sony 
1394 cameras. The user will need to 
work with available off-the-shelf oft-
ware solutions, or seek out a consultant 
or fellow early adopter to create an ap-
plication-specific high-resolution digi-
tal imaging solution. 
Because 1394 is so new to the high-
end imaging marketplace. these con-
sultants are still relatively few in num-
ber. With the introduction of Windows 
200() and more. application-specific 
1394 software, this situation should re-
verse itself. 
Like many new technologies, IEEE 
1394 imaging technology in the ma-
chine vision/scientific arenas may at 
present be the province of users who 
demand a digital solution, who need 
digital imaging for specific applica-
tions, or who may want to try it just to 
"get their feet wet" with a prototype 
while waiting for the next generation 
of improved devices and shrinking 
costs. 
That next generation is not far off. 
As was said above, Windows 2000 oft-
ware offers full IEEE 1394 support, and 
other software vendors are following 
suit. In all likelihood, 1394 adoption 
will mirror the development of the In-
ternet as a technology comes of age 
and the marketplace gains critical 
mass, hardware and software manufac-
turer will rush to support it. 
The benefits of IEEE 1394 are clear. 
In the high-resolution industrial imag-
ing world, they translate into improved 
image capture and data transmission 
capabilities, both in sensitive real-time 
applications, such as video treaming 
or high-end machine vision inspection, 
and delivery-sensitive applications, 
such as microscopic and scientific 
in pection. 
Clearly the world is going digital, 
and the machine vision/scientific 
imaging world wi11 follow. How long be-
fore this happens? It is hard to say. But 
one thing emerges clearly: in the in-
dustrial and scientific arenas, the IEEE 
1394 serial bus is the bandwidth of the 
future. 
This article is based on a white paper de-
livered by Jerry Fife, product manager, Vi-
sual Imaging Products, Broadcast and Pro-
fessional Company, Sony Electronics Inc. at 
SPJE's Photonics West 2000 conference. For 
further information on Sony imaging prod-
ucts, contact Sony Electronics, 1 Sony Drive, 
Park Ridge, NJ 07656; phone 1-800-686-
SONY. 
The #1 Source for Laser 
and Analog Electronics!! 
• Custom OEM Laser Power Modules, 
Drivers & Systems 
• Microprocessor Based, Fixed PFN & 
Variable Pulsewidth Laser Controllers 
• Capacitor Charging Power Supplies· 
• CW Arc Lamp Power Supplies· 
• Flashlamp Simmer Supplies 
• Pulsed & CW Laser Diode Drivers 
• E-O Pockels' Cell Drivers 
·Certified to IEC601-1 and UL544 
Other Products Include: 
• Low Noise Transimpedance & 
Voltage Amplifiers 
• Logarithmic Amplifiers 
• APD & Photodetector Bias Supplies 
• InGaAs & Silicon Hybrid Laser 
Rangefinder Receivers 
• Fast Peak Pulse Stretchers 
• Photodetector-Amplifier Modules 
• Analog/Digital Fiber-Optic Links 
• Custom Hybrids & Modules 
Contact us today to discuss your specific requirements. 
ANALOG MODULES, INC. 
Specialists In Analog and Laser Electronics • 126 Baywood Avenue· Longwood, FL 32750-3426 • USA Tel : (407) 339-4355 Fax: (407) 834-3806 
e-mail : ami@analogmodules.com 
Visit our web site at www.analogmodules.com 
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Arizona's Clusters 
as a Model 
By Robert Breault 
In the first installment of this series velopment strategies create quality all the vital cycl£ industries, nor do we appre-("The Evolution of Structured Clus- jobs by attracting, retaining, and nour- ciate their magnitude and impact. 1 cite ters," Photonics Tech Briefs, May 2000, ishing value-added clusters through today s optics industry as the foremost under-page lOa), I offered a definition, as initiatives that strengthen economic rated key industry in the United States. In 
follows: "A cluster is a concentration of foundations. other countries, it may be the same or different 
firms across several industries that creates • How should regions and nation orga- industries: forestry, oil, hydroef£ctric power 
quality jobs, exports goods and services, nize for economic development? Public- generation, etc. 
shares common economic foundational private partnerships are required to both Phase 2: Strategic Planning Process. 
needs, and unites the public sectors of strengthen foundations and promote In a statewide planning process involv-
economic development, legislatures at all cluster-based economic development. ing a broad spectrum of Arizonans, the 
levels, universities, community colleges, The planners propo ed a three-phase strategic a sessment was used to develop 
the K-12 educational community, r=::----------------------, initiatives. This process will be a 
workforce development, support major chall£nge at the national or 
foundations, and all community global !£vel. At the state !£vel, fre-
economic stakeholders." quent meetings required individual 
As an exanlple I cited the State of participation. Individual participa-
Arizona's efforts to create a struc- tion was the soul of the plan because 
tured cluster-that is, one that did the planners got first-hand input 
not grow in organic fashion but was from the consumers of the output -
created by a known and intentional private companies. The initiatives 
process. Arizona has eleven interac- were not the ideas of the planners but 
tive industry clusters, and a struc- came from the peopf£ in the market-
tured set of seven foundations to place. Nationwide individual input 
support the clusters. from companies, involving frequent 
The Arizona economic develop- attendance at meetings, is unlikely. 
ment plan addressed three basic The clusters may be the solution for 
questions. getting "direct~ input from CEOs 
• The first is, what should be the goal and other company executives at the 
of economic development? (My ex- local !£vel, an opportunity that is 
pansion of the original response is presented by national gatherings of 
in italics.) The goal of economic clusters. Arizona initiated the first of 
development is to increase the stan- such meetings in June 1995 at the 
dard of living and enhance oppor- North American Cluster Conference. 
tunities for advancement by in- The interest in clustering was so 
creasing per capita real wages, high that it even surprised the plan-
creating quality job, fostering en- ners. Before any invitations were 
terprise, and improving the quality sent out for the 75 seats availabl£, 
of life. The goal of economic development at approach. (My suggestions for the optics there were more than 200 requests for them. 
the national l£velforregional industry clusters industry are again in italics.) The Competitiveness Institute now sponsors 
is: to incrrJase, in a catalytic way, their mem- Phase 1: Strategic Assessment. An eco- an international cluster conference annually. 
beTS' access to capita~· develop and sharf! mar- nomic framework based upon "best The Coalition for Photonics and Optics 
ket information; and enhance opportunities practices" from across the nation was (CPO) is another exampl£ of a national rf!-
for the expansion of their mgional cluster of in- used to prepare an in-depth strategic as- sponse effort. 
dustries. The latter could be done by fostering sessment of the needs of the region. A Phase 3: Implementation. Specific 
enterprise growth, improving mgional infrev national strategic assessment would undoubt- strategies developed in the planning 
structUrf!, enabling public and private mean- edly reveal that the aerospace, biomedical, tete- process are being implemented through 
ingful dialiJgue, removing natUm.al legislative com, environmental, optics, and software in- specific public- and private-sector actions. 
barriers, and improving the overall economic dustries, for instance, are some of our nation s The impl£mentation phase is most often the 
health of the rf!giun. strongest economic assets of the future. You hardest. It requires bu~in and participation by 
• What are appropriate strategies for may ask, why perform an assessment if we industry l£aders. This is taking Total Qy,ality 
economic development? Economic de- know the answers? Because we do not know Management to a global scale. It leaves the dri-
16a www.nasatech.com Photonics Tech Briefs,july 2000 
vers for growth in the Weal ~ but lakes the 
deuelopment of the infrastructure to a national 
or gWball£vel of partnership. 
The optics community has to acknowl-
edge that it has no plan for the eco-
nomic development, growth, and sup-
port of its industry. We have no national 
SIC or SOC codes, and little or no mar-
ket analysis, metrics, or demographics 
for our industry. Supportive legislators 
and interested investors find it hard to 
measure the size, value, and pOlential 
growth of the optics industry. Fragments 
of such information would indicate that 
investors and public-sector figures 
should be paying much more attention 
to our high-growth industry. 
The Arizona Strategic Planning for 
Economic Development (ASPED) study 
reflected contributions byevery egment 
of Arizona's diverse population and 
every region in the state. The top ten 
economic development concerns of 
ASPED participants were: 
• education; 
• capital availability; 
• work-force opportunities/ 
development; 
• interorganizational coordination; 
• infrastructure; 
• business climate; 
• busine retention/expansion; 
• rural concerns; 
• structure of economic base; and 
• leadership. 
After reading studies from other op-
tics clusters, I conclude that it is reason-
able to expect that these concerns per-
meate all clusters at the national level. 
The Arizona cluster-building process, 
while not totally unique, has created one 
of the fir t successful state cluster pro-
gram in the nation. It took the effort of 
more than a thousand creators, and has 
evolved into an undertaking embracing 
more people and regions. Arizona 
makes no claim that its way is the right 
way for other regions. In fact, other clus-
ters have borrowed from Arizona's con-
cept and created their own version of 
what a cluster is and bow be t to imple-
ment it A cluster is a process rather than 
a step-by-step plan that can be followed 
anywhere. But there is litde doubt that 
the model is a good one. Arizona is con-
fident that its plan has the right ingredi-
ents to significantly better the state's 
economy in the twenty-first century. 
Robert (Bob) Breault is president of 
Breault Research OrganizatWn of Tucson, 
Arizona, and cochairman oflheArizona 0p-
tics Industry Association, 6400 East Grant 
Road, #350, Tucson, AZ 85715; e-mail: 
bbreault@breault.com. The author acknowl-
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edges that he has drawn upon several internal 
Gauernor's Strategic Partnership for Economic 
Deuelopment (GSPED) docummts whose au-
thors are unknoum and therefore cannot be 
cited indiuiduaUy. Among the documents that 
had authmial attribution were the following: 
1. Alan Kmwin et aL, Arizona's Economy 
is Everyone's Business, GSPED, March 1992. 
2. Doug Henton, John Melville and Kim 
Walesh, Building Economic Communi-
tie : How Civic Entrepreneur are Trans-
forming America, San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, February 1997. 
3. C. Hendry and J. Brown, City Univer-
sity Business School (UK), R DeFilippi 
(Suffolk University), and R Hassink, • In-
dustry Clusters as Commercial, Knowledge, 
and Institutional Networks, D in Interim 
Networks: Organization and Industrial 
Competitiveness (ed. A. Grandovi), 
Routledge, 1999. 
4. D. Hentcm and K Walesh, Reinvent-
ing Communities: Clusters and their 
Next Evolution, International Society for 
optical Engineering, 1996. 
www.hdal.com 
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Ultrasonics With Laser In-Coupling and Air Out-Coupling 
This method shows promise for noncontact, nondestructive characterization of 
materials and structures. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
Efforts are under way to de-
velop a technique of noncontact 
acousto-ultrasonic te ting in 
which (1) a pulsed laser beam 
excites ultrasonic waves in a 
plate pecimen and (2) the ul-
trasonic waves are detected by 
use of one or more focusing air-
coupled ultrasonic tran ducer(s) 
placed at a short distance away 
from the specimen and aimed at 
the spot(s) of interest on the 
specimen. Thi technique is in-
tended to be an alternative to an 
older technique of contact 
acousto-ultrasonic testing; when 
fully developed, this non contact 
technique could be used to 
characterize materials and mon-
itor integrity of structures in lo-
cations that are inaccessible to 
contact ultrasonic probes or in 
situations in which contact ultra-
sonic probes cannot or should 
not be used. 
CONTACT ULTRASONIC-TESTING APPARATUS 
Trigger SIgnal 
1"Wt--I~r·CouplodTransdocer 
NONCONTACT ULTRASONIC-TESTING APPARATUS 
Nd:YAG 
Lase, 
coupled piezoelectric trW-
ducer (and is characterized by a 
broader frequency respon e), 
provided that it can be placed 
clo e enough to the specimen. 
In experiments, rates of 
decay of ultrasonic energy in 
SiC/SiC ceramic-matrix and 
SiC/Ti metal-matrix compo ite-
material specimens were mea-
ured by the contact technique 
and by the pre ent noncontact 
technique. For each noncontact 
measurement, the laser pulse 
energy was ",13 mJ and the air-
coupled acoustic tran ducer was 
one with a broad frequency re-
spon e nominally centered at 
0.25, 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 MHz. The 
rates of decay of ultrasonic en-
ergy were found to be higher 
for the contact measurements; 
the difference has been attrilr 
uted to loss of energy via the 
contacts, and this attribution, in 
turn, seems to imply that the 
noncontact rate of decay is a 
more nearly pure measure of 
attenuation of u ltrasound 
within the specimen. Still, con-
tact measurements have been 
The acousto-ultrasonic me-
thod has been shown to be use-
ful for assessing mechanical 
properties of composite-material 
structures. Plate-wave analysis 
has been used to quantify mod-
uli of elasticity of composite ma-
terials. Rates of decay of ultra-
sonic signals can be used to 
The Noncontact Ultrasonic-Testing Apparatus with laser in-coupling and out-
put coupling via air reproduces the basic geometry of the contact apparatus. 
successful in revealing mechan-
ical fatigue in the specimen 
materials; it is important that 
monitor residual trengths or crack densi-
ties. The present development is expected 
to extend these capabilities from the con-
tact to the noncontact regime. It has been 
envisioned that a noncontact acousto-ul-
trasonic testing technique would be espe-
cially useful for monitoring change in the 
properties of ceramic- and metal-matrix 
composite materials, and of aircraft~n­
gine structural components made of the e 
materials, during thermomechanical test-
ing and during engine operation. 
The use of a laser as a remote (and 
thus also noncontact) ultrasound-input 
source and as part of an ultrasound de-
tector has been under investigation for a 
number of years. The use of a noncon-
tact piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer 
coupled through an airgap has also been 
under study. Laboratory experience has 
led to the conclusion that a laser is more 
useful as an ultrasound-input device than 
as part of a detector, while an air-coupled 
piezoelectric transducer is more useful as 
a detector than as an ultrasound-input 
device. Taking advantage of this lesson of 
experience, the present laser-in-cou-
18a 
pling/air-out-coupling technique com-
bines the two named means of coupling 
in such a way as to obtain a signal-to-
noise ratio greater than can be achieved 
in other noncontact ultrasonic tech-
niques that involve laser or air coupling. 
The figure schematically depicts two 
acousto-ultrasonic testing apparatuses; 
one that implements an older contact 
technique and one that implements the 
present non contact technique. In the 
noncontact apparatus, the beam from a 
pulsed neodymium:yttrium aluminum 
garnet (Nd:YAG) laser is aimed at a spot 
on the specimen; this is the same spot 
where, in the contact apparatus, the send-
ing transducer would be coupled to the 
specimen via a dry (silicone rubber) cou-
plant pad. The air-coupled transducer in 
the noncontact apparatus is positioned 
and oriented to be sensitive to the spot 
on the specimen where, in the contact 
apparatus, the receiving tran ducer 
would be coupled to the specimen via an-
other silicone rubber pad. A nonfocusing 
micromachined capacitance transducer 
can be used as an alternative to the air-
www.nasatech.com 
this be so, inasmuch as in projected uses 
for monitoring the integrity of aircraft 
components, it will often be necessary to 
take measurements in the presence of 
support structures that cause loss of ul-
trasonic energy. In both the contact and 
noncontact techniques, rates of decay of 
ultrasonic ignals have been observed to 
increase with frequency. 
Several concerns must be addre sed in 
further development efforts. One is po-
tential destructiveness of the laser pulse. 
Another is attenuation of the ultrasonic 
signal in output coupling via air; this at-
tenuation imposes a practical upper limit 
on the usable frequency range. 
This wark was done by Harold E. Kautz of 
Glenn Research Center . Far further injar-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Physical Sciences category. 
Inquiries concerning rights far the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to liSA Glenn Research Center, Commercial 
Technowgy Office, Attn: Sieve Fedor; Mail Stop 
4-8, 21 000 BrookpamRoad, Cleueland, Ohw 
44135. RefertolEW-16916. 
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YOUR SFARaI IS OVER! 
Take a Look at Our Lens Family Values 
When you need high performance optics at the best value in the industry, a selection from 
OptoSigma's lens family is the ideal choice. OptoSigma's New 1999/2000 Catalog offers over 3,000 
lenses and lens assemblies on the shelf ready to ship. For single use to OEM volumes our Global 
Manufacturing capabilities ensure that your demands for cost-effective solutions, high quality and 
on-time delivery are met. So, for OEM and research optics, thin film coatings, mounts and stages, 
call OptoSigma Today! not Tomorrow! 
Spherical Lenses Cylindrical Lenses Achromatic Doublets 
Lens Assemblies Spherical Mirrors Aspheric Lenses 
For a copy of our new 1999/2000 catalog please call (949) 851-5881. Today! tlot TomorroU'! 
USA GERMANY/INTERNATIONAL 
Manufacturing/Sales Silicon Sensor GmbH-Vertrieb 
Pacific Silicon Sensor, Inc. An der Wuhlh.id. 234 
S700 Co ... Avtnu •• IIOS 0-124S9 Berlin 
Westlake Village. CA 91362 Tel: +49 (0)30-5351034 Tel: 818-706-3400 
Fax: 818-889-7053 Fax: +49 (0)30-53790262 
Emai~ .. l!~pacifi(.sensor.com 
www.paofic·sensor.com 
Emai~ sales@,ilicon·sensor.de 
www.~lkon·sensor.de 
UK 
Silicon Sensor U.K. Office 
W.l!rWorksHouse 
Upper LAmboum • Berks RG 17 BRB 
TeL/Fax:+44(O) 1488-739 33 
Emai~ pnsilsensuk@btintemetcom 
For More Information Circle No. 459 
Excimer laser 
job shop services 
Laser workstations 
R&D machine time available 
at all wavelengths 
IX-300 Laser System 
For More Information Circle No. 465 or Visit www.nasatech.coml465 
Sulfur Lamp With CaBr2 
Additive for Enhanced 
Plant Growth 
Addition of CaBr:! intensifies red light, 
which is favored by plants. 
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
Calcium bromide can be added to the ulfur filling in a ulfur 
lamp to increase the emission of red light for enhanced growth 
of plants. Red Light i more efficacious for plant growth than i 
visible light at honer wavelength . The addition of CaBr2 in-
crease the emission at wavelengths in the vicinity of 625 nm, 
where the quantum efficiency for photosynthe is is do e to 1. 
A ullin lamp i an electrodele lamp that includes an evac-
uated quartz bulb partly backfilled with argon and with a little 
uLfur, plus a ource of microwave power for exciting a plasma 
within the bulb. A ulfur lamp i very efficient for visible light-
ing. An attempt to increase the emission of red light by in-
creasing the uLfur content would result in an excessive reduc-
tion in the emission of blue light. Alternatively, following a 
common practice in the lighting industry, one could attempt 
to increase the red emi ion by adding such metal halides as 
odium iodide: in the presence of the lamp plasma, the metal 
atoms in mo t such additive become excited and ionized and 
they radiate in the desired spectral region, but they also emit 
unwanted infrared line radiation, with a con equent reduction 
in efficacy for growth of plants. 
Unlike other metal halide additive, in the presence of the 
lamp plasma, calcium bromjde emits primarily molecular radi-
ation at wavelength in the vicinity of 625 nm, with minimal in-
frared emi sion. Thus, calcium bromide can be used to in-
crease the emission of the desired red light A representative 
experimental lamp based on thi concept is made of a thin-
wall, 35-mm-diameter quartz bulb containing tens of mil-
ligrams of uLfur, a few milljgrams of CaBr2, and argon at a 
pre ure of about 50 torr (6.7 kPa). As shown in the figure, the 
CaBr2 filling increases the desired red emi sion at the cost of 
only a mall decrease in shorter-wavelength emission and with 
little or no increase in infrared emi sion. 
This work was done by Youngzhang Leng and Donald A. MacLen-
nan of Fusion Lighting, Inc., for Kennedy Space Center. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, the contractor has elected to 
retain title to this invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its commer-
cial use should be addressed to: Donald A. MacLennan, Fusion Light-
ing, 7524 Standish Place, &ckvilk, MD 20855; (301) 284-7200. 
Refer to KSC-11970, volume and number of this NASA Tech 
Brief: issue, and the page number. 
The Measured Spectrum of a Sulfur/calcium Bromide Lamp is plotted along 
with the spectrum of a similar sulfur lamp without calcium bromide. The 
prominent spectral peak of the SlcaBr, lamp lies at the wavelength region 
of highest quantum efficiency for photosynthesis in plants. 
Photonics Tech Briefs,July 2000 
N onsaturating Electronic Image Sensors 
In each pixel, charge would be integrated as long as necessary, but not longer. 
NASA~ Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Focal-plane electronic image sensors 
that would not saturate when exposed 
to intense illumination have been pro-
posed. These ensors could be used to 
acquire accurate, scientific-quality data 
on images (including spectral image), 
even when the images contain both 
very bright and very dark areas. The 
proposed sensors would not contain 
automatic gain-comrol (AGe) cir-
cuitry, yet their dynamic ranges would 
exceed those of sensors with AGe. Un-
like AGe circuitry, the circuitry of the 
proposed sensors would not change 
noise levels and would not compress 
image data. 
The proposed sensors would be of 
the active-pixel-sensor (APS) type. The 
designs of the e sensors would exploit 
the pos ibility of making APS circuitry 
operate on each pixel individually dur-
ing acquisition of image data. In partic-
ular, the amount of photocharge accu-
mulated in each pixel during each 
exposure would be monitored, and the 
pixel would be either reset or turned 
off when the charge increased beyond a 
preset threshold. 
In one suggested implementation, a 
comparator and a counter would be 
added to the readout circuit of each 
pixel. When the amount of charge 
reached the preset threshold during an 
expo ure, the pixel would be reset and 
the count incremented by one. At the 
end of the expo ure, the total readout 
signal charge for each pixel would be 
the urn of (1) the number of resets x 
the threshold charge plus (2) the 
charge accumulated since the la t 
reset. In the presence of bright light, 
the repeated resets would prevent satu-
ration. In the presence of dim light, 
the photocharge would be aUowed to 
grow for as long a time as necessary 
during an expo ure. 
In another suggested implementa-
tion, the readout circuitry for each 
pixel would include a sample-and-hold 
circuit. In this case, the pixel value 
would be captured whenever the sam-
pled photocharge exceeded a preset 
threshold and the integration time 
counted eparately. In either imple-
mentation, it may be possible to obtain 
satisfactory performance while using an 
an a] og-to-digi tal converter of fewer bits 
than would ordinarily be needed for a 
given dynamic range. 
PholOnics Tech Briefs,July 2000 
This work was done by Gregory Beannan, 
Bedabrata Pain, and Robert Stirbl of Caltech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For Jurther inJonnation, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasat.ech.c011l under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquines concerning nghts Jor its 
commercial use should be addressed to: 
Technology Reporting Offue 
JPL 
MailSt<Jf1122-1l6 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
ReJer to NP0-20560, volume and number 
oj this ASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
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digital camera 
with camera 
controls from $995. ROPER MASD 
• Win 95/98/NTI2000 
& DOS image analysis 
software with camera 
PULNIX 
SENSORS 
UNLIMITED 
controls for exposure, SMD 
triggering, async reset, TAKENAKA 
and video recording to UNIQ 
memory and disk. 
• Twain & ImagePro Drivers Available. 
• Complete imaging systems: Computers, 
Cameras, Power Supplies, Lenses, Software, 
Lighting. 
NESlAB's newest product cata· 
log features industrial chillers 
and liquid coolers. It includes 
features, specifications, and cus-
tomizing options available, in· 
c1uding refrigeration, con· 
troller, pump, fluid, heater, and e1ecoical specs. 
NESLAB offers a range of cooling solutions for appli-
cations such as indusuial lasers, £OM, plastics, plat. 
ing, packaging, chilled rolls, and welding. There is a 
NESlAB solution to fit each constant·temperature 
application. ESlAB In trWnents, PO Box 117 , 
Portsmouth, NH 03802-1178; (603) 430-2271; fax 
(603) 430-8411; E-mail: nesJab@nesJabinsrrurnents. 
com; hup:/ /neslabinc.com. 
NESLAB Instruments 
LIGHT MEASURE-
MENT INSTRU-
MENTS CATALOG 
International Light offers 
ilS full<olor 1999-2000 
catalog describing radiome-
ters, photometers, spectro-
radiometers, detecton, fiJ.. 
ten, input optics and 
calibrations. ComponenlS 
are combined to form light measurement terns 
CO'"ering a comprehensive range of L'V·Vis-IR appJi. 
cations. Complete technical and sy tern pecifica-
tions are included. International Light Inc., 17 Graf 
Rd., ewburyporl, MA 019504092; (97 ) 465-5923; 
fax: (978) 462~759; e-mail : i\sales@intl·lighLcom. 
International Light Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 
Readout for Fast IR Imaging With Large 
Detector Capacitance 
Improvements are effected by taking account of response 
times in designing readout amplifiers. 
NA 'A s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
V.., ">--_ ...... 
Detector 
The Stages Following the SOl Input Circuit are optimized, pursuant to equations for response times, 
to minimize image lag and other errors. 
A methodology for de igning highly 
accurate readout circuits for infrared 
(IR) image detectors that have large 
pixel detector capacitance (of the order 
often of picofarads) and are required to 
operate with hort exposure times (<100 
\lS) has been devi ed. In this context, 
"highly accurate" signifies capable of (1) 
nearly linear re ponse over a wide dy· 
namic range with (2) titde or no image 
lag ("gho t" image readout attributable 
to capacitive retention of charge from 
preceding image frame ), and (3) low 
readout noise. The methodology has 
been u ed to enhance the performance 
of ASA's Airborne Vi ible/ Infrared 
Imaging Spectrometer (AVTRIS), and is 
expected to satisfy an increasing need for 
highly accurate readout circuits in other 
application, including other imaging 
pectrometers and infrared video cam-
eras now undergoing development. 
The methodology improve upon the 
prior art in two main way : 
• It provide for refinement of the de-
ign of pixel amplifier and other pixel 
readout circuitry on the basi of un-
derstanding gained through analysi of 
previously neglected second·order 
electronic effects - including notably 
image lag related to abrupt transition 
of ignal currents. 
• It incorporate the concept that, at 
least in principle, it hould be po ible 
to derive an algorithm to correct for 
image lag. 
The readout circuitry for each pixel, 
as contemplated in thi methodology, is 
based on that of the AVlRI . This cir-
cuitry (ee figure) feature a conven-
tional buffered-direct·injection (BDI) 
www.nasatech.com 
input circuit followed b amplifier tage 
of optimized de ign. imilar BDI read-
out circuits de igned according to older 
methodology generale residual image 
signals when bright images are followed 
by dark images, giving ri e to errors in 
the estimates of the dark images; and 
when dark image are followed by bright 
images, respon e are 0 cillatory, giving 
ri e to error in estimate of the bright 
image. The error are function of time 
and detector capacitances. 
The analy i of second-order effects 
yields c10 ed·form expre ion for re-
spon e time for both low·to-high and 
high·to-Iow tran itions. The e expres-
ion are what make it pos ible to opti-
mize pixel amplifier design and to 
choose appropriate feedback capacitors 
to minimize circuit error and image lag. 
In an initial application of this part of 
the methodology to a linear array of 
photodetector for the AVIRI , it was 
found that the ignal·to-noi e ratio was 
increased by a factor of 2 to 3, relative to 
older de igns, and that image lag was re-
duced to Ie than 10 percent over the 
entire dynamic range of pixel ignal cur· 
rent from 10 pA to 10 nA. The measured 
input·referred noise was found to be Ie 
than 300 electrons. 
A first-order analy i has been per· 
formed in an initial effort to develop 
oftware to com pen ate for image lag. 
This analy i yields recursive equation 
that can be used to e timate and correct 
for error. oftware that implements 
the e equation has been tested on 
AVlRIS readout data and found to re-
duce error but al 0 to occasionally in· 
troduce new error. The inability to 
Photonics Tech Briefs, J uly 2000 
eliminate all errors has been attributed to inadequate math-
ematical modeling of circuit behavior, including inaccuracies 
in estimates of response times. To achieve greater accuracy, it 
would be necessary to derive equations of greater complexity, 
based on a second-order analysis. Of course, it would be more 
difficult to implement such equations in software. 
This work was done by Bedahrata Pain of Caltech for NASA's J et 
Propulsion Laboratory. For jurther informatUm, access the Techni-
cal Support Package (TSP) free cm-line at www.nasatech.oom under 
the Electronic Components and Systems category. NP0-20522 
Maskless Gray-Scale 
X-Ray Lithography 
Spatial variations in exposure of photoresist 
would be effected through variations in 
scan rates. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
In a proposed technique of maskless gray-scale x-ray lithog-
raphy, a photoresist to be patterned would be exposed to a par-
allel beam of hard x-rays. As explained below, the photoresist 
would be translated across the beam at a varying rate to effect 
one-dimensional spatial variations in the radiation dose re-
ceived by the photoresist. The technique would be particularly 
suitable for making diffraction gratings and similar items. 
In gray-scale lithography in general, the radiation dose to a 
photoresist on a substrate is made to vary spatially, within a range 
in which the solubility of the exposed photoresist in a developer 
liquid varies with the dose. In customary gray-scale x-ray lithog-
raphy, the required spatial variation in the dose is achieved by 
use of a mask. The mask and the photoresist-covered substrate 
are translated as a unit across an x-ray beam at a constant rate to 
obtain the required integrated dose to the mask. 
The lithographically desirable characteristics of a parallel 
beam of hard x-rays include a large depth of field (typically 
characterized by image dispersion less than 1 \lm over a depth 
of 15 rom) and negligible reflections from photoresist defects 
and surfaces. A parallel beam of hard x-rays (wavelengths < 10 
A) for use in the proposed technique could be generated by a 
synchrotron source in conjunction with a slit filter (typically 
50 nm wide). 
In the proposed technique, the photoresist would not be 
masked. The gradients in the radiation dose needed to obtain 
gradients in the density of the developed photoresist would be 
generated by controlled variation in the rate of translation of 
the x-ray beam across the photoresist. These controlled varia-
tions would suffice to define the desired features (variations of 
the height of the ub equently developed photoresist) to within 
ubmicron dimensions, within the I5-mm depth offield. 
After expo ure to x-rays, the photoresist would be developed 
in the customary manner. After development, the photoresist 
would be dried, giving rise to spatial con olidation of the pho-
tore ist into thickness gradientS corresponding to the density 
gradients. The dosage gradients could be cho en to achieve de-
sired final thickne gradients; for example, to produce trian-
gular- or sawtooth-cross-section blazes for diffraction gratings. 
The large depth of field could be exploited to form such blazes 
on curved surfaces. 
This work was done by Frank Hartley of Caltech for NASA's J et 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further information, access the Techni-
cal Support Package (TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.oom under 
the ManufacturingIFabricatilm category. NPO-20445 
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Precision Molded 
Plastic OptiCS 
• Complete mold making facilities, 
including a CNC machining center, 
EDM machines and Nanoform 200 
diamond turning center. 
• State-of-the-art molding facilities. 
• Comprehensive testing, measurement, 
and evaluation capabilities, including 
Zygo Interferometer, Taylor-Hobson 
Form TalySurf S6 PGI and various 
client-provided testing capabilities. 
• High quality, quick turnaround 
diamond-turned prototyping in 
most substrates. 
• High quality production of optical 
elements such as diffractives, hybrids, 
aspheres, cylinders, prisms, toroids, 
mirrors and HUDs. 
• COllimating lenses for laser diodes. 
• Optical design services provided from 
minimal assistance to tull design 
capabilities. 
For design, production or pricing infor-
motion, please contact us. 
~AVIMO 
AVIMO PRECISION POLYMER OPTICS 
A member of Avimo Group Umited 
560 West Terrace Drive 
San Dim~, California 91773 
Telephone 909-599-~341 
Fax 909-592-2780 
www.polymeropncs.com 
Email: inJoatappo@aol.com 
salesatappo@aol.com 
For More No. or 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
Detectors with 12-ps or 18.5-ps 
Impulse Response 
ew Focus, Santa Clara, CA, is offering the Models 102)( and 
14XX time-<iomain-optimized ultrnhigh peed de tecto ... with 
guarallleed 12-p or 1 .5--ps FWHM impulse re pon . The 
opticall pigtailed de,ices are battery-powered and have their 
own bias circuits and DC-power monito .... In FC- or ST<onnec-
torized ve ... ions, they are terminated at 50 ohms, SO do not 
require a tHiS attenuator when they are used with microwave 
filte .... A 5O-micron<ore multimode option is available for I 5-
ps detecto ... (Models 14XX). ew Focus call the de tecto ... 
ideal for time-domain applications in high-speed digital fiber optic communication stems, induding 
measuring eye diagrams and characterizing pulses. 
Visit www.pti>magulne.comIproducts 
Fiber-Pigtailed 9-mm 
Laser Diodes 
OptoSrite Devices, Woodin-
ville, WA, introduces the 903 
product line, a 9-mm mounted laser diode-based 
fiber-pigtailed package with >80 percent coupling. 
The company says that the device has a brightness 
four times that of the typical 0.22-nwnerical-aperture 
uni t with the optional I available O.ll-munerical-aper-
ture fiber. OptoSrite suggest such applications as 
medical devices, night vision, printing, and pumping 
of other solid-state lase .... The 903 package is available 
in a variety of wavelengths from 635 to 1064 nm and 
power levels up to 1000 mW. 
Visit www.ptbmagulne.comlproducts.com 
Digital IR Thermal Imager 
Raytheon 0., Dallas, TX, i 
offering the ControlIR 2000, a 
digital IR heat vi ion thermal 
imager, intended for original 
eqttipment manufacture ... and 
S) tem integrato ... targeting security, process control, 
and machine ,ision applications. Compared to analog 
technology, Raytheon says, the new IR camera digitizes 
images at12 bits rather than 10, improving its dynam-
ic temperature range by a factor of four. The company 
says the ControlIR 2000 also has twice the sensitivity, or 
noise eqttivalent temperature difference ( ETO), and 
twice the non uniformity. 
Visit www.ptbmagazine.comlproducts 
Device Designed for 
Raman Spectroscopy 
Roper Scientific, cton, MA, 
introduc the Acton Research 
pectruMM~, de igned as a 
compact analytical package for acquisition of Ran,an 
spectra from olid and liquid samples. pectruMM 
for Raman con i ts of an cton Re earch 
pectruMM C D camera, an industry-standard 
Acton Research pectraPro spectrograph, Acton 
Re earch pectraSense- software, and a fiber optic 
probe with integrated I rand ignal ftItering. 
pectral coverage from a 7 !>-nm laser is between 200 
and 3300 co,-' , "ith a pectral resolution of approxi-
mately em'. run-time chemometric-anal is mod-
ule is also available for monitoring application. 
Visit www.ptbmagazine.com/products 
UV Industrial-Grade DPSS 
Lambda Physik, Ft. Lauder-
dale, FL, designed its new 
Gator- 35!>-3 industrial-grade 
diode-pumped solid-state 
laser for micro machining and microdrilling hard 
materials. With a 100kHz repetition rate and more 
than 3 W average power, the Gator 35!>-3 has a her-
metically sealed laser head and comes with a 5000-
hour diode lifetime warranty. The company sa the 
complete hands-free operation and remote/ remov-
able upply unit are key industrial design elements. 
Lambda Ph) ik recommends the laser for high-aspect-
ratio microdrilling in many hard materials. 
Vistt www.ptbmagazine.comlproducts 
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The line between success and failure is often as thin as a mirror. If your specifications call for hot mirrors, it's 
time to call ZC&R. No matter what your need, from off-the-shelf to custom coatings, you'll find all your 
solutions in one place - ours. And if cold mirrors are more your style, ours stand up to even the toughest test. Our 
filters always give you superior separation of visible, UV and IR radiation. So don't let your project go up in 
smoke. For a closer look into our mirrors, call us today. ZC&R. Burning up the competition. 
ii-. ,l",,· , 
~ f • e 
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Crystal Clear Hot Mirrors UV Pass Hot Mirror 
Guaranteed color neutral even at 5500° K, our crystal 
clear hot mirrors are penect for applications such as 
entertainment lighting, biomedical applications and 
fiber optics. Guaranteed not to peel, fade 
or craze. I 
• Ave. T ~ 90% at 425-q75 nm 
• Ave. R ~ 95% at 750-1150 nm 
• Incident angle = 0° 
Cold Mirrors 
Our cold mirror filters reflect visible light and 
transmit IR. They are used in a wide variety of 
products from projectors to fiber optic illuminators. 
• Ave. T ~ 90% at 750-1200 nm 
• Ave. R ~ 95% at 420-650 nm 
• Incident angle = 45° 
Designed to block IR and allow visible and UV light to 
pass through, these hot mirrors are especially well 
adapted for UV curing of inks, dyes 
and cements. 
• Ave. T ~ 85% at 245-680 nm 
• Ave. T ~ 86% at 245-400 nm 
• Ave. R ~ 75% at 800-1050 nm 
• Incident angle = 0° 
Extended Hot Mirrors 
Similar to our crystal clear hot mirrors, our extended 
hot mirrors provide a wider range of IR protection. 
They are ideally suited for applications which also 
require reflectance from 1200 to 1600 nm. Guaranteed 
not to peel, fade or craze. 
• Ave. T ~ 85% at 425-675 nm 
• Ave. R ~ 95% at 750-1150 nm 
• Ave. R ~ 85% at 1200-1600 nm 
• Incident angle = 0° 
SEE US AT SPIE SAN DIEGO 
BOOTH #931 
1401 Abalone Ave. / Torrance, CA 90501 
310-381-3060 / 800-426-2864 / FAX: 310-782-9951 
e-mail : info@zcrcoatings.com / www.zcrcoatings.com 
For More Information Circle 0.475 or Vi it www.nasatech.com/475 
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ew Cockpit Technology 
Modernizes Shuttles 
Multifunction Electronic 
Display Subsystem (MEnS) 
Honeywell Space Systems 
Phoenix,AZ 
(602) 822-3'746 
www.honeywell.com 
The pacehuttle Atlantis recently 
made iL\ fir t flight wiu) Honeywell 's 
-gla s cockpit" Multifunction Electron-
ic Display ubsysLem (l\1ED ), which 
helped astronauts na\;gate and land 
the orbiter. MEDS replaces the or-
biter's electromechanical and cathode 
ray tube (CRT) displa) , which were 
designed in the] 970,. Equipped with 
the first glass cockpit e\er to fh in 
space, Atlanri was uited with nine 
l\lEDS display, in the forward flight 
deck and two ~rED units in me aft 
fl ight deck. 
"Our MED technology, with it 
genesis in Honeywell's display system 
for the Boeing 777 aircraft, will pro-
vide T;\ A's fleet of orbiter with the 
most advanced commercial and mili-
ASA's lANDSAT 7 Receives 
Innovative Processing System 
Ciprico 34Gb disk arrays 
Ciprico 
Plymouth, MN 
(800) '727-4669 
www.ciprico.com 
Landsat 7. an imaging atellite managed cooperati\'ely b\ 
, ASA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), and the United States Geological unev (lJ G ). was 
launched in theulruner of 1998. As a component of the Mi ion 
to Planet Earili (~1TPE) program, it began collecting and trans-
mitting global and easonal land image~ for cientific and com-
mercial pllrpO e . On me receiving end of the atellite tran mis-
ion was an antenna at me lJ GS's Earm Resource Obsen'ation 
y,tems (ERO ) Data Centcr locatcd 111 ioux Fall., D. There, 
the incoming data was recorded and proce'sed to produce high-
re.olution images of me eartll' urface. 
The e proces e were performed by the Landsat 7 
Proce ing Unit' (LP ) powerful computing } tern. Like me 
satellite itself, the LP was de igned from the ground up and 
had to meet orne demanding criteria for capturing and pro-
cessing tile atellite' raw data u'ansmi. sion . 
The data from the ateUite is encoded \\;th various t)pes of 
error-correcting coding algoritluns. The LP con ists of five GI 
tart" nat-panel diplay technolog) a\ailable LOdar," said Ja\' 
Loyelace, \'ice Preside III and Location ;\lanager for Honey-
\vell pace ystem .. 
L:mg 'IED . shllltIe cre" s ha\e eas~ acce s to ,·ital informa-
tion through tIle two- and three-dimemional olor graphic 
Challenge XL com-
puter, each outfit-
ted with twO Ciprico 
34-Gb disk arrays. 
Embedded within 
each tring are two 
channels for differ-
ent bands or t}pe of 
data. each being 
trammitted at a sus-
tained rate of 75 
:"fbps to one of me 
XLs. The data from 
each channel is cap-
tured to one of the 
XL' two C.iprico disk 
an'a) . 
The LP "unpacks" 
the data, frame- yn-
chronize it, and 
and \;deo capabilities. Bv reading 
the di. play. ,astronaUl\ ee 1I1for-
malion including peed, altilllde. 
po ition. anrl direction. Infomla-
tion al 0 is interchangeable be-
tween screen,. a1IO\\;ng crews to 
select the displar format that be t 
suits the needs of their particul ar 
mis ion. 
~1ED eli minates ob olescence 
concern and is Ie s expensiye to 
maintain than present electro-
mechanical devices. In addition 
to reducing maintenance costs. 
~IED will reduce vehicle weigh t 
and power consumption, freeing 
more power for longer flights; 
improve shu ttle re l iabili~ and 
performance; and impro\'e shut-
tle safety by simplifying cockpit 
panels. :--'1ED aI 0 is capable of 
future upgrades. Honeywell will 
prO\;de a new glass cockpit for all 
four huttle orbiter. 
For More Information Ci rcle No. 750 
removes ule additional coding information. The proces ed 
data i men trail ferred to the other Ciprico array on each 
Challenge. It is held there until it can be transferred to a tape 
archive that is part of a much bigger ·ytem - me Earth 
Oben;ng ystem Data Information y tern (EO DIS) 
Di tributed Active Archive Center (DAA ). This data is men 
accessible to me scientific community. 
For More Information Circle No. 751 
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The DEWE-3010 and DEWE-2010 completely 
redefine what a data acquisition system should be. 
Not just portable and rugged, but also open-
architecture, so you can upgrade the hardware and 
software long into the future. With modular signal 
conditioners you can mix and match to create your 
own system with dozens of fast channels and up to 
2048 slow/temperature channels! 
Available in both data recording and industrial 
versions, Dewetron PC-based instruments really rock. 
Plastic boxes just can't compare. New built-in software 
makes setup and recording easier than ever. With plug-
in modules for direct connection of every sensor - strain 
gages, accelerometers, microvolts/volts/kilovolts, RTD's 
and thermocouples (9 types), LVDT's, string pots, 
RPM and TACH signals from engines and turbines, 
and even more. Plus 1000Vrms isolation, 
exceptionally low noise, and multiple range/filter 
selections on each plug-in module! 
Please call toll-free at +1 (an) 431-5166 
visit our website, or send email to: 
werock@dewamerica.com 
DEWE-30 I 0 Ultra-portable 
complete system 
L-STD-810c ShocklVibration 
CE Mark, ISO-9000, ISO-14000 
• Portable PC Versions Available! 
Dewetron, Inc. 
Toll-free +1 (Sn) 431-5166 
Tel: +1 (401 ) 364-9464 
Fax: +1 (401)364-S565 
Website: www.dewetron.com 
trademarks acknowledged as the properties of their owners 
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-$ Special Coverage: Data Acquisition 
Analysis Enhanced Test: Combining 
Data Acquisition and Analysis 
Noone needs to tell engineers today that their job are getting tougher. 
Complex projects, time constraints, fi-
nancial limitations, warranty is ues, and 
the constant pressure to innovate con-
tinue to push the limits of engineering 
ability. From automotive and aerospace 
design, to semiconductors and advanced · 
communications systems, the basic chal-
lenges are essentially the same: design 
the best possible products at the lowest 
possible cost - and get them to market 
faster than the competition. Faced with 
this difficult task, it's no wonder that en-
gineers are looking for new tools to 
make their jobs easier and to streamline 
the steps required to go from concept to 
production. 
Integrating phases of the engineering 
process would be beneficial to the engi-
neer. If software tools were available that 
supported multiple phases of the engi-
neering process, valuable time and 
money could be saved. In addition, this 
would allow engineers to adopt a stan-
dard tool set for design development so 
that individuals would not need to learn 
and use multiple software packages, and 
could easily share work with their col-
leagues. ew tools are now available that 
do ju t this and are helping to reduce 
some of the pressures felt by engineers 
today. 
Process Integration 
The challenges faced by research and 
design engineers are often tackled 
through multi-phased, iterative pro-
cesses. Frequently, these processes re-
quire several steps, including: 
• Data acquisition and test: The develop-
men t of a test system for the purpose of 
taking measurements and collecting 
data from a real-world component or 
system. Testing incorporates data ac-
quisition, low-level analysis, and data 
storage. 
• Data analysis and visualization: Once 
the data is collected, it is often stored 
in a database for post-processing. This 
involves applying rigorous analysis 
methods, such as signal proce sing, 
wavelets, and statistical analysis to gain 
an understanding of the system under 
test. This is frequently an iterative task 
during which the design is refined. 
• Verification: Verification is an impor-
tant follow-on task in design develop-
Analysis Enhanced Test: Integrating Data Acquisition and Analysis 
Yesterday 
Today 
Tomorrow 
Custom Data 
AcquiSition Software 
-&J-RIBs 
_ Data _ General-Purpose (§J 
Data Acquisition Software Ries 
General-Purpose 
Integrated Data AcquislUon 
and AnalYSIS Software 
Custom Analysis and 
Visualization Software 
General-Purpose 
AnaJYSlsand 
Visualization Software 
Figure 1: Data acquisition and analysis historically have been separate tasks that each required 
specialized software-collected data to be saved to file and transferred from one environment to 
the other. Analysis-enhanced test integrates data acquisition and analysis in a single software 
environment. 
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ment. It involves confirming that the 
final part or system works as expected 
without failure. This portion of the en-
gineering process is highly rigorous. 
• Reporting: When finalizing a project 
or specific test, a report often is written 
to document tlle process and share the 
results. 
Though the end re u1t ( uch as a re-
port, a component, or a system) varie 
for each individual engineering chal-
lenge, the teps involved in all areas of 
design and development need to be 
tightly integrated. This is because it is 
often the case that several iterations of 
the process are run tllrough before ac-
curate or useful results are obtained. 
One of the biggest challenges in tlle 
process is to gain insight and under-
standing about the behavior of a physi-
cal part or system. Thi discovery phase 
can involve taking measurements from a 
physical component in order to model 
or analyze its behavior during the early 
development stages (prototyping), or 
testing a component or system to deter-
mine if it is performing as expected (de-
sign verification). The development of a 
measurement system often is under-
taken by the engineer to measure physi-
cal paran1eters about the device and to 
perform in-depth analysis and visuallza-
tion on the information obtained. In 
other words, a measurement system in-
tegrates the data acquisition and test 
phase with the data analysis and visual-
ization phase. Furthermore, since verifi-
cation involves applying rigorous test 
and analysis procedures to the design, 
benefit also can be realized in the verifi-
cation phase due to this integration. 
There are, therefore, two key compo-
nents to a measurement system: data ac-
quisition, and powerful analysis and vi-
sualization functionallty. Because the 
purpose of data acquisition is often, in 
the end, to gain greater insight into the 
component or system being studied, ad-
vanced analysis and visualization play a 
key role in the design process. Tools 
such as signal processing, statistical 
analysis, or even neural networks are em-
ployed to model or explore the data in 
detail and refine design parameters. 
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Thi type of high-level analysi require 
pecialized math and analysis methods 
that are nOI available in tandalone data 
acquisition packages. 
The Evolution of Analysis 
Enhanced Test 
Analysis enhanced test is a new ap-
proach for test and measurement appli-
cation . Analysis enhanced test refers to 
the integration of the data acquisition 
and te t phase with the analysis and visu-
alization task. The creation of a mea-
surement ystem - an integrated data 
acquisition and analysis environment-
can greatly benefit an engineer and ulti-
mately save time and money. 
It's important to take a look at the his-
tory of test and analysis, as well as what's 
currently being done in order to get a 
true understanding of the benefits of an 
integrated system. Historically, data ac-
quisition has been a task done in a lab. A 
test setup was developed, and frequently 
a technician ran the test and col-
ign tasks. pecialized general-purpose 
software package are available for epa-
rately handling the acqui ition and 
analysis tasks. Developed within the last 
10 to 15 years, the e general-purpose 
programs represent the current genera-
tion for implifying the engineering 
proce . Software packages are available 
to create the data acqui ition system or 
to apply advanced analysis and visualiza-
tion technique without writing code. 
What Engineers Are Doing 
The data acquisition and analysis sec-
tions of a test sy tern are still largely sep-
arated. Data acquisition is accomplished 
in a lab with a "canned" tesl set-up con-
figuration. The large data sets gathered 
from the te t are tored to disk or to 
databases, and then brought back to the 
engineering office for off-line analysi . 
The e teps are continued through ev-
eral iterations until the de ign is com-
pleted. This way of working can require 
lected the data. This data was 
then given LO an engineer to ana-
lyze. The design might be modi-
Data Acquisition MarketTrends 
fied in orne way, depending on 
the results of the analysis, and 
the te t would be run again. 
These steps would be repeated 
until the de ign was finalized. 
Until just a few years ago, lhe 
data acquisition and analysis ap-
plications were created with cus-
tom C-code. Often, the user 
would need to write low-level 
drivers to communicate with the 
data acquisition hardware, and 
then save the captured data to 
file for post-processing. A custom 
Genera/-
Purpose 
DATA 
ACQUISITION 
SOFTWARE 
Custom 
Custom General-Purpose 
DATA ANALYSIS AND 
VlSUALlZA TION SOFTWARE 
has had to create such a sy tern knows, 
the acquisition and analysis task is till 
far from easy, and much time is spent in 
creating customized, integrated olu-
tions. Engineers choose an approach, 
knowing that if the data acquisition side 
is the focus of the olution, the anal} is 
tools are likely to be sub-optimal and 
vice-versa. 
For best results, data acquisition and 
analysi can no longer be separate tasks. 
They must be tightly tied, not only to 
meet time constraints, but also to ensure 
that the product will work exactly as de-
signed. An integrated data acquisition 
and analysis system allows engineers to 
test out new algorithms, experiment 
with different components, make deci-
sions on the fly, and instantly verify the 
componem model using real-world mea-
surements. 
Historically, analysis and visualization 
software uch as MATlAB (from The 
MathWorks) has been used extensively 
by te t and measurement profes-
sionals to post-process the massive 
amounts of data collected. The 
need to clo e the gap between 
analysis and te t necessitated the 
development for te t systems 
based on MATlAB. Often, engi-
neers and scientists would de-
velop custom test set-ups that al-
lowed them to go directly from 
hardware to MATlAB in order to 
simplify their design and develop-
ment process. Coupling products 
like MATlAB with data acquisi-
tion system allows engineers and 
scientists to do things that were 
not po ible before. 
Analysis enhanced test is a 
C or Fortran program also was 
written to read the captured data 
from the file, and produce the 
appropriate plots or calculation 
re ults. All this took a consider-
Figure 2: N~w general-purpose tools that SlJpport both ~pects of 
the engi~ng proct!SS are ~ping to in~,..tf! theSft formerly 
sepatatf! fiUks. 
growing trend for technical pro-
re ionals. It ties together the var-
ious phase of the development 
proce in order to get better re-
able amount of time and effort, and re-
quired writing large amounts of custom 
code. And every time a new hardware 
device was used or a different calcula-
tion was performed on the data, the 
code had to be modified by hand to ac-
commodate the change. In hind ighl, all 
of thl eem extremely complex. How-
ever, at the time, these were merely con-
sidered part of the job. 
Today, time and budget constraints 
have pushed engineers into the lab to do 
more of their own testing. Tools have 
been created that help simplify the de-
A5A Tech BriefS,July 2000 
everaJ different oftware package : one 
for data acquisition (usually a propri-
etary package provided by the DAQ 
hardware vendor), one for storing the 
data (often a database), and another for 
anal 'Zing and .. isualizing the data. 
Engineers utilize the e tools in combi-
nation to get their job done, and in the 
push to gel products to market faster, 
have devised methods to integrate them. 
They often mix and match different soft-
ware packages or combine th.em ,vim 
custom C or Fortran code for pecific 
portions of the task. But as anyone who 
www.nasatech.com 
sults, faster. In the past, engineers 
and scientists forged their own way, de-
veloping cu tom oftware environments 
that would allow them to combine dala 
acquisition and anal is. Today, however, 
new lOols are available to upport this 
way of working and provide a way to get 
up and running - and done - faster 
than ever before. 
For 1/W1? injoroUltiQTI, contact the authqr, 
Jane Priet!, Dat.a Acquisition Marketing Man-
ager; at TIlL MathlVorhs, 3 Apple Hill Dr., 
atick, MA 01760; 7fl: 508-647-7000; Fax: 
508-647-7016; or visit Wluw.mathworks.com 
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• Data-Filter Algorithm for Monitoring a Power System 
In the manner of human experts, redundancy is utilized to detect anomalies. 
Lyndon B. Johnson pace Center, Houston, Te as 
An algorithm has been developed for 
a computer-based electronic s tern that 
would aid human ground con troll rs in 
monitoring data from ensors in the elec-
tric-power sy tern of the International 
pace tation. Among other things, th 
algorithm encode knowledge of human 
experts; thereby harnessing the ability of 
computer to do diagnostic calculation 
that human experts would do but that 
take much longer when done manually. 
The algorithm also has potential for ap-
plication to a variety of system outside 
the aerospace industry. 
The pace tation power ystem i char-
acterized by two levels of redundancy: (1) 
two or more en ors measure the same 
value; and (2) ynthetic (probable) mea-
surements can be generated by taking ac-
count of physical laws that govern the 
monitored power system. Traditionally, 
ground controllers utilize the second level 
of redundancy in that they compare any 
uspicious sensor measurements against 
probable measurements, which , hereto-
fore, they have calculal d b hand. 
Although A has employed au-
tonomous electrical power y tern for 
everal years, computers have not been 
u ed to help ground controller diag-
nose anomalies in sen or measurements. 
ontrol-center con ole have merely 
alerted controllers when sensor readings 
have exceeded et maximum or fallen 
below et minimum value. 
The present algorithm ystematically 
filters possibly conflicting and erroneous 
en or data to determine the mo t proba-
ble value of critical measurements. The 
algorithm generates the most probable 
value of current and voltage for the en-
sors in question, draws conclusions [rom 
tatistical information, and indicate, to 
ground controllers, one of three po sible 
type of causes for any anomalie: ensor 
failure, oft faults, and en or drift 
The algorithm, implemented in a C++ 
computer program, calculate the mo t 
• Portable ECG/EGG Data Recorder 
probable value from all available mea-
urements, real and calculated. If a value 
does not fall within the 3-standard~evia­
tion (30 ) range for all measurements, the 
measw'ement that diffi rs most from the 
e timated value i eliminated from the 
calculation. T llis procedure is repeated 
until either the e timate falls within the 
30 range for the remaining measure-
ments or only two disagreeing measure-
ments are left, in which case the value is 
considered indeterminate. The most 
probable values of en or measurements 
are calculated from the mean and vari-
ance of redundant value, creating a 
weighted average based on the variance 
of each en or. 
This work was done by Wallace Kelly m of 
Rockwell 'Pace Operations Company for J ohn-
son Space Center. For further information, 
access the Technical upport Package (TSP) 
free 01l-li7le at UJWW.lIasatech.com under the 
Electronic Components and Systems category. 
MSC-22728 
This is a noninvasive unit that interferes minimally with normal activities. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
A portable electronic unit with no 
moving parts except button switche dig-
itize and stores a 48-hour record of the 
myoelectric activity of the tomach and 
heart as en ed via electrode on the ur-
face of the abdomen. Just as the more fa-
miliar electrocardiogram (ECG) is useful 
in diagno ing the condition of the heart, 
the digital electrogastrogram (EGG) that 
is also obtained by this portable data 
recorder is useful in asses ing change in 
gastric function. 
This unit, called the "BioLog," was orig-
inally de igned to aid tudie of gastric 
change and related changes in the activ-
ity of the autonomic nervous tern asso-
ciated with pace motion ickness in astro-
nauts. However the unit can also be used 
on Earth to collect the same or other 
type of ph iological data from patients 
who object to the restrictions impo ed by 
30 
traditional stationary physiological moni-
toring equipment The unit has a volume 
of < 1,000 cm~ and a mass of 0.68 kg. It 
can be mounted on the wearer' belt or at-
tached to the wearer's clothing by use of 
hook-and-pile fastening material and a 
custom~e igned pocket 
The unit is connected to high-input-
impedance, low-output-impedance am-
plifiers that, in turn, are connected di-
rectly (via nap-on fastener) to the 
electrode on the patient's abdomen. 
Thi arrangement provide ufficient am-
plification at the ignal ource and suffi-
cient immunity to extraneous electrical 
noise that the signal-to-noise ratio i great 
enough for ambulatory recording, unlike 
in older EGG recorders in which ambula-
tory recording was rendered usele by 
motion-induced artifacts in the ignal. 
The EGG can be discerned as a shift in 
www.nasatech.com 
the baseline of the ECG because the char-
acteristic frequencies of the ECG (typi-
cally > 1 Hz) are significantly greater than 
tho e of the EGG (typically'" 0.05 Hz). 
The unit digitizes and records tl1e 
ECG/ EGG at a ampling rate of 10 Hz. 
'Vhen the recorded data are ubsequently 
analyzed, ·they are filtered to separate 
them into EGG and ECG components. 
The unit include a clock that generate 
time tags for the data A 9-V alkaline bat-
tery upplies the main operating power. 
When the main power i off, a capacitor of 
about 1 farad upplie backup power to 
keep tl1e clock running for 29 da . A It}. 
character liquid-<:rystal device (LCD) di£.. 
pla the current time (in da , hours, and 
minutes) or other information as needed. 
The data~torage medium is a static ran-
dom-acce memory ( RAM) circuit card. 
The RAM i structured to enable the 
A5A Tech Briefs,July 2000 
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Wideballd Digital Data Recorder 
IICP- - vldeolanalogldigltal data 
Sony digital data 
recorders give you incredible 
performance and superior 
reliability in lightweight, 
compact configurations that 
fit almost anywhere. 
Our IR-IOOO series capture 
critical analog and digital data (or 
analog and synchronized video 
data with our optional video card) 
at speeds up to 160kHz and 24 
Mb/sec for as long as 2 full hour 
(32 hours max. at lower band-
widths). Utilizing the Advanced 
Intelligent Tape standard, they can 
store up to 25 Gbytes (non-com-
pre ed) on a single AIT cartridge. 
For situation demanding 
lower bandwidth, but equally 
rugged performance and reliability, 
Sony provides the PC200AX eries. 
These portable, DAT-ba ed 
digital data recorders have band-
width from DC to 20kHz, can 
be configured up to 128 channels 
and allow recording times up 
to 6 hours. 
For More Information elIde No. 527 
Compact Size: 
13.4 " wide, 
10.2 " deep, 4.5" high 
And with 
their easy-to-use 
\'('indowsNT- -based 
software, Sony digital 
data recorders make your data as 
easy to analyze as it is to record. 
So, if you only have one chance 
to get it right, get the digital data 
recorder that won't let you down. 
Call us at 1-949-770-8400, or visit 
us at www.sooypt.com. 
1 CP is a registered tradetnllrk of 
PCB P,ewtronics, Inc. 
Son Precision Technolo America, Inc. 20381 Hermana Circle. Lake Forest. CA 92630 
recording, within the ingle data channel, 
of event markers and other ancillary in-
formation time-locked to the ECG/ EGG 
data. The recording of ancillary data in-
volves the insertion of alternate data truc-
tures in the data tream. Two type of ac-
tivity and the associated alternate data 
calculation of tern t·e ource (batte 
power and the remaining unused portion 
of the RAM). Activitie thal do not in-
volve uspen ion of logging include the 
in ertion of event markers b pr ing of 
button witch on the outside of the 
unil Five button switche and corre-
sponding event markers are available and 
can be defined as the user ee fit, with-
out modification of hardware or software. 
An alternate data tructure identifie 
which event-marker button has been 
pre ed and cause the report of th 
event to be time-locked to the data that 
follow. At the moment when an alternate 
data structure is in erted, the ECG/ EGC 
tructure are accommodated; tho e that 
involve suspension of data logging and 
tho e for which the data recorded before 
and after are contiguous in time. 
Activities that involve uspen ion of 
data logging include turning power on or 
off, re etting the clock resetting record-
ing to the beginning of the RAM (thi 
erases all data recorded previously), and 
CuHing edge electromagnetic 
field analysis software -
32 
yours to try FREE 
for 30 days! 
Discover for yourself 
why the world s most 
powerful CAE solution 
is also the fastest and 
easiest to use . .. 
Now you can try breakthrough 
boundary element CAE technology 
FREE and without obligation for 30 days. 
Render high-quality electromagnetic 
simulations in an easy-to-use interface. Slash 
time to market and enjoy big cost savings 
thanks to shorter product design cycles - all 
without the steep learning curve associated 
with most finite element CAE software tools. 
Now you can quickly and accurately model: 
• Motors • Particle Trajectories 
• Sensors • Disk Drives 
• H. V. Insulators • MEMS 
• Solenoids • And more ... 
• Antennas 
The Boundary flement Advantage 
Using the Boundory Element Method 
(BEM) meons thot only "octive" regions 
require discretizotion. Fields (on be 
calculated anywhere else in the "world". 
Using the BEM also allows for the modeling 
of true geometry curvature rather than 
straight line approximations required by 
other methods. Models with thin layers and 
extreme aspect ratios are handled more easily. Fields are calculated 
by integration, effedively smoothing out discretization and round·off 
error. Other methods use differentiation, which tends to amplify error. 
Your 'Rff demo 
kit includes: 
Fully functional softwarej 
FREE unlimited technical 
and user support; full-color 
quick-start guide; technical 
paperSj sample sessionsj 
tutorials alld more . . . 
Try it FREE 
Call today! 
Your FREE Demo kit will 
have you working in a 
matter of hours. Call now: 
'-204-632-5636 
IMTIGIATID 
ENGINEERING SOFTWARE 
I·mail: Info@integratecLca 
Web: _.integratedsoft.com 
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data are tored in a buffer 0 that no dis-
continuity in the data occurs. To prevent 
activation by accidental contact, an event 
marker is not in erted until the corre-
ponding button vitch has been pre ed 
for 1 econd. When the data are ub e-
quentl analyzed, the alternate data truc-
ture are removed and, in cases of no in-
terruption in logging, the data from 
before and after are concatenated. 
An error code is displayed on the LCD 
to alert the user to problems with the op-
eration of the unit. There are four error 
codes; the first indicates that the battery 
charge i too low, the second indicates 
that the SRAM card is inserted improp-
erly, the third states the SRAM card i 
write-protected, and the fourth indicates 
that the RAM was not properly initial-
ized. The occurrence of any of these con-
ditions prevents operation. 
This work was dJyne by Deborah L. Hann of 
J ohnson Space Center, Gwenn R Saruim. 
and Clulrlene R Jacobsen of KRUG Life ci-
ences, and Harve M. Hanish and Marty 
Loughry of UFI, M(JIT) Bay, CA. For further in-
fannatinn, access the Technical Support P~ 
(TSP)free OIvline at wwumasatech.rom under 
the Electruni.c Components and Systems cal£grJry. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has ekcted to retain titk to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
KRUG Life Sciences, Inc. 
1290 Hercules, uite 120 
Houston, TX. 77058 
Refer to MSG-22677, volume and number 
of this ASA Tech Briefs issu£, and the page 
numher. 
tj Software Facilitates 
Access to a 
Scientific Data Base 
This program supports 
cooperative international 
scientific effor ts. 
Goddard Space Flight Center, 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
The Coordinated Data Analysis Work-
shop Web (CDAWeb) is a web-based ser-
vice that radii tate access to a cientific 
data base of the International olar-
Terrestrial Phy ics (ISTP) program and 
other programs that generate public 
cieOlific information . In this data base, 
phy ical-science parameter from di-
verse international source are stored 
in the Common Data Format (CDF) 
tandard developed by the ational 
pace dence Data Center ( SSDC). 
ASA Tech Briefs,july 2000 

The data of the I TP program and the 
CDAWeb service are parts of A' 
contribution to the Solar-Terre trial Sci-
ence Initiative of the Inter-Agency Con-
sultative Group (lACG), a multinational 
space- dence coordinating group. 
Under the au pice of lACG, CDAWeb 
mirror sites have been established at !.he 
Equator-S cience center at the Max-
Planck Institute in Garching, German, 
and at the Ru!.herford ppleton Labora-
tory in the United Kingdom. 
User 
- Construct specification of data being 
requested via a series of Hypertext 
Markup Language (HTML) forms. 
- Receive output as page-embedded 
- HTML links to Graphics Interchange 
Format (GIF) plots 
- HTML links to American Standard 
Code for Information Exchange 
(ASCII) listings 
- HTML links to data (in COF) 
CD Web is built using tandard oft-
ware packages. The "enginefl of CD Web 
i a set of cripts in the Interactive Data 
Language (IDL) of Re earch y tern 
Inc. (RSI). CD Web al 0 include web-
page software components and common 
gateway interface (CGI) scripts that act 
as interfaces between the IDL scripts and 
the user plus supporting software utili-
ties to create the metadata data-base files 
used by the interface scripts. The 
CDAWeb software package for mirror 
CDAWeb Server 
(Based on CGI-Scripts in Pert) 
- Sends the inrtlal request specification 
page (static page built by MOBG). 
- Reads and interprets returning request 
specification pages; using received 
specifications & MOB, constructs next 
specification page (to send to user). 
- When specification is complete (for plot 
and list outputs): 
- uses specification plus MOB to build 
custom IOL procedures (mainly calls to 
COAWUb routines) 
- invokes IOL on the server computer 
- Using returned links and/or direct Central 
Data Facility (COF) links from MOB. 
constructs an output page to return to 
user. 
t 
COA Metadata Oata-Base(s) 
(ASCII files, one per "view") 
COAWeb Inventory Page 
COAWeb 
Spacecraft/Instrument-Type 
Pagers) (One per "View") 
CDAWeb Assists the User in obtaining scientific data that have been st ored in a prescribed format. 
tj A Standard for Scientific Data Files 
ite doe not include lDL, which i a 
comm rcial product that must be ob-
tained eparately. 
This warn was dO'lU! under lhe dimction oj 
Robert E. McGuire oj Goddard Space Hight 
Center. Far further in/onno.ti1m, access the 
mAWw service at http://cdaweb.gsJc.nasa.gav 
ar the Technical Support Package (TSP) free 
OIl-line at www.nasatech. com under the In-
Jonno.tion Sciences category. 
CSC-14292 
CDAWLib 
(Set of IDL Procedures) 
- Two key procedures: 
~ ~ - read_my COF 
- Plotmaster 
- IOL creates specified 
outputs and returns 
links. 
CDAWeb Data-Base 
- Master COFs 
• Data (in COF files) 
! J~ 
COAWeb Metadata 
Data-Base (MOB) 
Generator (MOBG) 
I 1 
ISTP/NSSOC 
Data Pipeline 
I 
This standard and the software that implements it facilitate collaboration among scientists. 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alahama 
The term "Instrument Data File Set" 
(IDFS) denotes both software and an 
underlying concept of a prescribed for-
mat for files of scientific data and meta-
data. The IDFS was developed lo satisfy a 
need, in the space science community, 
to maintain data and metadata in a for-
mat that promotes efficient use of the in-
formation and that facilitate acce to 
the information, thereby enhancing the 
ability of scientists to engage in collabo-
rative research. Within the space science 
34 
community, the lDFS has become a stan-
dard by default 
Metadata, which accompany cientific 
measurement data, can include informa-
tion about formats of measurement data, 
parameters of scientific instruments, cali-
bration tables, tables for conversion of mea-
urement data to scientific units of mea-
surement, timing factors, and other 
information that does not necessarily origi-
nate from scientific instruments but is nec-
essary for research. The IDFS software pro-
www.nasalech.com 
vides easy access to IDFS-formatted data via 
a catalog subsystem and data access rou-
tines. The catalog subsystem contains infor-
mation about which IDFS-formatted data 
are available for use. The data access rou-
tines extract IDFS-formatted data in a vari-
ety of ways for meaningful presentation. 
The IDFS concept and software ad-
dres es the deficiencie of other methods 
for the storage and representation of 
space cieuce data. Two key tasks thal can 
be performed with the help of the IDFS 
ASA Tech Briefs,July 2000 
ofnvare are the conversion of telemetry 
values to engineering and scientific units 
and the regi tration of each datum with a 
given point in time; in this respect, the 
IDFS enables efficient presentation of 
the data from simultaneous measure-
ments made on different instruments. 
This work was done by Carrie Gonzalez, 
Joey Mukhetjee, and Sandee Jeffers of South-
west Research Institute for Marshall Space 
Flight Cen ter . For more information, con-
tact the outhwest Research Institute at 
(210) 522-2010. 
MFS-31325 
~ Software for Display and Analysis of Scientific Data 
Data can be obtained from globally distributed archives, then displayed and analyzed quickly. 
Marshall pace Flight Center, Alabama 
The Southwest Data Display and Analy-
is ystem (SDDAS) is a flexible. extensi-
ble software system intended to support 
analysis of pace physics data from multi-
ple instruments and multiple spacecraft 
mis ions. SDDAS was developed in re-
sponse to the need of space scientists to 
be able to gain acce to data and to dis-
play data, without concern about data 
management details, so that they can 
focus their efforts on scientific research. 
SDDAS gives the scientists a software 
"toolbox" that can bridge the gap be-
tween data and scientific insight. SDDAS 
makes it possible to quickly display and 
analyze data in distributed archives from 
many different atellites and other 
source by use of a diverse set of graphical 
application programs. Data can be or-
dered and delivered over the Internet, in-
dependently of the locations of archives 
and of the nature of the archival storage. 
The graphical software tools are the 
heart of SDDAS and are oriented toward 
the examination of data in the Instrument 
Data File Set (IDFS) format, which is the 
subject of the preceding article. The devel-
opment of SDDAS has been "bottom-up" 
rather than "top-<iown" and user-<iriven 
rather than organization~riven. DDAS is 
adaptable to advances in computer tech-
nology; that is, it was designed to evolve in 
order to take advantage of new technology 
and changing users' requirements. 
By using SDDAS, cientists can do a 
great deal of science without developing 
nuke Data Acquisition. 
new software. The only preparation nec-
essary for using SDDAS display and ana-
lyze data is to tore the data in the IDFS 
format. In addition to enabling space 
scientists to focus more readily on re-
earch, SDDAS facilitates collaborative 
research through its flexibility, its em-
phasis on interactive analysis , and its ca-
pability for providing immediate acce s 
to data in globally di tributed archives. 
This work was done by Carrie Gonzalez, 
Joey Mukhetjee, and Sandee Jeffers of South-
west Research Institute for Marshall Space 
Flight Center. For more information, con-
tact the Southwestern Research Institute at 
(210) 522-2010. 
MFS-31327 
The complete picture in data acquisition. 
Fluke offers portable, wireless and networked data acquisition 
tools to let you transfer data where you want it when you want 
it, and in the form you want it. From our small, easy to use, 
portable Hydra Series to the large plant wide system capacity of 
our NetDAQ networked data acquisition units. Fluke has a data 
acquisition product to fit your needs. 
All products come with Fluke's patented universal input 
module, which means you'll never have to buy extra signal 
conditioning modules to do your job. We have the speed, 
accuracy, isolation, and reliability you need to get the job done 
right. and our advanced trend analysis and reporting software 
helps the data you collect go to work for you ... right away. 
Call 1-888-819-1858 
today for a free software demo 
disk or visit our website at 
www.fluke.com to download it. 
Portable, 
wireless, 
networked. 
Fluke. Keeping your world up and running. 
C 2000 I'bIR Corporalm. U.s.18OOI44-FLI1J(E. Fax badI f800I FLllKE FAX. Canadil l800t 36-fUlKE. 
Enrope 131 4012678 200. OCher alUllInes 14251356-5500. 
AD rigbU ........ed. Ad 110 01236 
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I -$ Special Coverage: Data Acquisition 
Dewetron, Charlestown, 
RI , offer the o EWE-
3010-AC and DEWE-
30lO-DC portable data 
recorders that feature 8 
slots for plug-in DEWE-
MOD LE that range 
from 1 to 8 channels 
each and adapt the sys-
tem to any ensor or 
transducer. The record-
ers combine an industri-
a1-grade computer, A/ D card, and any assortment of plug-in signal 
conditioners. 
The 3010-AC operates from AC power, automatically witching 
from 90 260 VAC, and from 40 to 400 Hz line frequency in any com-
bination. The 3010-DC operates from DC power, from 9 to 32 VDC, 
and includes an internal PS that keeps the y tern running for up to 
5 minutes without power. Both units' CPU board, RAM, hard drive, 
A/ D card, and other components can be upgraded. 
For More Information Circle No. 730 
The LP340 IndustryPack data mezza-
nine module from Acromag, Wixom, 
MI, provides ]6 analog inputs that 
are sampled as two eight-channel 
banks. Eight A/ D converters permit 
imultaneous conversion of all 8 
channels in a bank. A FIFO buffer 
holds the first bank' data while the 
second bank i converted. The 
buffers can hold up to 5]2 samples. 
Conversion of each bank requires 8 
~S, and all 16 channels can be sam-
pled in ]6I-lS. 
The channels or bank to be con-
verted, timing, scan mode, and other 
parameters are user-programmable. 
Up to 0 input channel can be accessed through a single card slol. 
By installing different modules on a carrier card, users can build a 
custom I/O board. Analog I/O, digital I/O, serial communication, 
and other types can be mixed in any combination. 
For More Information Circle No. 731 
The 3630 Series of 
compact data loggers 
hom Hioki USA 
Corp ., Cranbury, ~ , 
consists of seven units 
that are about the size 
of a credit card, and 
weigh approximately 
2.5 ounces. The mod-
els include the 3631-20 
temperature/ bumidity 
logger, the 3631-20 temperature loggers \vith either built-in or exter-
nal sen 0[8, the 3635-20 instrumentation logger, and the 3635-21, -22, 
and -23 voltage loggers. 
The loggers have a l-ecording capacity of 16,000 data points. on-
vola tile memory is used for data storage. A four-step indicator shows 
the degree of battery consumption, providing an indication of 
remaining life. By using the 3910-20 communications base, data 
recorded can be transferred to a PC for processing. The base accom-
modates up to ]6 channels of data. 
For More Information Circle No. 733 
Colc-Parmer In trument, Ver-
non Hills, IL , offer a 
Honeywell- digital data re-
corder that uses a single pen to 
produce a chart, and chart 
data and up to four trace on 
blank, heat- en itive paper. 
The microproce or-based re-
corder allows the four traces to 
sbare the same tirneline, elimi-
nating errOl due to pen a1ign-
men t offsets. 
Printed chart data such as 
range markings, engineering 
units, digital values, time/ 
date, and channel identifiers 
make the chart application-specific. The recorder features a pass--
word-protected lockout that prevents unauthorized changes to con-
figurations and calibrations. The unit accepts DC voltage, current, 
thermocouples, and RTD inputs. 
For More Information Circle No. 734 
IOtech, Cleveland, OH, offers the 
WavePon" portable PC-based data 
acquisition systems designed for 
field applications. Each unit comes 
\vith 16-bit resolution, ]-MHz sam-
pling, external clocking, pulse trig-
ger, and up to 24 chamlels of signal 
conditioning. The unit is packaged 
in a non-conductive case with built-
in battery/ PS system. The ca e 
accommodates most notebook PCs 
and power adapters . 
The WavePort/ PE provides eight 
channels of dynamic signal input; 
the WavePort/V provides 8 to 24 differential input channels with a 
voltage range of 10 to 30 VDC. Both models include WaveView'· 
sel-up, acquisition, and display software that allows data to be export-
ed for analysis in formats such as Excel, MATLAB, and DADiSP. The 
units also feature driver support for data acquisition programs such 
as DASYLab and LabVlEW. 
For More Information Circle No. 735 
TraceweU Systems, Wester-
ville, OH, has introduced 
the cCPI and H.110 Tele-
com CompactPCI back-
planes for industrial and 
data application. The 
backplanes combine stan-
dard architecture and 
high-frequency telecom-
munications design for 6 
board heights, and are 
available for various slot 
izes. The cCPI backplanes 
provide a 64-bil CompactPCl bus, and power terminals are positioned 
adjaceLllto the system lot for efficient power distribution and wiring. 
The H .110 backplane combines a 32 / 64-bit compatible 
CompactPCI bus \vith an embedded TDM bus, and utilizes a lO-layer 
board design. The 14-position YSlem header provides logic rerum 
and remOle sen ing for +5, +3.3, and ±12 VDC. 
For More Information Circle No. 732 
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• System Locates Lightning Strikes to Within Meters 
Locations are determined from propagation times for electric and sonic fields. 
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
A system for determining the locations 
of nearby lightning strikes from electric-
field and acoustic measurements has 
been developed and built The system in-
clude at least three receivers, each 
equipped with an antenna and a micro-
phone. For each strike, the system mea-
sures the difference between the times of 
arrival of the electric-field and sonic 
(thunder) pulses at each receiver, com-
putes the distance of the strike from the 
time difference and the speed of sound 
(about 320 m / s), then uses the distances 
to determine tl1e location of the trike. 
The basic concept of this system is thus a 
variant and extension of the time-hon-
ored concept of estimating the distance 
of a lightning strike from the difference 
between tl1e times of arrival of me visible 
flash and the audible thunder. 
"Nearby" as used here signifies that the 
receivers and the lightning strikes of in-
terest are located at distances of the order 
of 1 km from each other. Older Iightning-
location systems cover observation areas 
with radii of the order of 30 miles (48 
km), and typically locate lightning strikes 
with errors of the order of 0.5 km or 
more; thus, the older systems do not lo-
cate strikes accurately enough for pur-
poses of assessing actual or potential dam-
age by Lightning to specific structures and 
pieces of equipment. The developmental 
system locates strikes to witl1in errors of 
the order of a meter. 
Unlike in some other systems, there is 
no need for expensive, high""peed wave-
form digitizers. Instead, the leading edge 
of the electric-field pulse detected in each 
receiver is used to start a timer, and the 
leading edge of the munder pulse arriv-
ing at the same receiver is used to stop the 
timer. A rnicrocontrolJer in each receiver 
transmits the time ilius measured to a pro-
cessing tation, where ilie times are con-
verted to distances iliat are used to com-
pute the location of the lightning strike 
(see figure). 
The accuracies achievable by older 
systems and by this system can be com-
pared via consideration of the time-mea-
surement problem. Given that the ap-
plicable speed in this system is the speed 
of sound, even a timing error as large as 
38 
Electric-Field 
Antenna 
Amplifier 
Microcontrolier Time Difference Between Lightning and Thunder 
ONE OFTHREE RECEIVERS 
LOCATING A LIGHTNING STRIKE 
The Distances of Three Receivers from a lightning strike is computed from the speed of sound and 
the times for propagation of thunder to the receivers. The location of the strike is identified as the 
intersection of radii equal to these distances. 
1 ms in this system would result in a dis-
tance error of only about 0.3 m. How-
ever, in a typical older system based on 
me speed of light, me allowable timing 
error to achieve such accuracy in dis-
tance would be only about 1 ns. 
Thus far, only one receiver has been 
tested. It has been hown to be capable of 
measuring me distances to lightning 
trikes. Optionally, the fully developed sys-
tem could contain more man me mini-
mum of mree receivers needed to deter-
mine the location of a Lightning strike 
unambiguously under ideal conditions. 
The additional receivers could be used to 
enhance accuracy under Donideal condi-
tions. By use of a uitable algorithm, the 
partly redundant data from more than 
www.nasatech.com 
three receivers could be used to resolve 
uncertainties introduced by wind and by 
echoes from nearby objects. The wind 
problem is especially important because 
in the presence of wind, the equal propa-
gation-time distance contour around each 
receiver becomes distorted from a circle. 
This work was done by Pedro J Medelius, 
formerly of !-NET, Inc., far Kennedy Space 
Center. Far further information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) .free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
Inquiries concerning rights far the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed to 
the Technowgy Programs and Commercializa-
tion Office, Kennedy Space Center; (407) 867-
6373. Refer to KSG-U992. 
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lOOnY -750V 
100110 - 120MO 
IOnA-3A 
11lA - 3A 
The industry's most advanced high-resolution DMMs all come 
with built-in switching mainframes ideal for production testing. 
This on-board scanner lets you easily begin testing up to 10 
measurement points with specified measurement performance. 
In addition, the 2000-20 version of the 2000 comes with 
20 channels. 
The 2000 Series DMMs share innovative 
AID converter design and unique front-end 
technology for high repeatability and accuracy. 
The Model 2010 (7'/2 digits) has capabilities 
for high-speed production testing of active 
and passive components and subassemblies 
at a breakthrough price. The high performance 
Models 2001 (71fl digits) and 2002 (8'11 digits) deliver excep-
tional resolution, accuracy, and sensitivity combined with high 
throughput at thousands less than comparable instruments. 
For complete specs on these DMMs, a full-line catalog, or 
to talk with an Application Engineer, contact Keithley 
today at 1-888-534-8453. 
Visit our website at www.keithley.com 
KEITHLEY 
7'/. digits 
lOnV -l1OOV 
lOOnY -775V 
11l!l-IGO 
IOpA- 2.1A 
100pA- 2.1A 
lOOnY -775V 
loonO-IGO 
lOpA- 2.1A 
loopA-2.1A 
For More Information Circle No. 544 
• Flip-Chip W-Band Amplifier: a Prototype of Q-MMICs 
Q-MMICs offer an economical alternative to MMICs. 
'ASA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A prototype W-Band, low-noi e ampli-
fier has been fabricated by bumfTbond-
ing a high- peed, low-noi e InP high-
electron-mobility (HEMT) transistor 
onto the previou ly fabricated pas ive 
portion of the amplifier circuit on a 
GaAs ub trate ( ee figure) . The passive 
portion of the circuit can be regarded as 
a monolithic microwave integrated cir-
cuit (MMIC) that differs from a com-
plete MMIC amplifier only in its lack of 
a ingle active device (the HEMT) . 
Therefore, the bumfTbonded combina-
tion of the active device and the passive 
portion of the circuit i characterized as 
a quasi-monolithic millimeter-"wave inte-
grated circuit (QMMIC). 
Heretofore, it has been nece sary to 
resort to expensive custom fabrication 
of MMICs to satisfy requirements for 
Cole·Parmer~ 
800-l23-4l40 www.colepatmor.com 
Coming soon- the 
2001 /02 Cole-ParmerA' 
General Catalog has 
expanded to over 
2,200 pages featuring 
exclusive, hard-to-find 
items along with the 
basics you expect. 
40 
Brand name products, 
expert technical 
support, and easy 
ordering. 
For More Information Circle No. 428 
pecial-purpo e miUimeter- and ub-
millimeter-wave circuits that have not 
been commercially available. In com-
parison with MMIC , Q-MMICs offer 
the potential advantage of lower cost 
and greater de ign flexibility, in the fol-
lowing respects: 
• Part of the reduction in cost is at-
tributable to the conservation of ex-
pensive semiconductor area for the 
fabrication of active devices, in con-
junction with the use of cheaper sub-
o"ates for the more expansive passive 
circuitry. 
• One can ensure higher circuit overall 
performance and production yield by 
testing components prior to assembly 
and bonding. 
• This approach affords the flexibility to 
mix and match discrete active devices 
with more-easily-fabricated passive cir-
cuits and circuit components to create 
custom high-performance circuits. 
• Because the discrete active devices 
and the passive circuits are fabricated 
separately, the subprocesses for fabri-
cating each component can be less 
complex, and thus the overall fabri-
cation process can be simplified. 
• By bump bonding, one can hybridize 
the best-available active devices with 
passive circuits. In so doing, one can 
take advantage of (1) the flexibility af-
forded by the use of discrete micro-
wave integrated circuits, (2) the per-
formance advantage of MMIC's, (3) 
short design and fabrication times, (4) 
low costs of fabrication, and (5) un-
compromised frequency performance. 
In order to make the present flip-
chip (bumfTbonding) approach viable, 
it was necessary to solve two major 
problems. The first problem was to 
minimize parasitic millimeter-wave re -
onances as ociated with the metal 
bonding bumps. The solution of this 
problem was simply to make the bumps 
smaller than they had been made pre-
viously. The reduction in parasitic reso-
nances associated with the bump en-
ables the amplifier circuit to operate at 
higher frequencies. 
The other problem was to make it 
possible to handle the HEMTs by use of 
a conventional vacuum chuck. These 
particular HEMTs were small enough 
to pass through the vacuum hole in the 
collet on the vacuum chuck. It was nec-
essary to fabricate a collet adapter with 
a vacuum hole only 50 pm wide; be-
cause a bit for drilling such a narrow 
ASA Tech BriefS,July 2000 
HEMT 
PASSIVE PORTION OF 
AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT 
An InP HEMT Like the One Shown at the Top was bump-bonded onto the passive portion of the am-
plifier circuit. Near the center of the passive circuitry are six AulSn bumps for fluxless bonding with 
the HEMT. The six marks on the contact pads are not bonding bumps but, rather, marks left by rou-
t ine screening with wafer probes. 
ASP. Tech Briefs,July 2000 For More Information Circle No. 402 
hole does not exist, the collet adapter 
was micromachined from silicon. The 
collet adapter was also refined by mak-
ing the hole in a pedestal on which sev-
eral discrete devices could be held 
cIo ely together for bump bonding 
onto the ame circuit. Thi refinement 
makes it po sible to assemble more 
complex circuits thaL contain multiple 
di crete device - for example, a mul-
tistage amplifier. 
In a performance Le L co ering lhe 
frequency range from 5 to 120 GHz. 
the proLOtype W-band amplifier was 
found LO operate with a peak gain of 
about 6 dB aL a frequency at 91 GHz. 
falling off to abouL 0 dB at 117 GHz. 
The highesL previously published oper-
ational frequency for an amplifier fab-
ricated by bump bonding a discrete ac-
tive device onto a passive circuit was 
about 60 GHz. 
This work was done fry Paul Pinsukan-
jana, Lorene Samoska, Todd Gaier; R. Peter 
Smith, Alexander Kscndzov, Michael Fitz.sim-
mons, and Suzanne Martin of Caltech and 
RichardLai of TRW for NASA's Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory. For further information, 
access the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
.free ofl,.iine at www.nasatem.rom under the 
Electronic Cmnponcnts and Systems category. 
NPO-20650 
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$- Special Coverage: Test and Measurement 
Technology Forecast 
Th is month's technology forecast fo r the test and measurement industry is contributed by 
Peter M. Ostrow, President and CEO of TestMart, San Bruno, CA. Peter discusses how e-commerce 
will affect the efficiency and effectiveness of test and measuremen t. 
The venerable lest and measurement industry has been through dramatic 
change in the past few year. Manufac-
Ulrers have begun to need more effec-
tive and efficient way to reach and serve 
their customers. Equipment u ers are 
fo llowing new m le to locate and pur-
chase generaJ-purpo e and pe ialized 
te t equipment in a co t-efficient and 
timely manner. Distributors, broker, 
and independent manufacturer ale 
repre entatives are redefining them-
selves and reas e ing the value they cre-
ate and the co ts associated with their 
bu ine se . 
An innovative answer to each of the e 
challenges is a net marketplace, where 
buyer, seller, and all interested mem-
ber of the industry meet to exchange 
information and conduct busine s. Thi 
new e-<:ommerce marketplace creates a 
new set of rule for the marketing, pur-
chase, use, and ale of te t equipment. 
The Marketplace 
It i important to approach the mar-
ket from the engineer' per pective -
providing information to help them bet-
ter under tand and olve their te t or 
measurement problem, defining prod-
uct categorie for equipment they need, 
and illustrating what parameters are im-
portant to reach a product category de-
CI IOn . ntil recently, acquiring that in-
formation on a pecific in trument, 
whether an 0 cillo cope or a ignal gen-
erator, meant pending hour "nornlaliz-
ing" pecification, contacting numer-
ou, wide-ranging ource, and 
evaluating disparate acqui ilion option . 
Today, the Internet gives u the power 
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LO sati fy each of tho e n eds with a in-
gle web ite. Application as i tance from 
experienced engineer and parametric 
earch tool can be provided that enable 
engineer to earch and create ide-by-
side comparisons acros the thou ands 
of avai lable products, and identify engi-
neering equivalent acro the hun-
dreds of te t and measurement manu-
facturer. The arne site can give 
engineers and corporate purcha ing of-
ficers information to determine 
whether to buy, rent, or lease new, u ed, 
or refurbi hed instruments, as well as to 
acce data on pricing, availability, deliv-
ery method, condition, warranty, and 
ervice agreements. 
er al 0 can e tabli h which manu-
facturers sell direct and which e ll 
through independent repre entatives, 
what products distributor ell, and why 
ome channels discount where other do 
not. They also can con u lt the site to 
confirm quoted delivery times, deter-
mine the value of old equipment, and 
find out if they're getting top dollar in 
trade-ins or re ale. 
A te t and measurement net market-
place can answer all the e que tion 
clearly and accurately, and enable the 
user to complete the tran acLion in a e-
cure, neutral, and easy-to-use environ-
ment. 
The New Rules 
Rule #1: Universal- erves all manufac-
turers and all customer:. The Internet has 
become nearl univer al - almo t e\'ery 
manufacturer has a web ite, and mo l 
te t equipment customers u e the Web 
at work. But a site is only as good a the 
www.nasatech.com 
information and acces it provides. 0 
ingle manufacturer or di tributor web 
ite can help the cu tomer find who car-
rie a product, compare it with compet-
ing produ ts, determine price and avail-
ability, and order it securely on line. 
A neutral site, however, complements 
manufacturers' marketing activitie. n-
biased product comparison make cus-
tomer a\vare of manufa LUrer' prod-
ucts. Electronic data sources and the 
order entry proce s can be coordinated 
with sale channels to avoid the cost of 
redundant marketing y tems. A net 
marketplace is an eITe tive marketing ve-
hicle for new products, reconditioned 
products, demo equipment, and exce 
inventory. Customers are no longer ex-
cluded by limitation of sale channel 
or the co t of marketing because the it 
en'e ustomers large and small. Cus-
tomer need not be "m~or accounts" or 
reside in central location to be erved 
with product, price, and availability in-
formation because the Internet is every-
where for everyone. 
Rule #2: Affordable - Lowest cost distri-
bution channeL E-<:ommerce offer many 
benefits to buyers and e llers. But the 
co t to maintain a viable web ite that 
pre ents product, pricing, and availabil-
ity information, in addition to accepting 
and tracking order, i estimated at over 
1 million per ear, and rising. That puts 
e-<:omrnerce beyond the reach of any 
mall manufacturer, and even beyond 
the tight budgets of many larger one. 
Mo t firm would al 0 need to develop 
ex pen ive electronic back office to up-
port ite of their own. 
The pre ence of a definitive te t and 
measurement commerce and informa-
tion ite means any manufacmrer can af-
ford to participate in a be t-in-<:lass e-
commerce tem that is c ntrally located 
and ecurely ho ted. The manufacturer 
ave the co t of developing its own sile, 
gain acce LO a broader range of cus-
tomers, avoids channel conflicts, lower 
di tribution co ts, and provide cu-
tomers with the information they need. 
Distribution co ts also can be reduced. 
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Rule #3: Neutral - RLliable, unbiased 
product comparisons, An effective, neutral 
commerce and information ite pre ents 
normalized, unbiased data that lends 
product exposure to manufacturer and 
give customers the power to make in-
formed purcha e decisions. 
Rull! #4: Convenient and Secure -Priet' 
and availability online. Test and measure-
ment profes ional need more than 
equipment performance data. An effec-
tive commerce and information ite must 
be a central online source of reliable or-
dering information. Price and availability 
data must be updated by manufacturers 
in real time using secure and controlled 
remote acce s. A safe, ecure environ-
ment must protect the information with-
out impeding the process. 
Bull! #5: Informative meeting place. An ef-
fective web site can centralize vast 
amounts of content and facilitate rela-
tionships, and a true test and measure-
ment net marketplace will be a ource of 
information and ideas from leading 
publishers and analysts for the entire in-
dustry. By con olidating new article, 
applications notes, white papers, and 
reference librarie , as well as links to in-
dustry ources such as professional asso-
ciation and calibration librarie , the net 
marketplace \vill be an Internet entry 
point of choice for anyone interested in 
te t and measurement. 
Rule #6: A secondary market for asset 
management. An effective commerce 
and information ite can help cus-
tomer better manage their test equip-
ment assets. Customers can explore 
rental and lease option on the site for 
products they need for short periods 
or prefer not to own. The site also can 
offer a unique, low-cost outlet for re-
cycled, used, and excess inventory. 
CustOmers and manufacturers who 
have surplus as ets can offer them for 
ale in a afe and secure environment; 
a ubstantial improvement over [Tan-
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sient, ad-hoc brokerage and auction 
activities. 
The Definitive Marketplace 
A rrue te t and measurement net mar-
ketplace will serve leaner, more focused 
manufacturers who mu t reach large 
numbers of new customers located 
throughout the world. Il \viiI atisfy cus-
tomers with convenient, reliable access to 
data they can use to compare products, 
accurate and timely price and availabiliry 
information, and provide an easy, ecure 
way to purchase what they need, when 
they need it. It supports wise asset man-
agement with a viable secondary market 
for both buyers and sellers. Most impor-
tantly, il will be accessible to everyone in 
the test and measurement marketplace. 
For more information, contact the author 
at TestMart, 851 Traeger Ave., San Bruno, 
CA 94066; Tel: 888-665-2765; Fax: 650-
624-0535; (-mail: postrow@testmart.com; 01· 
visit www.testmart.com. 
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WITH THIS. 
The power of Digital Broadband makes 
possible an entirely new approach to the test 
and measurement of wireless components and 
systems. Using this dynamic capability, Celerity 
has created a series of "virtual" instruments that 
provide the power, speed and flexibility to test in 
ways you never before imagined. 
More Data Test analog and digital signals 
with multiple coherent or independent input 
and output channels qUickly, conveniently and 
cost-effectively. Bandwidths up to 160 MHz and 
memory to 32 GB. 
More Speed Utilizing the fastest embedded 
Pentium and SPARC platforms, these instruments 
zip through signal measurements. Ultralinear 8, 
10, 12 and 14 bit ADCs and DACs provide the 
dynamic range needed for 3G, 1S-136, EDGE 
and other broadband wireless testing. Signal 
acquisition and waveform generation functions 
cover the spectrum from RF to 40 GHz with our 
high performance frequency converters. 
More Flexibility Through the use of 
Celerity Systems' unique architecture, these 
"virtual" instruments create a completely open 
test environment offering a selection of analysis 
functions. Digital Broadband allows you to 
change the measurement utility through the use 
of software based "Virtual Instrument Modules". 
Now stand-alone test instruments can be 
replaced with one box that does everything 
you need, faster and better. And it is available 
at a price that will keep your program 
market -competiti ve. 
Whatever your testing challenge may 
be - product evolution, pre-standard release 
verification, prototyping, field-testing, or final 
production test and implementation, your 
capabilities should match your technology. 
Let us show you how we can help. 
Check out the details at www.csidaq.com 
or call 888-274-5604 for more information. 
THE POWER OF DIGITAL BROADBAND FOR WIRELESS TEST. 
Celerity Systems 
an t J communications company 
10411 Bubb Road Cupertino, CA 95014 • Phone (408) 813-1001 • Fax (408) 813-1391 
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Measuring NO and OH Concentrations at High Pressure 
An optoelectronic laboratory apparatus could be developed into a portable instrument. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
An apparatus based on line-of- ight 
re onant ab orption of ultraviolet light 
yields measurement data from which 
one can calculate the concentration of 
nitric oxide ( 0) and of hydroxyl radi-
cals (OH) in a laboratory flat flame at a 
pressure up to 30 atm (",3 MPa). The 
basic measurement principle is di tinct 
from the principles of laser-induced flu-
orescence and other laser diagno tic 
techniques; hence, the data generated 
by thi apparatus could provide inde-
pendent verification of data from laser-
based instruments. 
Line-of-sight re onant ab orption of 
ul traviolet light has been in use at least 
ince 1976; however, until now, it had 
not been experimentally verified to be 
useful for determining 0 and OH con-
centrations at pre ures above 2 atm 
(",0.2 MPa). The high-pressure-flame 
regime of the present development was 
chosen because it is repre entative of 
conditions at the exit of advanced com-
bustors. The design of the apparatus and 
the measurement principle are simple 
enough that it should be possible to de-
velop the apparatus into a portable op-
toelectronic instrument that could be 
set up in combustor or engine test cells. 
In the apparatus (see figure) a water-
cooled hollow-cathode lamp generates 
ultraviolet light, which is collimated and 
directed through a te t cell that contains 
the flame to be probed. The portion of 
the collimated beam that remains after 
passing through the test cell then en-
ters a fiber-optic cable, through 
which it travels to the entrance slit of 
a computer-controlled grating pec-
trometer equipped with a linear array 
of 1,024 photodiode at its output 
plane. The spectrometer measure 
the spectrum of light that has passed 
through the test cell, at wavelengths 
from 208 to 280 nm (for 0 ) or 300 
to 330 nm (for OH) with a pectral 
resolution of 0.3 nm. 
For measuring the concentration 
of 0 , a glow di charge in flowing 
air a t a pre sure of 5 to 10 torr (",0.7 
pectral lines generated by the recombi-
nation of 0 and with 2 and O2, 
Thu , the emitted light include compo-
nents that re onate with the ab orbing 
pecies of interest. Although one could 
use a continuum light source (at least in 
principle) , resonant absorption offers 
the advantage of a greater ignal-to-
noise ratio. For measuring the concen-
tration of OH, the lamp is operated in a 
similar manner except that the glow dis-
charge i created in an atmosphere of 
argon saturated with water. 
The spectrum of transmitted light is 
well approximated by a mathematical 
model of tran missivity as a function of 
wavelength, the temperature of the 
flame, the length of the optical path 
through the flame, and the concentra-
tion and optical-absorption characteris-
tics of the gas pecie ( 0 or OH) of in-
terest. The model was developed to 
nearly its pre ent form in 1980 and was 
refined, for use in the present applica-
tion, by incorporating term to account 
for hifting and pres ure broadening of 
spectral lines of both 0 and OH. 
In use, an assumed value of the con-
centration of the species of interest is in-
erted in the model of transmissivity 
along with the known values of the other 
quantities and the model is convolved 
with a spectrometer-slit function to ob-
tain a predicted pectrometer output. 
This computation is repeated, if neces-
sary, using different values of as umed 
Hollow-
Cathode 
Lamp Lens 
concentration. The concentration of the 
species of intere t is then deemed to 
equal whichever value of as umed con-
centration results in the be t match be-
tween the predicted and actual pec-
trometer outputs. 
In tests, the apparatus was used to 
measure pectra during operation of the 
cell with flame at two different fuel/air 
mixture ratio (fuel concentration of 
0.98x and 1.3x stoichiometric) and at 
several pre sures from 1 to 30 arm. (",0.1 
to 3 MPa) . Concentration of 0 and 
OH were measured independently by a 
conventional gas-sampling technique. 
The absorption spectra measured by the 
apparatus agreed, within 25 percent, 
with absorption spectra predicted by the 
mathematical model. Continuum ab-
sorption in hot oxygen was found not to 
be strong enough to interfere ignifi-
cantly in interpretation of the data on 
absorption in NO. 
This work was done by D. S. Liscinsky, B. 
A. Knight, and J A. Shirley oj United Tech-
nologies Research Center Jor Glenn Re-
search Center. For Jurther inJcmnation, ac-
cess the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free OTIrline at www.nasatech.rom under the 
Test and Measurement category. 
Inquiries concerning rights Jor the commer-
cial use oj this invention should be addressed 
to NASA Glenn Research Center; Commercial 
Technology OJfice, Attn: Steve Fedor; Mail 
Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. ReJer to LEW-16914. 
I 
Test Cell 
Containing a 
,y Flat Flame 
Lens 
Spectrometer 
to 1.3 kPa) i created in the hollow-
cathode lamp. The light from thi 
discharge includes discrete emis ion 
Ultraviolet Ught that resonates with absorption spectral lines of a gas species of interest is directed 
through the test cell, The spectrum of transmitted light is measured and processed to determine the con-
centration of the species of interest in the test cell . 
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TMt TlSf .. MIUU8EMln (UnR 
Show Me 
What You've Got 
[ ·1 need impartial 
comparisons and a way 
.................................................................................................................................................. to buy right away ] 
Tough test and measurement equipment choices? When you need to com-
pare appJes to apples to make a purchasing decision, TestMart-a unique 
Web-based service where you can buy or sell with confidence-is just a 
click away. 
• Unbiased product comparisons with advanced search tools 
• 750,000 comprehensive specifications on over 15,000 products 
• Application Engineers are available online or toll-free 
• All of your test and measurement equipment requirements, 24/7 
Gone are the hassles of piecing together inadequate information 
from one-dimensional sources. OUT integrated Compare Specs tool and 
secure commerce areas allow you to determine whether to buy, lease 
or rent new and refurbished equipment and to sell your underutilized 
equipment online. 
Finally, the power to make timely, cost-effective decisions is in your 
hands from research through delivery. 
Now, go try it. We're ready when you are. 
www.testmart.com 
toU free 1-888-665-2765 
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, Automated Apparatus for Testing Gyroscopes 
Except for initial setting of conditions, the entire testing process is automated . 
NA :.1 s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Computer System Signal Data·Acquisition Card ~ Connection Box GPIB Card 
)1' 
GPIB Instruments 
Frequency 
Counter 
t Inertial 
Oevice(s) 
Analog 
~'+ Frequency 
Sensor 
~ 
Inertial Control 
Rate Table 
l 
~ 
Device 
Power Supply 
I 
Analog 
Temperature 
Sensor 
The Gyro cope utomated Te tbed i 
a computer-controlled apparatu de-
igned primaril for automated le ting 
of vibratory gyro cope. It can al 0 be 
u ed to test other device: B changing 
testing- teml te ted-de ice interface 
circuitry that i part of the apparatu , 
one can el up the apparatus to te t non-
vibratory gyroscope. The apparatus can 
al 0 be u ed as a general-purpo e noise-
analy i system for characterizing a vari-
ety of devices in addition to gyro cope . 
Heretofore, it has been necessary to re-
ort to a manual process to test gyroscopes. 
The proce is very time-consuming and 
requires expensive test equipment The 
present apparatus automates mo t of the 
proce for a fraction of the cost 
The apparatus (see Figure 1) i based 
on a Pentium II computer with a 16-bit 
data-acquisition card and a GPIB (gen-
eral-purpose interface bus) interface 
card. Custom software for control of te t-
ing and analysis of data has been devel-
oped in Vi ual Basic. The system is fully 
automated and only requires an operator 
to initially set the desired te ting condi-
Figure 1. This Simplified System Diagram depicts t he major functional blocks of the Gyroscope Auto- tions. The oftware can perform a rota-
mated Testbed. tional-respon e test, noise characteriza-
48 For More Information Circle No. 419 
tion test, and a power-cycle tability lest. 
Data analysis is performed on the ac-
quired data to characterize the rotational 
response and power-cycle stability ( ee 
Figure 2 on facing page) . A Green chart 
and a plot of the power spectral density 
(PSD) are generated to charactelize the 
noi e propertie of the device being 
tested. Device drift and Green charts can 
be corrected (linearized) by any other 
sampled data set (i.e., the drift data can 
be corrected for increasing temperature 
over the duration of a test) . A report, 
which consolidates the results into a con-
venient document, is generated automat-
ically upon completion of all tests. The 
software includes provisions for selecting 
the tests to be performed, setting test pa-
rameters, saving acquired data to a file, 
generating real-time output displays, test-
ing under manual control, and deriving 
noise characteristics from previously ac-
quired data. 
This work was cWTle by Christopher Evans 
and Rmnan Gutierrez of Caltech for NASA's 
J et Propulsion Laboratory. For further in-
fonnation, access the Technical Support Pack-
age (TSP)free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Test and Measurement category. 
This software is available for commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart of the Cal-
ifornia Institute of Technology at (818) 393-
3425. Refer to NPO-20612. 
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USB 
WEB QUICK FIND #4 15 * 
Portable 
WEB QUICK FIND # 416 * 
Stand Alone 
www.iotech.com 
* VISit iotech.com & enter WEB QUICK 
FIND # to quickly view product info. 
Software provided 
with most data 
acquisition products 
Out-of-the-8ox"" 
software provided 
with IOtech data 
acquisition 
products 
Visual Basic", C, C++, LabVI EVII" 
& DASYLabe are also supported 
IOtech, the 
Out-of-the-8oxTA' 
data acquisition 
supplier 
, 
.( 
.' 
. ' ' 
U tecH 
WEB QU ICK FIND # 418 * 
IEEE 488 
WE B QUI CK FIND # 420 * 
1.888.890.0827 
1.440.439.4091 
Copyright<'2000 IOtech Inc. Trademarks are he property of their respective holders. 
I Program Start I 
t 
Reset DAO. 
I-T--... -----;:===================~--f------I Return to Control Panel 
No 
Data Correction 
No 
Update Bias-
Stability & Scale-Factor 
Stability Charts 
No 
Nole: "DAO· signifies "data-acquisition circuits.· 
"GPIS" signifies "general-purpose interface bus." 
"PSO· signifoes ·power spectral density." 
Figure 2. This Flow Chart represents the automated test procedure implemented by the custom software in the Gyroscope Automated Testbed. 
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Electromechanical Testing of Microelectromechanical Devices 
Devices would be probed at the wafer level before dicing and packaging. 
'ASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A method of electromechanical te t-
ing has been propo ed for general diag-
nosis, evaluation of performance, and 
burn-in (accelerated life te ting) of mi-
croelectromechanical device . The tests 
would ordinarily be performed at the 
wafer level; that is, after the device have 
been fabricated on wafers but before the 
wafers have been diced and the dies 
packaged. Alternatively or in addition, 
the tests could be performed at other 
stages of the fabrication proces . 
According to this method, a probe 
would apply a specified mechanical 
and/ or electrical stimulus to each device 
(sensor or actuator) on a wafer, and the 
response of the device to the stimulu 
would be measured. The thing mo t 
likely to be useful as probe are piezo-
electric transducers becau e they are 
easy to use, rugged, and compact and 
they have wide dynamic ranges. 
A piezoelectric transducer can func-
tion as a driver, a force-measuring sen-
sor, or both simultaneously. The dis-
placement or change of thickness of a 
piezoelectric crystal is proportional to 
the voltage applied across it. If the volt-
age applied to a piezoelectric crystal os-
cillates sinusoidally with time, then the 
amplitude of the acceleration is propor-
tional to the applied voltage and to the 
quare of the 0 cillation frequency. In 
that case, the force exerted by the crystal 
on a tested device is related to the am-
plitude and phase of the electrical im-
pedance of the crystal . 
If inusoidal excitation were used, the 
ratio between the force applied to, and 
the resultant acceleration of, a te ted de-
vice would be a complex impedance 
quantity that could be characterized as 
the effective mass of the device; the effec-
tive mass would reflect the mass, stiffne , 
and damping characteristics of the de-
vice. If the device were an accelerometer 
or pressure transducer, then the effective 
mass would include the proof mass (in 
the case of the accelerometer) or th.e 
mas of the diaphragm (in the case of the 
pressure transducer) ; the effective mass 
could also include part of the mass of a 
housing and/ or the masses of other 
structure that participate in motion. 
Piezoelectric transducer for te ting 
the devices on a wafer could be assem-
bled into a probe station. Typically, each 
probe would contain a piezoelectric 
crystal that had a pecified thickne and 
a flat and mooth contact surface that 
would match the portion of the wafer 
area occupied by a die containing a de-
vice to be te ted. The probe would be 
fixed to a probe platform with an elas-
tomeric material. Electrical-connection 
buttons would al 0 be suspended in the 
elasLOmeric material. The piezoelectric 
crystal and connection buttons would be 
aligned with the die before lowering the 
probe platform and thereby compress-
ing elastomer and preloading the crys-
tal. The compressive preload would be 
made large enough to prevent the 10 s 
of com pre ive load on the crystal at any 
tage of the test process. 
Once the preload was applied, te ting 
could begin. The resonance frequen-
cie , damping rate, and performance 
parameter of the devices on the wafers 
could be mea ured. Accelerated life test-
ing could be performed by stimulating 
the device at their re onances for ex-
tended time . 
This work was done by Frank Hartley of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. For further information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free ~line 
at www.nasatech.com under the Test and 
Measurement category. 
NP0-20563 
_ Mechanism for Adjusting and Measuring Tension in a Cable 
Where measurement is necessary, this mechanism could be preferable to a turnbuckle. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
The figure illustrates a simple mecha-
nism designed for anchoring one end of a 
cable on a structure and for adjusting the 
tension in the cable. Unlike turnbuckle 
and other conventional cable-tensioning 
mechanisms, this mechanism also facili-
tates direct measurement of the tension 
CABLE LOOSE 
in the cable. Several of these mechani ms 
are used in concert in order to uspend a 
tructure for thermal isolation. 
The bracket is used to ecure the mech-
anism to the anchoring tructure. The 
near end of the cable is threaded through 
the mechanism and tied off in a loop at 
CABLE IN TENSION WITH TENSIONER BOLT LOCKED 
The Tension in the cable 15 Adjusted by turning the tensioner bolt. The tensioner bolt can be locked by use 
of the jam nut. The tension can be measured by pulling on the cable loop. 
50 www.nasatech.com 
the pin in the topper. The tensioner bolt 
is turned counter-clockwise in the bracket 
until the bored conical hole at its outer 
end mate with the conical surface of the 
topper, placing the cable in tension. 
Further counter-clockwise rotation of 
the tensioner bolt increases the tension. 
The tension can be measured directly 
by imply pulling on the cable with a 
force gauge; the tension equals the 
measured force that is just ufficient 
to un eat the topper. Once the spec-
ified tension has been achieved, the 
tensioner bolt is locked in place by 
tightening the jam nut against the 
bracket. 
This work was done by Ross G. I aco-
mini ofJohnson Space Center. For fur-
ther inJonnation, access the Technical 
upport Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com under the Test and 
Measurement category. 
MSC-22704 
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FRAME GRABBER 
HI*DEF Accura ™ 
1_25 'M 
1_50™ 
1_60™ 
IMASCAN 'M 
PIXELJITIER PIXEL RATE 
±0.5 ns up to 150 MHz 
±1 .0 ns up to 25 MHz 
± 1.0 ns up to 50 MHz 
±1 .0 ns up to 60 MHz 
±2.5 ns up to 20 MHz 
BITS 
10 bits 
8 MSB of 10 bits 
10 bits 
10 bits 
8 bits mono 
24 bits color 
FORESIGHT 
IMAGING™ 
978-256-4624 
info@foresightimaging.com 
www.foresightimaging.com 
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tj Software Improves Management of Dynamic Memory 
This software increases efficiency in the allocation and use of storage space. 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
The Dynamic Memory Management 
ystem (DMMS) is a computer pro-
gram that wa developed in respon e to 
orne major shortcomings of dynamic-
memory·management subsystems of 
typical operating sy tern. It is designed 
for use with the VxWorks operating sys-
tem , but is easily ported to other oper-
ating systems. 
The shortcomings in question are 
the following: 
• Memory fragmentation - the waste 
of torage pace that occurs when 
many small blocks of storage space 
(buffers) are scattered randomly 
throughout a memory pool and the 
memory-management component of 
software is unable to coalesce these 
small buffers into a larger buffer; 
• Memory leak - progre sive 10 s of 
storage space that occurs because an 
error in the storage-allocation com-
ponent of oftware causes a failure to 
deallocate memory space that is no 
longer needed for the task at hand; 
• Limited or no visibility into u age of 
dynamic memory; and 
• Unreported overwriting of allocated 
memory buffers. 
DMMS is designed to overcome 
these shortcomings while maintaining 
a simplistic interface and providing 
rapid execution. DMMS offers the ad-
vantages of the core memory-partition-
manager component of VxWorks; 
namely, ease of implementation and 
rapid (taking tens of micro econds or 
Jess in typical cases) allocation and 
deallocation of buffers. DMMS enables 
monitOling of usage of dynamic mem-
ory and integrity of dynamic memory 
at buffer-release time; these features 
THE G-LOGGERTM 
PORTABLE VIBRATION AND SHOCK 
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
• Battery Powered for up to 3 Weeks 
• Tri·Axial Accelerometers 
• 8 Mbytes Non·Volatile Memory 
• Simple PC·based Mission Setup 
and Data Analysis 
• Automatic Tracking Anti·Aliasing Filters 
• Periodic or Triggered Event Recording 
• User·Selectable Data Rates and Types 
· 1 to 4000 samples per second 
· AC and DC Acceleration 
· AC and DC Peak Acceleration 
· Peak Acceleration Events 
· RMS Acceleration 
· AC Velocity and Peak Velocity 
· RMS AC Velocity 
· Temperature 
Portable data acquisition system with three accelerometers. Ideal for 
recording transportation shock, vibration and tilt, aircraft flight testing, 
unattended machinery monitoring, and automotive environmental testing. 
rii1 
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enable the u er to fine-tune DMMS to 
obtain the highest possible perfor-
mance and to become aware of gaps in 
the integrity of dynamic data buffers. 
Going beyond what is offered by Vx-
Works, DMMS offers the following ad-
ditional features: 
• Memory is allocated accordjng to the 
buddy system instead of a first-fit al-
gorithm. In the buddy system, buffers 
are allocated in sizes that are always 
power of two, so that they can read-
ily be joined and/ or split. Unused 
smaller buffers that have been made 
by spLitting larger ones are made 
available for allocation. The net ef-
fects of the buddy system are to pre-
vent fragmentation of the memory 
pool and to contribute to rapidity of 
allocation and deallocation . 
• Freed blocks are coalesced only when 
necessary and only to the extent nec-
e sary. This practice offers a timing 
advantage over the older practice of 
coale cing buffers as much as po si-
ble whenever a buffer is freed. 
• The user is notified of writing data 
past the end of a buffer when deallo-
cation of the buffer is requested. Dur-
ing development, such overwriting is 
a frequent enor that is sometimes 
difficult to identify without the help 
of this feature of DMMS. 
• The identity of the task that re-
quested a dynamic buffer is made 
known. This information can be help-
ful in finding and correcting a soft-
ware component that causes memory 
leak. 
• Information on the "high-water 
usage" (maximum number used) of 
buffers of each size i made available. 
This information can be used in fine 
tuning to reduce the size of the over-
all dynamic buffer pool. 
This work was done by Ron Phillips oj 
Sverdrup Technology, inc., JOT Marshall 
Space Flight Center . For Jurther inJonna-
tion, please contact Sverdrup Technologies, 
inc., 620 Discovery Drive, Huntsville, AL 
35806, Telephone o. (256) 971-9425. 
MFS-31287 
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Transient Heat dynamic NonIlMar . AIgo(s 
effects of a transient heat transfer analy- ear product helps to accurately predict 
sis were needed for the trme-dependent large deformatIon and large straIns 
temperature loading of th,S heat sink caused by staoo loadIng. As seen by this 
assembly. Algor's mun'ple load curves water tank, bucklIng of a structure is one 
for various loadIng condItIons allow for type 01 faHure that can be exposed, 
the sImulatIOn of the thermal event. 
with U,.., Materlaf Models -
MES With finear matenal models 
you to represent a dynamIc 
whIle solVIng for k,nematrcs, dellection,sl 
and stresses of the structure, 
usmg large CAD assembhes. 
this rocker arm assembly model. can 
eXpedIted by USIng kinematIC elements. 
ucts enable you to 
analYSIS types Into one event. Resultant 
forces from flow around thIS turbine were 
calculated and then projected onto the 
object for a structural analYSIS. Other mul-
IiphyslCS capabilities Include combinong 
heat transfer With fluid flow, heat transler 
With statlc/lranSl9nt stress and heat trans-
fer wrth fluod flow and stress. 
Unear Dynamic Strano A modal analy-
SIS IS one of the Imear dynamic stress 
analyses performed on thIS suspetlSlon 
bridge. Failure can occur when the load-
ing lrequency IS at the structure's reso-
nant frequency Algor s hnear dynamIC 
analyses accurately predict these fre-
quenCIes and dynamIC effects. 
steady·state thermal processor helps pre-
dict temperature dIstribution due to ther· 
mal loadIng. loadIng such as convection, 
radiafion. conduction, apphed tempera-
tures and surface heat lIuxes can be 
added to an analySIS lor fast, accurate 
resuns. In the case of this engIne casing. 
both conductIOn and convection were part 
of the analySIS of this 3-D solid model. 
with NonIf.- Matat1aI 
MES extends full dynamic amuyslS """"I0Il-
IIies to large strain/deformatIOn analyses of 
nonfinear malenals. as shown by thls tand-
Ing gear assembly. Kinematic elements can 
be used for quicker processIng. 
Algor has been developing FEA software since 1978. 
In 1984 Algor was the first company 
to offer FEA on PCs, which have evolved into the NT workstations of today. 
Algor offers the premier FEA software on PC workstations by combining ease-of-use and affordability. 
CADKEY 
--
Prices start at just $975 for InCAD DesignPak. 
Autodesk. Voyager 
Reg l 5tered Developer Member 
• All trademar1<s may be trademarks or registered trademarlls of their respective owners. 
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Algor. Inc. 
150 Beta Drive, PiI1:stu'{tI. PA 15238-2932 USA 
Phone: +1 (412) 967-2700 
Fax: +1 (412) 967-2781 
california: +1 (714) 564-0844 
Europe (UK): +44 (1784) 442 246 
E-mail: info@algor.com 
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Antioxidant Fiber Finishes for Polyimide-Matrix Composites 
These are reactive finishes that increase thermo-oxidative stability. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
Polyimide-matrix/ carbon-fiber com-
po ite materials with enhanced thermo-
oxidative stability can be made from car-
bon fibers that have been coated with 
uitably formulated reactive finishing ma-
terials. The e finishing materials were de-
veloped out of a need to increase thermo-
oxidative stability of composite materials 
for high-temperature applications, and in 
response to the obsenlation that thermo-
oxidative degradation of polyimide-ma-
trix/carbon-fiber composites is domi-
nated by phenomena that occur at 
matrix/fiber interfaces. 
Rnished Carbon Rber 
Carbon Fiber 
+ Finish 
Finished Carbon Fiber 
,...---"-, 
,...---"-, Molecule of 
r---Fi,nist1ino Material 
---. 
Heat 
APPLICATION OF FINISH 
Reactive 
Groups 
Bond 
Matrix/Fiber Composite 
A 
+ Matrix Resin ---. 
Heal 
FABRICATION OF COMPOSITE 
A Reactive Finish is applied to a carbon fiber, with which it forms a chemical bond. During the sub-
sequent incorporation of the fiber into a composite material, the finish forms a chemical bond with 
the matrix. 
The figure chematically depicts the 
coating of a carbon fiber with a reactive 
finish and the ubsequent incorporation 
of the fiber into a polyimide-matrix/ car-
bon-fiber composite. Reactive coupling 
agents in the finishing material chemi-
cally bond to both the carbon fibers and 
the polyimide re in. The fiber/finish and 
finish/matrix chemical bonds increase 
the durability of the compo ite material 
by strongly resisting attack by oxygen, 
moisture, and olvents. The chemical 
bonds also increase interfacial strength 
and re istance to fatigue. 
The finishing material includes a resin 
carrier compatible with the matrix resin. 
By selection of different carrier re ins, it 
hould be possible to formulate other re-
active finishes and tailor interfacial prop-
erties, not only for polyimides, but also for 
a variety of other matrix materials, includ-
ing epoxies, bismaleimides, phenolics, 
vinyl esters, and polyesters. 
This work was done by James K. Sutter of 
Glenn Research Center and Ronald E. 
AllTed and Larry A. HaTTah of Adherent 
Technologies, Inc. FOT further information, 
access the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.com under the 
Materials category. 
Inquiries concerning rights fOT the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to NASA Glenn ReseaTCh Center, Commercial 
Technology Off'lCe, Attn: Steve Fedor, Mail 
Swp 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-16729. 
Enhanced Shield Against Meteoroids and Orbital Debris 
This shield significantly decreases the likelihood of loss of a crew andj or spacecraft. 
Lyndon B. Johnson SPace Center, Houston, Texas 
ABA scientists, who are very con-
cerned with the increasing hazard of 
impacts of orbital debri impact on 
spacecraft, have de igned the "stuffed 
Whipple" shield - a lightweight, rela-
tively inexpensive alternative to simple 
aluminum meteoroid/ orbital-debri 
(M/OD) shield. The stuffed Whipple 
shield features an easily adaptable de-
54 
sign that increases protection against 
hypervelocity impacts (HVIs) , without 
significantly affecting previously for-
mulated designs of spacecrafL The 
tuffed Whipple shield is critical to the 
continued human exploration of 
pace, especially to the Space Station, 
inasmuch as the Station will be operat-
ing in low orbit around the Earth and 
www.nasatech.com 
will need shielding against HVIs in 
order to survive intact and for an ap-
preciable amount of time and continue 
to safely support human habitation. 
Scientists project that the number of 
HVIs from detritus of artificial objects 
will increase from 2 to 5 percent per 
year - an increase that could produce 
devastating results. 
ASA Tech Briefs,July 2000 
The design of the stuffed Whipple 
shield greatly reduces the risk of loss of 
a spacecraft crew and/ or damage to the 
spacecraft. It also increases crew effi-
ciency, in that by providing more effi-
cient shielding, it reduces the fre-
quency of both extravehicular and 
intravehicular activities EVAs and WAs 
to effect repairs of HVI penetrations of 
the outer skin of the spacecraft. It is 
particularly amenable to introduction 
in the final or nearly-completed phase 
of the spacecraft-design effort. The 
stuffed Whipple shield can be retrofit-
ted to any extant military or commer-
cial spacecraft. 
Many previously designed space vehi-
cles are equipped with all-aluminum 
shields, of a form of Whipple shield, for 
protection against HVIs. All-aluminum 
shields offer an improvement over 
shields of the earliest designs; however, 
all-aluminum shields were designed for 
a situation in which an HVI, while al-
ways a possibility, seemed a remote like-
lihood. Indeed, even the earlier Space 
Station designs were completed before 
emergence of the awareness of the arti-
ficial-debris environment and of the 
consequent need for greater protec-
tion, and at greater cost savings. 
As the orbital-debris environment af-
fects more commercial satellites, there 
will be a need to add lightweight anti-
HVI shlelding for protection. By virtue 
of its incorporation of lightweight ma-
terials and its easily adaptable design, 
the stuffed Whipple shleld can be used 
on Space Station pressurized modules 
and on any spacecraft that typically 
carries a simple aluminum M/ OD 
shield. 
Better yet, the reduction in launch 
weight afforded by replacing the aU-alu-
minum shield with the stuffed Whipple 
shield results in an estimated reduction 
of $345 M in the cost oflaunch. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that increased 
safety and decreased cost equally drive 
the stuffed-Whipple-shield design for 
the Space Station. 
A stuffed Whipple shield includes 
front and back sheets and conlain 
lightweight materials (the "stuffing"). 
The stuffmg materials are selected and 
placed so as to break up large imping-
ing particles, stop small impinging par-
ticles, and decelerate debris clouds be-
[ore they can reach the back sheet. (In 
the case of the habitable Space tation 
modules, the back heets are the pres-
sure shells of the modules.) 
A stuffed Whipple shield also offers a 
secoodary support tructure, which re-
duces system costs. This secondary 
structure is a mesh/Nextel (or equiva-
lent ceramic)/Kevlar (or equivalent 
AM Tech Briefs,July 2000 
aromatic polyamide) blanket that can 
be supported in a number of ways. For 
example, it can be held by brackets, 
frames , or other supports that are mod-
ified versions of supports used in the 
current Space Station design to attach 
multilayer thermal insulation blankets. 
Another method of support involves 
mounting the blanket on a rigid 
graphite/ epoxy or aromatic-polya-
mide/ epoxy panel; the panel is then at-
tached to the previously installed 
bumper-support structure, where its 
rigidity can potentially be off: et by re-
ductions in the blanket (i.e., the aro-
matic polyamide portion). 
This work was done ITy Jeanne L. Crews 
and Eric L. Christiansen ofJ obnson Space 
Center and Joel E. Williamsen, Jennifer H. 
&hinson, and Angela M. olen of MaT-
shaa space Flight Center. For further infor-
matUm, access the Technical upport Pack-
age (TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech. 
com under the Materials category. 
This invention has been patented by 
NASA (U.S. Patent No. 5,610,363). In-
quiries concerning nonexclusive or exclusive 
license fOT its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counsel, 
Johnson Space Center, (281) 483-0837. 
Refer to MSC-22584. 
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High-Performance Zn Anodes for Ag/ Zn and Ni/Zn Cells 
Cycle lives are increased and costs are reduced. 
Lyndon B. Johnson pace Center. Houston, Texas 
Improved zinc anode for ilver/ zinc 
and nickel/zinc rechargeable electro-
chemical cells have been invent d. Thi 
invention wi\l increase the usefulne 
and decrease cycle-life co ts of Ag/ Zn 
and i/Zn cell in ASA pace-Station-
upport applications, for which batterie 
with high energy den itie and long 
cycle live are needed; examples of the e 
application include extravehicular mo-
bility unit (EMU) batten , the EMU 
portable life- upport sub tem (P ) 
backpack batterie , and batterie in 
portable tool and equipment for ex-
travehicular activities (EVAs). Inasmuch 
as many of the e portable tool and 
other items of equipment are modified 
versions of commercial item (portable 
tools, lights, cameras, recorder, cam-
corders, radios, communications equip-
ment, cellular telephone, and medical 
equipment), this invention might al 0 
prove beneficial in numerou commer-
cial application. imilarly, it could offer 
benefits in military application, other 
government applications, and other ap-
plication that involve batterie . 
---Nid<el Tab Welded to Nickel Plaque 
--85-Percent·Porous Sintered Nid<el 
Powder Matrix (Plaque) Impregnated 
With Electrochemically Depos~ed Zinc 
A High·Performance Zinc Anode includes a porous nickel plaque that maintains its size and shape. 
The active anode material (zinc) is loaded into the pores. 
Two phenomena that limit the cycle 
lives of Ag/Zn and i/Zn econdary 
cell were unaddressed prior to this in-
vention. The e phenomena are (1) grad-
ual changes in the hape of zinc elec-
trode and (2) the depo ition of zinc as 
dendrite during recharge. 
• Regarding the shape changes: During 
charge/ discharge cycling, the anode 
become den er and lose active urface 
area. These changes cause progressive 
losses of capacity and thus of cycle life. 
• Regarding the dendrites: These are 
sharp, needlelike crystals, which can 
penetrate cell separators and thereby 
cause internal shon circuits. 
Either phenomenon can lead to an un-
comfortable, even a hazardous situation 
during a space flighL The inven tion mam-
tairts the integrity of a nickel anode. help-
ing to prevent both of these phenomena. 
In so doing, it increases cycle life and 
thereby reduces the cost per cycle. 
A typical conventional commercial zinc 
electrode contains a conductive grid 
made of perforated or expanded metal 
( typically copper) heet. The invention in-
volves a different approach: a zinc elec-
trode according to the invention can be 
manufactured in a manner imilar to that 
of making cadmium electrodes for aero-
space ceUs. A porous simered nickel pow-
der matrix (plaque) is loaded with zinc by 
immersing the sinter in a zinc nitrate so-
lution and electrochemically reducing the 
zinc. When the resulting anode is assem-
bled into a battery. the form of the anode 
( ee figure) is maintained by the nickel 
matrix. Even though nickel can give rise 
to excessive gassing by eIectrocatalyzing 
the decompo ition of water, the use of 
nickel nevertheless confers an advantage 
by reducing the incidence of dendritic 
shorting and thereby extending cycle life. 
Calculations have shown that the en-
ergy density of a cell is not impaired by 
substituting the zinc-loaded nickel-plaque 
anode for a conventional copper-grid-sup-
ported anode. Calculations have also 
shown that the plaque, when loaded with 
the arne weight of zinc that would be in-
cluded in a conventional anode, accom-
modate the increased volume of zinc 
oxide that is generated during discharge. 
It has been suggested in some quarters 
that high-performance zinc anodes might 
be improved through use of a copper 
plaques of the proper porosity. However, 
there is no ubstantive evidence that this 
option would yield a greatly enhanced 
cycle life or address the shape-change and 
dendrite issues. Therefore, despite lower 
porosity (85 percent) of the nickel plaque 
relative to the 9O-percent poro ity of cop-
per plaque, nickel plaque was chosen over 
copper plaque. 
This l1XITk was tUrne by john E. Casey of 
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Co. far 
Johnson Space Center. Far further infonna.-
tian, access tM Technical Suptmt Pack.age 
(TSP) free orHine at UlWW.1UlSatech.rom 
under tM Materials call!gar)'. 
This invention has been patenUd I7y ~ 
(U.S. Patent No.5, 780, 186). Inquiries am.-
cerning 'lUml!XClu.sive ar exclusive license far its 
commercial r.leueWpmenl shottld be addressed to 
1M Patent Counse~ johnson Space Center; 
(281) 483-0837. Refer to MSC-22540. 
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~------~ ... and then some! 
ACR SmartReader Plus 7 features: 
• 7 voltage and current channels 
+/·0.5% FS accuracy 
• Up to 1.5 MB memory 
12 ·bit resolution 
• Sample rates as fast as 25 readings 
per second 
• Weighs less than 4 02 
• la-year battery life (guaranteed) 
• Free technical support on our 800 
number 
• 3·year warranty 
• Year 2000 compliant 
Downloading information is simple: 
Connect an ACR interface cable 
to the logger and the Com 
port of a PC and run the 
ACR software. View data 
graphically or statistically. 
Loggers are accessible remotely 
by modem and can be networked. 
G R 
For more information on the complete ACR family of data logging instruments, please 
cantact us. Te/ephone: 604.591.1128· Toll free rCOA & USAJ: 1.800.663.7845 
Fax: 604.591.2252· Web: www.acrsystems.com • £-mail: acr{jacrsystems.com 
Bldg 210 - 12960 84th Avenue Surrey BC V3W IK7 Canada 
SYSTEMS/NCo TECHNOLOGY MADE TO MEASURE 
AN ISO '001 COMPANY HUlKG KANUFACTUAEl'I urUHKTUlVE1 
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~Tape-Spring Reinforcements for Inflatable Structural Tubes 
Tape-springs and tubes help each other resist buckling. 
11 :A' Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Lightweight, inflatable tubular tructural components con-
taining tape- pring reinforcements are undergoing develop-
ment. The basic (without tape- pring reinforcement) tubular 
components are made, variou ly, of aluminum laminate or 
compo ite material and are under con ideration for u e in 
erecting tructures in outer pace. They could al 0 be u ed to 
erect structure for terre trial application in ituations in 
which a greater value i placed in light weight than on trength. 
Two type of tape-spring reinforcements have been conceived 
for this purpose: longitudinal and circumferential. Longitudinal 
tape- pring reinforcements are made from trips of spring steel 
or other high-modulus material with curved cro ection , uch 
as the type of pring trips used commonly in compacrly tow-
able carpenter ' measuring tape. The reinforcements would ex-
ploit the well known nonlinear mechanical re ponse of such 
tapes, namely: (1) high re i tance to buckling while they are 
traight, (2) the ease with which they can be rolled up once they 
have been initially flattened, and (3) much tronger resistance 
to bending or buckling toward the concave-side-out configura-
tion than toward the concave-side-in configuration. 
• QuIrW-llrlclgl1Ir8In I11III moduIIIln 
~~
• Low 1ncI_1tII chInnII COllI 
• FIll-llrlc9I1gn11 COIlCllllolllnll ........ 
• PorIIbIt MllIIbonIDry ___ IMIIIIIII 
.1IuIIIpII_ ,... MIl AIIInIIon opIonI 
• Compre/IIIIIIft pIot......, MIl ... 
raduc:IIon MIecIIonI 
Phone: (211 ) 955-2100 Fax: (211) I55-ZI3I 
E ....... : IItnIlncIq@atnIH.com 
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uall , a thin-wall tube buckle inward first- If one attache 
longitudinal curved-<:ro ection tape spring to the in ide of 
a thin-wall tube at everal circumferential po itions and orients 
them with their concave ides facing toward the interior, then 
the tape-springs help to re train the tube again t inward buck-
ling while the tube help to restrain the tape against outward 
buckling. The net effect i a large increa e in the load-bearing 
capacity of the reinforced tube. 
Becau e the tiffness of a tape- pring decrease as its length 
increases, it has been propo ed to add circumferential rein-
forcing tape- prings, or other form of circumferential rein-
forcement, to long tubes for certain application . Circumfer-
ential reinforcing tape- prings would be fabricated as su-aigh t, 
thin, flat trip. They would be attached to the in ide of the 
tube. The circumferential reinforcements would also erve as 
hard attachment points for tube subjected to lateral loading. 
This work was done !Jy H()Ufei Fang and Michael Lou of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further infm-mation, access 
tM Technical ufrPort Package (TSP) free on-line at wwwnasatech.com 
under tM Mechanics categury. 
NP0-20615 
Mechanism for Planar 
Manipulation With Simplified 
Kinematics 
Simple combinations of actuator motions 
yield purely radial or purely tangential 
end-effector motions. 
Goddard space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 
The figure chematically illu trate three manipulator mech-
ani m for positioning an end effector (a robot hand or other 
object) in a plane (which would ordinarily be horizontal). One 
of the e i a newer, improved mechani m that includes two 
coaxial, base-mounted rotary actuators incorporated into a 
linkage that is classified as "P4R" in the discipline of kinemat-
ic of mechani m because it includes one prismatic (P) joint 
and four revolute (R) joints. The improved mechanism com-
bine the advantages of coaxial base mounting (as opposed to 
noncoaxial and/ or nonbase mounting) of actuators, plus the 
advantages of closed-loop (as oppo ed to open-loop) linkage 
in uch a way as to afford a implification (in compari on with 
other linkages) of inver e kinematic. implification of the 
kinematic reduces the computational burden incurred in con-
trolling the manipulator. 
In the general case of a two-degree-of-freedom manipula-
tor with two rotary actuators, the inver e kinematic problem 
i to find the rotary-actuator angles needed to place the end 
ASA Tech Briefs,july 2000 
effector at a pecified location, velocity, ordinates are kinematically related to that runs through the end effector and is 
and acceleration in the plane of mo- each other and to the required motion concentric with the rotary actuators. 
tion. In the case of a typical older ma- in a complex way. If rotary acruator 2 is held stationary, 
nipuJator mechanism of thi type, the In the improved mechanism, the task while rotary acruator 1 is turned, then 
olution of the inverse kinematic prob- of coordination is great! implified by link D slide radially in the prismatic joint. 
lem involves much computation be- implification of the inverse kinematics; causing the end effector to move radially. 
cau e what one eeks is the coordinated the motion of the end effector is easily re- If both rotary acruators are turned to-
po itions, velocitie , and acceleration solved into a component that is radial and gether, then there is no radial motion; in-
of the two manipulators, and the e co- a component that is tangential to a circle stead, the entire linkage simply rotates as 
,--------'---------------------'---------, a rigid body about the acruator axis, so 
AdIIalorAq 
(vOI1IcaV'_Of~ that the end effector moves tangen-
I / _.-and tially. Thus, the task of coordination is 
- End~ Joont I ..... reduced to a imple decision to (a) ro-
Coordnate CIIdo in PIons .. MotIon tate acruator 1 only to obtain radial 
_ ~ - - _ _ __ motion, (b) rotate both actuators to-
=- i _..... -- ---- _..... --~ ~ gether to obtain tangential motion, or 
(T11js _ also prOY1deo simplified knImaIIcs, 
K end __ can be mounted 8' poom E;-. 
(V_A>~ofRo""",") (c) rotate the actuators differentially 
thla may be diffICUlt due 10 e1dstonce of • nwoIute joint ., 
poInl E. ln II1e P<R _ . !he end _ can be 
anywhere oIong link D.) 
EndEff_ 
IP~~I according to a traightforward kine-
I matie relationship to obtain a combi-
I \ nation of radial and axial motion. 
This work was done by Farhad Tah-
) masebi of Goddard Space Flight Cen-ter. For further infunnation, acass the 
/ Technical Support Package (TSP) free 0n,-
line at www.nasatech.com under the Me-
_Joon. 
IMPROVED MECHANISM /' chanics category. 
__ Joint 
OLDER MECHANISMS 
- -- - ---.---
The Improved Mechanism affords a simplification of kinematics: Whereas the coordination of actuator 
motions necessary to obtain specified end-effector motions in the older mechanisms is a complex task, it 
is a relatively simple task in the improved mechanism. 
This invention is owned by NASA, and 
a patent application has been filed. In-
quiries concerning nonexclusive or exclu-
sive lianse for its commercial development 
should be addressed to the Patent Counse~ 
Goddard Spaa Flight Center; (301) 286-
7351. Refer to GSC-13655. 
www.LaserSensors.LMlnt.com --~~ 
Fast Accurate Measurement for Reflective Material 
• Optimized for highly polished 
targets from perfect mirrors to 
semi-specular surfaces 
• Silicon Wafers, Aluminum, Stainless 
Steel and other reflective materials ... 
• Fast, accurate measurements in harsh 
indusbial conditions 
• OEM/Custom capabilities, Specialized 
solutions for OEM, Machine Builders 
& System Integration 
• Free Consultation - 30 day product trial 
--J 10nm resolution over a 1mm 
measurement range 
--J 10-20 micron spot size 
--J 16kHz sample rate wI patented 
"Fast Light Control Circuit" 
--J Optional Integrated CCO came 
for accurate spot position 
,.----LIVIISelcom 
..J 5nm resolution at rates up to 250 kHz 
..J 1~20 micron spot size 
LNS - Laser Nano 
--J Small 64 mm x 20 mm sensor size tor 
tight work envelopes 
Sensor We M •• sureVourWDrId 
..t.the SPIlled at I.isf1t 
-
... __ ... 
Lase. • •• ~CII~U.~. I .~I I.. .1 I .. ~.- I ICII .. IUIICIII 
Industrial Sensors Division 
Visa & 
Master Card 
21666 Melrose Avenue Southfield. MI 48075 Accepted 
MEASUREMENT & CONTROL Phone: (248) 359-2409 Fax: (248) 355-3283 E-mail: sales@lmint.com 
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Technolo\!y At Its Best! 
3227 M llh-Ohm HITester 
o 50 ms response 
o 90 times/second sompling 
o 300mn through 300kn (7 ranges) 
o Full external control 
o Comparator output 
o Testing source DC 
o Four-terminal method circle no. 430 
3193 Power HiTester 
o DC or 10 to 30, 4-wire 
o DC, 05 Hz to 1 MHz 
012 CH, wide range of msmnt functions 
o Harmonic/flicker 
o Direct/wid-bomd clamp input 
o FDD, printer 
o True RMS 
o GP-IB, RS-232C std. circle no. 431 
8835-01 Memory HiCorder 
08 onalog channels plus 16 logic channels 
o 1 M samples/second 
o 4M words memory 
o 12 bits AID resolution 
o 6.4' color TFT LCD 
o Type III PC/fDD 
o LAN communication capability 
o 2-woy power supply circle no. 432 
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~Improved Cable-Drive 
Pretensioner 
Tension is adjusted easily by use of 
a worm gear. 
Lyndon B. Johnson :pace Center, Houston, Texas 
An improved mechanism has been devi ed to facilitate the 
adjustment of ten ion in a cable in a cable-and-pulle drive. 
Cable-and-pulle drive are being used increasingly in robots 
and other high-performance, computer-controlled machine . 
Typicall , a cable i looped around various drive pulle with its 
end anchored in proximity to each other on two coaxial cylin-
ders ( ee figure). During operation of the cable drive, the 
cylinders are locked again t rotation relative to each other to 
maintain a pre et ten ion. To adjust the ten ion, it is necessary 
to unlock the cylinders and rotate them relative to each other. 
In a typical older cable-ten ioning mechanism, lock between 
cylinder is maintained by etscrews. To adjust ten ion, it is nec-
e ary to 100 en the setscrew, turn the cylinders lightly to ob-
tain the de ired ten ion, then tighten the etscrew. Thi pro-
cedure is tedious and labor-inten ive; ometime it requires as 
many as three technician working imultaneously with three 
wrenche and a screwdriver. If one of the technician lip , it i 
nece sary to repeat the procedure and, depending on the d -
sign of the particular cable drive, it could be nece ary to dis-
mount and remount the cables. 
The improved mechani m is both a I cking and an adju t-
ment mechani m that can be adjusted easily by one technician. 
In thi mechanism, the cylinder are turned relative to each 
other by u e of a worm-gear drive. The outer cylinder hou es 
the worm, while the mating worm gear is attached to the inner 
cylinder. A technician turns th worm by u e of a hand tool. 
There i no need to provide explicitly for locking against inad-
vertent or undesired relative rotation: the friction inherent in 
the worm-gear drive prevents backdriving under cable tension. 
This work was done by William Townsend of BarreLt Technology, 
Inc. , far Johnson Space Center. For further infarmation, access the 
Technical Suppart Package (TSP) free on-line at tuWW.7zasatech.com 
under the Mechanics category. 
In accardance with Public Law 96-517, the contractor has elected to 
retain title to this invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its com-
mercial use should be addressed to 
BarreLt Technology, Tnc. 
545 Concard Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
Refer to MSC-22405, volume and number of this NASA Tech 
Brief issue, and the page number. 
OUterCyfindef 
Inner 
_for 
Worm-Gea!·Tumtng 
Tool 
Tension in the Cable Is Adjusted by turning one cylinder relative to the 
other. In the improved mechanism, this is done by use of a worm-gear drive. 
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0- Path-Planning Program for a Redundant Robotic Manipulator 
This program utilizes kinematic redundancy to find singularity-free, obstacle-avoiding paths. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center; Houston, Texas 
The Space Station Robot Manipulator 
System (SSRMS) PaUl Planning Pro-
gram is a computer program that, in 
comparison with software developed 
previou Iy for the same purpose, sup-
ports operations of faster and more com-
plex robots. Two especially notable fea-
tures of me program are ulat (1 ) it 
makes for ease of description of me 
work space of a remote manipulator or 
other robot and (2) it takes advantage of 
redundant degrees of freedom of the 
manipulator by finding manipulator-link 
paths that avoid both mathematical sin-
gularities and physical obstacles. The 
program can be applied not only to 
space-station manipulators and omer ro-
bots but also to manipulators and other 
robots used in remediation of waste sites 
and dismantling nuclear facilities. With 
moderate modifications, me program 
could even be used in reconfigurable 
manufacturing operations. 
In the original International Space 
Station application, there is a need to 
assure the safety of the crew and equip-
ment by calculating a safe path and an 
optimal trajectory for the SSRMS, 
which has even degrees of freedom 
(OOFs). In the absence of the pre ent 
or a similar program, determining a 
safe path through a field of obstacles i 
difficult because the end-effector tra-
jectory and the necessary manipulator-
YOUR 
C nstant 
joint-angle trajectories must be taken 
into account manuaUy; as a conse-
quence, th chosen path may nol be 
the optimal path. The SSRMS Path 
Planning Program automates the path-
planning proce s. It searches for, and 
find , the optimal trajectory in a matter 
of seconds. 
The idea for the program came from 
R. V. Mayorga, who proposed a path-
planning method for a manipulator that 
is redundant in the sense mal me num-
ber of its OOFs exceed the number of 
task elements. An analysis of me method 
was performed for a 3-DOF manipulator 
operating in a plane; then the analysis 
was extended to a 7-00F manipulator 
FOR TORQUE AND FORCE MEASUREMENT SOLUTIONS 
Constants are important in mathematics 
to discern quantitative and qualitative 
differences. Companies can be measured 
by similar values. Lebow Products has a long 
and successful history for delivering torque 
and force measurement solutions-from 
initial R&D through production processes. 
Our versatility is proven with an 8,000 sensor 
design library, and development of exciting 
new products is a testimonial that we're as 
committed today as we were back in 1955. 
1-800-803-1164 
www.lebowproducts.com 
Lebow Products Inc. 
1728 Maplelawn Drive 
Troy, Michigan 48084 
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operating in three-dimen ional pace. 
Finall , all the equation of the method 
pecific to the RM were formulated, 
together with orne clever wa of incor-
porating them into a computer code. 
The RM Path Planning program, 
written in AN I-C, evolved from thi 
final anal i. 
The RM Path Planning Program 
follow the artificial-potential-field ap-
proach to planning the path of the end 
effector of the remote manipulator. 
Real-time join t-angle trajectory planning 
for enabling manipulator links to avoid 
ob tacle, involving the u e of a null-
pace vector, i implemented in thi pro-
gram. All of the equation of kinemati 
and inver e kinematic pecific to the 
RMS are a1 0 included. 
In Mayorga' method, the goal con-
figuration i repre ented b an attrac-
tive potential and ob tacle b repul ive 
potential . The determination of the 
manipulator joint-angle trajector in-
volve the inver ion of a potential-field 
matrix, but thi i subject to difficultie 
when the manipulator approache sin-
gular configuration. With r pect to 
ingular configuration, the RM 
Path Planning Program incorporate 
NKK's liquid crystal smart switches could be 
the brightest idea you ever had. They can be 
programmed to display numbers, characters, 
still images and moving graphics. They can also 
62 
be programmed with switch-to-switch animation 
sequences that guide users through an error-free succession 
of even the most complex actuations. Regardless of your 
industry, don't launch another application without looking 
into NKK Smart Switches. 
nHHa 
switches 
Phone (480) 991-0942· Fax (480) 998-1435 
7850 E. Gelding Drive, Scottsdale, ArIzona 85260 
www .lcdswitch.com 
two improvements: (1) the manipula-
tor trajector i determined directl 
from the gradient of the potential field, 
o that there i no need to invert nearly 
ingular matrice ; (2) a global per pec-
tive i added b providing for the pre-
determination of optimal (horte t-
path) goal trajecLOry for the 
end-effector po ition. The attra rive 
potential i th n ba ed on an optimal 
trajectory that guide the end effector 
around ob tacle in the hortest po i-
ble di tance. 
The program read two input file . 
Th frr l file de cribe the work pace; 
the econd file contain constants, inte-
gration parameter, the initial configu-
ration, and the goal configuration. 
From the e inputs, the program calcu-
lates a path through the work pace, 
going from the initial configuration to 
the goal configuration along a path that 
avoid ob tacle for the end effector 
and the manipulator links. By varying 
the value of orne or all of the con-
tants, one can change a path to incor-
porate a wider or narrower clearance of 
ob tacles, change the time to complete 
the task, and/or otherwi e alter the na-
ture of the task. The joint-angle trajec-
torie are computed by another pro-
gram, "PLUMECHECK," on a Silicon 
Graphic workstation. PLUMECHECK 
can display animation of the manipula-
tor arm. 
The RM Path Planning Program is 
an improvement over programs devel-
oped previou Iy for the same purpose in 
the following re pects: 
• Path planning ha been automated. 
The joint-angle trajectories for any 
path can be found in seconds. There-
fore, many different cenarios can be 
tried to find an optimal path. 
• It is easy to de cribe the work pace, in-
cluding ob tacle , forbidden regions, 
and other important feature of the 
work space. 
• The redundancy of the SSRMS is not a 
di advantage for thi program; on the 
contrary, it i an advantage when there 
i a need to find singularity-free paths 
and avoid obstacle . 
The RM Path Planning Program 
has much to recommend iL Its potential 
field-based approach to avoidance of 
colli ion by kinematically redundant 
manipulator has already been demon-
trated in research laboratorie. Thi 
program i being evaluated with re pect 
to commercial applicability. 
This work was done l7y Glenn V. Webb of 
Rockwell Space Operations fOT Johnson 
Space Center. 
M C-22751 
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~Soaring to 100,000 ft on Stratospheric Mountain Waves 
A proposed sailplane would make the most of these waves. 
Dr)'den, Flight Research Crn ter. Edwards, California 
A re earch project now underway ad-
dre e the concept of utilizing trato-
pheric mountain wave to soar to high 
altitude in ail plane. trato pheri 
mountain wave are mountain wave 
that propagate trongly, and with conti-
nuity, into the middle and upper SU<ltos-
phere, and are not extinguished, 
trapped, or reflected at or near the 
tropopau e. The hi torical experience 
of high-flying aircraft has been limited 
to the lower region of their domain, 
where large amplification leading to 
large vertical speeds and instability is un-
common. Amplification with increasing 
altitude, and the instability cau ed by 
thi amplification, can lead to wave over-
turning, imilar to waves breaking at the 
for Pr ur 
64 
beach. ¥"ave overturning 
originating from amplifica-
tion has not been experi-
enced by aircraft yet, as far 
as we know. The general 
impre ion of the trato-
phere as an entirel quiet 
region i not, in general, 
justified. 
Recen tly, high-al ti tude 
meteorological research 
balloons, launched in up-
port of other atmo pheric-
2000 
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' .000 
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-1 .500 
cience projects, have 
recorded very u'ong 
mountain wave (see fig-
ure) up to a balloon-bur t 
a ltitude of 105,000 ft 
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Mountain-Wave Vertical Speeds are plot ted alongside the 
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(32 km). The waves propagate into the 
middle or upper stratosphere when the 
outer region of the polar vortex lies 
above a strong tropospheric wind band, 
above mountainous terrain. In this situa-
tion, there is no appreciable wind maxi-
mum at the tropopause, and little evi-
dence of a tropopause in the 
temperature profile. Waves propagate 
upward with increasing vertical wind 
component. Stratospheric mountain 
waves are most commonly found, in the 
orthem Hemisphere, in the 600 -t.o-70° 
latitude band. In the Southern Hemi-
sphere, they extend further toward the 
equator, because of the larger extent of 
the polar vortex in that hemisphere. 
Stratospheric waves can also form (albeit 
very rarely) at lower latitudes. 
The present project is the first step to 
build and demonstrate the utility of a 
special-purpose piloted research sail-
plane that can climb in strong stratos-
pheric mountain waves to its lift-limited 
ceiling. For a sailplane with state-of-the-
art structural and aerodynamic charac-
teristics, the lift-limited ceiling lies be-
tween 100,000 and 110,000 ft (30.5 and 
33.5 km) . Flights are to be made safely 
and repeatedly, as justified by the need 
for experimental data. 
Work to gather additional data on the 
strength, location, structure, and fre-
quency of occurrence of strong moun-
tain waves is now underway. The data are 
expected to verify that the aerodynamic 
performance of a sailplane will enable it 
to climb to 100,000 ft (30.5 kID) in the 
waves. In addition, simulations are ex-
pected to determine what degree, if any, 
of stability augmentation will be neces-
sary for the sailplane. 
The meteorological part of the work 
will consist of identification and search-
ing of historical sources of mountain-
wave data. In addition to searching such 
pre-existing data, special dedicated bal-
loon ascents with Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS) sondes will be made to aug-
ment the data normally obtained from 
sondes launched at regular intervals and 
from other special balloons that are 
used for research not related to stratos-
pheric mountain waves. The meteoro-
logical profile characteristics will be 
summarized with respect to the charac-
teristics of waves identified in the bal-
loon data. Numerical modeling of 
mountain waves will be done for se-
lected cases found in the data acquired 
from the sondes during the dedicated 
balloon ascents and from other sources. 
The work will include an aerody-
namic-performance part based on a 
standard "drag build up" method. This 
part of the work will involve the use of 
pre-existing basic data sources and of in-
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cremental vanaUons on pr~X1Sung 
high-performance ailplan for which 
accurate performance measurements 
have been made. 
The imulation part of the work will 
include asse rnent of the flying quali-
ties of the sailplane. With the Dryden 
imulation, actual or numerical models 
of the wave structure can be included. 
The direct effect of the wave tructure 
on sailplane control can be hown. The 
effect of turbulence generated in wave 
overturning events will not be as realis-
tically modeled. Variations of parame-
ters will be made to determine the mo t 
attractive combination of aerodynamic 
tabilityand augmentation. 
This work is being done by Edward 
H. TeeLs, Jr., of Dryden ffight Research 
Center and by Einar EneuoldsQn of Nurjen, 
Inc. , under a Right Test Technique grant 
and a Dryden Discretionary Fund grant. 
DRG00-08 
@Designing Purging Flows of Clean, 
Dry Gases 
Flow paraIlleters can be chosen to reduce contamination to 
specified low levels . 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 
A method of designing 
purging flows of clean 
dry gases to maintain ac-
ceptably low levels of con-
tamination in enclosed 
volumes has been devel-
oped. The method is ap-
plicable to diverse enclo-
sures that must be kept 
clean, including hous-
ings of precise optical 
instruments, clinical faci-
lities, facilities for manu-
facturing nllcroelectronic 
devices, and clean rooms 
in general. 
1-----91· ... =------11 
In the simplest case, 
the purging flow of 
clean, dry gas is required 
to limit the entrance of 
A Tank Purged With Nitrogen through a single inlet and a single 
outlet was used in experiments to obtain parameters for purge-
flow design equations. 
external contaminants into the purged 
volume through a single purge vent 
(see figure). External contaminants in-
clude gases (e.g., water vapor) and par-
ticles (e.g., microbes and dust). Also, 
typically, the purging flow is required 
to limit the concentration of contami-
nants generated internally by out-
gassing and to sweep out these contam-
inants. The present design method, 
based on equations developed in a the-
oretical and experimental study of 
bulk and diffusional flow, enables one 
to select the pressure, flow speed, and 
volumetric flow rate of the purge gas to 
satisfy these requirements. 
The purging volumetric flow rate 
needed to limit potentially contaminat-
ing external air to an acceptably low par-
tial pressure is a function of its partial 
pressure, of the ambient pressure, and of 
the characteristic time for entry of air or 
of the contaminant(s) of interest into 
www.nasatech.com 
the volume through the purge vent This 
characteristic time can be determined 
experimentally. The purge-gas pressure 
needed to maintain the required volu-
metric flow through the purge vent can 
be calculated as a function of the ambi-
ent temperature and pressure and the 
cross-sectional area of the purge vent 
The speed of flow through the vent is, of 
course, directly related to the volumetric 
flow rate and the cross-sectional area of 
the vent. The size of the largest airborne 
particle that can be prevented from en-
tering against the purging flow can be 
calculated as a function of the flow speed 
and of the viscosity and mass density of 
the vented gas. 
This work was done by John J SciaUWne 
qfGoddard Space Flight Center. For fur-
ther information, access the Technical Sup-
port Package (TSP) free on-line at 
un.uw.nasaiech.com under the Physical Sci-
ences categtJry. GSC-I4241 
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• 
Update on a Progressive-
Failure-Analysis Software 
System 
A report presents additional informa-
tion on the GENOA-PFA computer pro-
gram, which was described in "Software 
for Simulating Progressive Fracture in 
Braided PMCs" (LEW-16845), NASA 
Tech Briefs, Vol. 24, No.3 (March 2000), 
page 52. On the basis of material-prop-
erty data, finite-element mathematical 
models, and service conditions, 
• GENOA-PFA simulates the initiation 
and progression of damage ultimately 
leading to global structural failures in 
composite-material structures. The 
composite materials include complex 
architectures in which fibers are placed 
in two- or three-dimensional weaves or 
braids. Whereas the cited prior article 
characterized GENOA-PFA as applica-
ble to only polymer-matrix composites, 
the report characterizes it as applicable 
to other composite structures also, in-
cluding ones that contain ceramic or 
metal matrices. 
This wum was done by Pafrfru L. N. 
Murthy and Christos C. Chamis of Glenn 
Research Center, Frank Abdi of Alpha Star 
Corp., and Levon Minnetyan of Clarkson 
University. To obtain a copy of the report, 
"GENOA a Progressive Failure Analysis Soft-
ware System, " access the Technical Support 
Package (TSP) free orHine at WWUlnasatech. 
com under the Mati!rW1$ categrJry. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to NASA Glenn Research Center, Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: Steve Fedor; Mail 
Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-i6858. 
~ Simulations of Evolving 
~ lhmsitional Mixing Layers 
A report describes direct numerical 
simulations of single- and two-phase, 
temporally developing transitional mix-
ing layers at Reynolds numbers (based 
on the initial vorticity thickne and 
mean velocity difference) from 200 to 
600. As many as 300 x 332 x 180 grid 
points were used to discretize the gas 
phase. As many as 5.7 x 10" individual 
evaporating droplets of various sizes, 
present in liquid-to-gas mass ratios be-
tween 0 and 0.5, were tracked in a La-
grangian reference frame. The gas 
phase was described by the Navier-Stokes 
NASA Tech Briefs,July 2000 
equations for a compressible fluid, aug-
mented by species-transport equations 
and by the energy equation. 
This wum was done by Josette BeUan and 
Richard Miller of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. To obtain a copy 
oj the report, "Evolution of Single-Phase and 
Droplet Laden Transitional Miring Layers, " 
access lhe Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free orHille at www.nasatech.com under the 
Physical Sciences category. 
NP0-20705 
@ Simul:-!i0ns of a 
- TransItional Droplet-
Laden Mixing Layer 
A report describes direct numerical 
simulations of a droplet-laden mixing 
layer (e.g., evaporating droplets of a hy-
drocarbon fuel in air) undergoing a 
transition to mixing turbulence. The 
governing equations are those of La-
grangian transport of discrete droplets 
through a flowing gas, which i repre-
sented by Eulerian equations with 
source terms for two-way couplings of 
mass, momentum, and energy among 
the Hquid, vapor, and carrier-gas phases. 
The equations are solved numerically, 
using as many as 18 x 10" grid points to 
discretize the Eulerian gas-phase equa-
tions and tracking as many as 5.7 x 106 
evaporating droplets of various initial 
sizes in the Lagrangian reference frame. 
This work was done by Josette BeUan and 
Richard Miller of CalJ.ech Jor NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. To obtain a capy 
oj the report, "Direct numnical simulation 
and subgrUI. analysis of a transitional droplet 
laden miring layer," access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
WWUlnasatech.com under the Physical Sci-
ences category. 
NPO-20709 
ft'ijI Thermodynamic Instability ~ of ~Gal_,.As/GaAs 
Quantum Dots 
A repon describes experiments that 
generated evidence of thermodynamic 
instability of nanometer-size islands 
(quantum dots) in 1n~Gal_.As grown on 
GaAs. ln~Gal_.As/GaAs specimens were 
grown by metaI-organic chemical vapor 
depo ition, using various partial pres-
sures of AsH,. Examination of specimens 
by force microscopy, electron mi-
croscopy, and low-temperature photo-
www.nasatech.com 
luminescence spectroscopy revealed dif-
ferences in island formation at different 
partial pressures of AsH" including dif-
ferences in (l) urface coverages of is-
lands, (2) ratios between numbers of co-
herent and incoherent islands, (3) sizes 
and shape of islands after annealing, 
and (4) thlcknesses for the onset of the 
Stranski-Krastanow (8-K) transformation 
(in which quantum dots form sponta-
neously in a second semiconduCl.Or de-
posited on a lattice-mismatched first 
semiconductor once the econd semi-
conductor reaches a critical thickness, 
which is typically a few molecular layers). 
This work was done by Rosa Leon oJ Cal-
tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. To obtain a capy oj the report, "Island 
Shape instabilities and Surfactant-Like Ef 
Jects in the Growth oj InGaAs/GaAs Quan-
tum Dots," access the Technical Support 
Package (TSP) free on-line at www.nasarech. 
com under the Physical Sciences category. 
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• Room temperature or elevated temperature cures 
• Superior water and chemical resistance • Long 
storage stability at room temperature . Good elec-
trical insulation properties. Convenient packaging 
Master Boncllnc. 
Adhesives. Sealants & Coatings 
154 Hobart St., Hackensack, NJ 07601 • (201) 343-8983 
For More Information Circle No. 445 
• Superior to COI1WI1tionaI slip rings. MenDac's liquid 
metal-wetted contacts provide ~ No electrical 
noise, Jess than 1 milliohm resistance. 
° Durable, compact, low cost, no maintenance. Ideal for 
computers, instrumentation, thermocouples, strain 
gauges, packaging, heating and control equipment. 
68 
Mercotaclnc. 
6195 Corte del Cedro .1 00 
Carlsbad, California 92009 
760 431 7723 • Fax 760 431 0905 
Internet www.mercotac.com 
e-mail: info@mercotac.com 
For More Information Circle No. 446 
Newon 
DISK 
COMA Software 
for Wireless 
COMA Reference Blockset 1.0 
from The Math Works, atid, MA, 
is a collection of imulinko blocks 
for creating and imulating the 
COMA IS-gSA tandard for wireless 
communications. It enables users 
to conslIUct an entire, end-to-end 
(transmitter to receiver) reference model oCa wireless system. The soft-
ware includes full C source code, providing an open and upwan:lly com-
patible foundation for migration of IS-gSA designs into COMA 2000 Ix 
and other third-generation COMA applications. Building blocks are 
included for the design of base tations, handsets, and components. 
Other features include drag-and4"op editing, intuitive model naviga-
tion, model-library support, and lockable libraries. Circle No. 710 
Electrical-Controls Design ~H~.~~=tlr;:::;~~ 
VIA Development Corp., Marion, • 
IN, has released Version 6.0 of its 
VIA Electrical Controls Design 
Software (VIA ECD ). Th is 
AutoCADO-based application suite is 
designed to link schematics, panel ~~=~~~~~~~~~ drawings, bill of materials, and data-
base management Enhancements 
include the Locator, which allows users to search multiple drawings for 
any specific atlTibute value, and a Setup WLZard to facilitale project con-
figurations. VIA Module Builder enables users to creale new I/O mod-
ules or modify the appearance of existing modules. Circle No. 711 
Thermal Modeling Plug-In 
Network Analysis, Tempe, AZ, offers two products integrating its 
SINDA/G thermal oftware with FEMAP, SDRC's Windows-based FE 
modeler. SINDA/G for FEMAP is a plug-in module for FEMAP and 
MSC/NASTRAN for Windows. It consists of 
a SINDA/G thennal~olver module com-
bined with integration software to transfer 
FE models to finite d ifference models 
solved with SI DA/ G. SINDA/ ATM 
(Advanced Thermal Modeler) is a bundled 
thermal-analysis solution consisting of 
SDRC's FEMAP Professional and AI's 
SINDA/G thermal analyzer. A menu-{iriven 
interface allows engineers to create, solve, and visualize complex ther-
mal simulations with forced and natural convection and radiation. 
Circle No. 712 
Data Acquisition Link 
DoctorDAQ~ from United Electronic lnduslTies, Watertown, MA, pro-
vides a link between the company's PCI-based data acquisition cards and 
the Microsoft ExceJO spreadsheet program. This utility, available in a one-
channel analog-input Lite version, imports individual samples or large 
waveforms directly into an Excel work-
sheet The add-<:>n also can use worksheet 
data as a source for output functions. 
Features include a continuous mode that 
obtains and displays the next set of data-
points from the anaJog-input buffer; it does 
this continuously until the user stops the 
process manually. Circle No. 713 
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Stereoscopic Visualization 
StereoGraphics Corp., San Rafael, 
CA, offers Lhe Monitor ZScreen· 2000 
and Monitor ZScreen· 200Oi. These 
stereoscopic visualization systems are 
designed for professionals who work wilh 
complex 3D images in GIS/mapping, 
molecular modeling, medical imaging, 
and computational chemistry. Each sys-
tem consists of a stereoscopic viewing 
panel, which mounts over the monitor screen, and passive, poJarized 
eyewear. Monitor Z reens shutter images at the screen level, enabling 
users to view complex images stereoscopically on a workstation. These 
products are well suited for dual-monitor displays where synchroniz-
ing the vertical refresh rates of both monitors may not be pos ible. 
Circle No. 721 
Servomotors and Gears 
PSA rotary actuators from EXLAR Corp., Chanhassen, MN, com-
bine a brush less servomotor wiLh planetary gears to provide a fully 
integrated servo-gear motor. The sun gear is an integral part of the 
motor rowr, eliminating all couplings. PSA rotary actuators are avail-
able in frame izes of 50, 90, and 115 mm. They provide continuous 
torque ratings from 15 to 750 Ibf-in wiLh single reduction ratios of 3:1, 
5: I, and 10:1. Base mowr speeds of 2400, 3000, and 5000 rpm offer a 
wide range of application olutions. Circle No. 722 
DC Power Supplies 
The PAC/PACR series of regulated CV ICC power supplies from 
Davis Ins01lmenLS, Baltimore, MD, is de igned to provide a compact 
power-supply package. Twelve types are available for power require-
ments ranging from 0 to 20-60 volts and 0 to 1-3 Amps. Features 
include remote-conlrol terminals, low ripple and noise characteristics, 
simultaneous display. floating output and remote-sensing tenninals, 
and series/parallel operation. Circle No. 724 
Image-Storage System 
Olympus America, Industrial Products 
Group, Melville, NY, bas introduced the DC 
10 QwikStore~ portable image-storage sys-
tem, which attaches to rigid or flexible 
borescopes. It allows inspectors to view, 
freeze, tore, export, and e-mail images. 
Operators view images on an integrated 
screen designed with a un visor to eliminate 
glare. The S} tern includes a FIashPaLh card 
and adapter Lhat enable users to transfer 
images from Lhe system to a laptop for e-mail. 
Applications include in situ inspections of turbine blades, compres-
sors, hydraulic cylinders, critical welds, and other areas. Circle No. 725 
Digital Projector 
Boxlight. Poulsbo, WA, offers Lhe XD-9m digital projector that 
weighs 4.8 pounds and beams 1000 AN I lumens. The laptop-sized unit 
features Digital Light Processing technology and true 1024 x 768 XGA 
resolution. Other features include electronics that identiJ.Y a comput-
er's video signal and set up the picture automatically; and an on-board 
DVT connector for digital/artalog connectivity. Also included are digi-
tal keystone correction, manual zoom/focus, and a remOle control 
Circle No. 720 
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large air gaps with a low cost ferrous 
proximity sensor* using reed technology 
Available in custom designs. 
Call, fax or e-mail today for more information. 
• paten! pending 
~
Of MDWEST, NC. 
56641 TWIN BRANCH DRIVE · MISHAWAKA, IN 46545 
FAX (219) 256-6643 • E-MAIL IWebster@pcmidwest.com 
(800) 221-9257 
For More Information Circle No. 444 69 
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... _ technoioCY 
3D f11Ip/llcs worklutlon 
Bnghtest pure digital 
"'t-panel display:" 
17". 1280 x 1024 
2GB Fast, PC100 
ECC SDRAM 
36GB Ultra 180 SCSI 
Seagate' Cheetah XL 
drive at 10,000 rpm 
Geometry-accelerated 
OpenGL graphics 
The fastest WIndow8 N17 2000 
3D ....... workstation II!~~~ now lives In a b Iefcaae. 
MaxVlsIon""ntroduces the 
only portable Windows NT 
Workstation with dual-85OMHz 
Pentium-III processors and the 
OpenGL'" 3D graphics power you want. 
MAXVISION 1l ~ 
penUu ••• Fly one tomorrow. 
&5'seagate 
o 
256.772.3058 
www.maxvision.com 
' 5011 bnghter than your CRT, 160' WId! __ ng angle 
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New 
LITERATURE 
Pneumatic and Fluid Control Valves 
The pecialty Mfg. 0 ., t. Paul . MN, has released 
a 24-page, full-line catalog of pneumatic and fluid con-
1T01 valve . It provide detailed pecification and 
ordering information on miniature two-, three-. and 
four-wa valve ; needle valves/ pinch valve ; huttle 
valve / cbeck valve ; pre ure regulators; controllers; 
and fitting . Products are offered in 10/ 32" and 1/ " PT. 
female , male, and barb end connection . Circle No. 700 
Switches and Controls 
A brochure from American Solenoid, mersel, 
G. outlines the Kraus & aimer line of electrical 
controls. Rotary cam switche are available with dif-
ferent contact de igns, materials. and terminal. 
Applications include process control, in trumenta-
tion, and motor conlTot. Other products include 
pu hbuttons, relays, contractor , motor starters, 
and optional extras. Circle No. 701 
RFI Products 
VXI Associate , Boonton. G, offers a brochure 
de cribing its services and olutions for 
Receiver/ Fixture Interface (RFJ) requirements. RFI 
is an open- ystem architecture offering fIXture 
upward transportability and low<ost kit wiring sup-
port. Through standard RFI Fixture Eurocard pack-
aging and protoboard design, tile company provides common buffer-
ing, switching. and termination circuit-board types that can be applied 
directly through standard fixture power and control line hook-ups. 
Products include the Model 180 RFI ystem Series, designed for a 
broad range of commercial/ aero pace requirements. Circle No. 702 
Encoders and Sensors 
The 2000 product catalog from Piher Inter-
national Corp., Libertyville, IL, offers a full line of 
carbon and cermet trimmer and control poten-
tiometers, incremental encoders, position sensors. 
and printed resistors. The 92-page catalog 
includes product specifications, dimen ions, 
schematic drawings, and a worldwide di tributor 
network. Circle No. 703 
Digital Pressure Test Gages 
DCT Instruments/ ensotec, Columbus, OH, 
offers a brochure featuring pecifications and order-
ing information on the Model AK (0.05% FS accu-
racy) and the j Serie (0.2% FS accuracy) gages. 
These stainless-steel digital pre ure test gage use 
sensor technology designed for overpre ure toler-
ance. The j Series and the Model AK are offered 
with gage, absolute. vacuum, or compound pre ure reference, in 
ranges from .5 to 60,000 P i. Circle No, 704 
Industrial Computers 
iliconrax, unnyvaJe, CA, offers an 80-page 
catalog describing its line of industrial computer 
tern and accessories. In addition to complete 
system , products include ingle-board computer. 
passive backplane , rack-mount enclo ure , EMA 
4/ 12 workstations. tower enclosure , rack-mount 
monitor , rack cabinets, keyboard enclo ure , and 
UP and power supplies. Circle No. 705 
.~ ~ 
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The web publication for NASA Tech Briefs readers 
IASA Tech Briefs' aU-digital publication, Rapid Product Development Online (www.raPidproducts.net ), help engineers develop 
better products faster by providing immediate 24-hour access to the latest information on CAD, }EA, modeling, mold-making, 
reverse engineering, and rapid prototyping tools and techniques. This month s RPD Online includes: 
New CAD Process Reduces 
Mold-Design Time to 10 Minutes 
Internet-Enabled Rapid 
Prototyping 
Freudenberg-NOK, a provider of sealing package for both automotive and non-
automotive applications, adopted a new de ign process with Uni-
graphlcs that essentially parameterized an entire mold and 
reduced design time from 30 to 60 hours to 10 minutes. 
The new technology from Unigraphlcs Solutions 
has made it possible to reduce prototype delivery 
time from four to eight weeks to 10 working days. 
In e ence, a solid model of the product 
is used to update a solid model of a 
generic mold, automating the most time-
consuming part of the product develop-
ment process. The tool path information, 
associated to the generic mold, is automat-
ically updated and ready for C C machining. 
www.raPidproducts.net/JULYOO/mold. html 
Rapid prototyping has drawn life from 
the Internet through rapid infonnation 
and data exchange. ow that the "dot 
com" have entered the rapid prototyping 
marketplace, what will the future hold? 
As this month's guest columnist, Todd 
Grimm - director of marketing for Ac-
celerated Technologies, Inc. , a rapid pro-
totyping service bureau - discusses possi-
ble answer to this question. "Only one 
fact i known," say Grimm. "If these In-
ternet solutions don't make it easier, 
faster, better, and cheaper for both sides 
of the supply chain, they will fail." 
wurw. rapidproducls. net!]ULYOO/lgrimm.html 
3D CAD Helps Integrate Components 
in New laptop Design 
New Product Highlights While integrating components in a laptop is always difficult, the Apple 
Computer Corporation's iBook presented an exceptional challenge This month's new 
products include 
VX Visiona Mold 
EditionN from Vari-
metrix Corp., Palm 
Bay, FL. Mold Edi-
tion i a pecially 
configured version 
of the company's VX Vi ion CAD/ CAM ys-
tern. It is optimized for the design and docu-
mentation of irtiection and blow molds for 
plastic parts. 
www.rapidproducts.net/jULYOO/products.html 
because its curved shell both reduced the 
available space and increased the com-
plexity of interference calculations. 
The iBook integration team over-
came this challenge by switching from 
the 2D drawing software usually used 
for this task to a new Macintosh-based 
3D CAD system from Diehl Graphsoft 
The CAD tool provided a quick and 
easy way to evaluate how components fit 
in various positions, to establi h basic 
design relationships, and to homogenize communications between elec-
trical and mechanical engineer and industrial designers. 
www.rapidproducts.net/JULYOO/ laptop. html 
Be sure to visit www.rapidproducts.net for the latest www.ranidnro ucts.net 
information on the rapid product development industry. .- .-
Sponsors: 
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SOLID EDGE 
Solid Edge is 
Unigraphics Solutions' 
mid-range CAD 
software package. 
PlanetCAD 
www.nasatecb.com 
For advertising and sponsorship 
information, contact 
Joe Pramberger at 
joe@abptuf.org; Tel: 212-490-3999. 
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SIMULATING A 
Lower Casts Pay Off 
Ust the SlmulatlonCenter 
instead of costly hardwart 
and softwart for grtater 
return on investment 
The Power 
Searching for powerful data 
analysis and advanced graphics? 
With IDL, the Interactive Data Language, you can build applications 
that manipulate complex or large datasets from various sources to 
detect and display patterns, trends, and anomalies. IDL also 
handles unique data such as DICOM, DXF, HDF, and HDF-EOS. IDL 
provides a rich set of analysis capabilities to help you explore your 
data and visualize results using hardware accelerated OpenGL 
graphics. IDL is the complete development environment for 
building high quality cross-platform applications. 
i;~ENVL, the Environment for Visualizing Images, provides 
comprehensive functionality if you need a solution for remote 
sensing. ENVI supports all types of satellite and aircraft sensors, 
DEM's, GIS layers, and real-time GPS inputs. ENVI may be the most 
scientifically based spectral analysis tool available, but it also 
provides vector editing and query capabilities. And since it's 
"Powered by IDL", you can expand ENVI's features and create your 
own routines. 
POWERED BY 
iii IDL Download IDL and ENVI today at www.researchsystems.comltrends 
